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IMPORTANT, READ CAREFULLY. THIS BERKSHIRE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS END
USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (THE “EULA”) IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT
BETWEEN YOU, THE END-USER (“YOU” OR THE “LICENSEE”) AND BERKSHIRE
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS, LLC (“BTS” OR THE “LICENSOR”) FOR THE SOFTWARE
PRODUCTS LICENSED TO YOU BY BTS. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT YOU ARE BOUND
BY A WRITTEN AGREEMENT SIGNED BY BOTH YOU AND BTS REGARDING THE USE
AND LICENSE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, BY INSTALLING OR USING THIS
SOFTWARE PRODUCT, YOU, THE LICENSEE, ARE AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY THE
TERMS, CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS EULA, WHICH INCLUDE, BUT ARE
NOT LIMITED TO, THE DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY AND LIMITED WARRANTY, AND
LIMITATION OF BTS’S LIABILITY.

READ THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS EULA CAREFULLY BEFORE
INSTALLING OR USING THE SOFTWARE. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS,
CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS EULA, TERMINATE THE INSTALLATION OF
THIS SOFTWARE BY SELECTING "I DO NOT ACCEPT THE LICENSE AGREEMENT" IN
THIS WINDOW OR BY CLICKING ON THE "CANCEL" BUTTON. YOU MAY THEN
PROMPTLY DELETE THE LICENSE FILES AND SOFTWARE FROM YOUR COMPUTER
AND RETURN THE LICENSE FILE MEDIA, THE ENTIRE MEDIA PACKAGE, AND ALL
OTHER ITEMS (INCLUDING DOCUMENTATION AND PACKAGING) WITHIN 30 DAYS OF
PURCHASE TO THE PLACE FROM WHICH YOU OBTAINED IT FOR A FULL REFUND.

1. Definitions.

1.1  “Capacity” means a measurement of specific licensed size criteria as described
on the License Certificate and includes, among other measurements, Equipment
Counts and Machine Connections.

1.2   “Client” means a Device running Client Software or accessing or utilizing Server
Software.

1.3 “Client Access License” or “CAL” means a usage license required for each Client
that runs, accesses or utilizes Software running on a Server.

1.4 “Client Software” means those components of, or programs in, the Software that
allow a Device to run, access or utilize the services provided by a Server.

1.5 “Data Connector License” means the right to use Software that allows a Server
to access data from a data source on behalf of a Device.

1.6 “Designated Device” means the single Device owned, leased or otherwise
controlled by Licensee at a single location identified on the License File, License
Certificate or Order Form on which the Software is to be installed or run.

1.7 “Device” means any physical or virtual Client, Node, Server, computer, or other
digital workstation, electronic, cellular, or computing instrument that runs, accesses,
or utilizes the services of the Software.
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1.8 “Documentation” means the user guides and manuals for the installation and use
of the Software, whether provided in electronic, physical media, hard copy, or other
form.

1.9 “Equipment” means any physical asset, subcomponent or grouping thereof from
which information is captured for use by a Software module(s) for which a functional
requirement has been established.

1.10 “Equipment Count”, when used to determine the capacity of modules licenses,
means the number of any physical asset, subcomponent, or grouping thereof from
which information is captured for use by a Software module(s) for which a functional
requirement has been established.

1.11  “Hot Fix” means unreleased Software which has not been processed through a
full QA cycle and which is designed to correct a specific defect in the Software.

1.12   “I/O Count” means the maximum number of unique external data points that
the Software is licensed to monitor at any given time.

1.13 “License Certificate” means a document included with a BTS Software License
that provides specific information regarding Capacity, license grant and other
restrictions for the Software that has been licensed.

1.14  “License Fee” means the fee paid to BTS for each specific license for the
Software granted hereunder as may be identified in an Order Form.

1.15 “License File” means a component of the Software that enables one or more
components of the Software and may also specify the location of the Designated
Device(s), the Named User(s), and the Licensee. The License File also specifies the
Capacity for the Software. Certain components of the Software may be licensed
hereunder without a License File. For reference purposes, the components of the
Software enabled by a particular License File correlate to BTS part numbers as may
be reflected on the License File or on one or more Order Forms or License
Certificates.

1.16 “Named Device” means a unique named Device.

1.17  “Named User” means an individual person and is unique to the individual. A
Named User is not a particular logon name, a group, an organization, part of a
company or organization, or any other non-person entity.

1.18 “Order Form” means (i) the document in hard or electronic copy by which
particular Software is ordered by or for Licensee and by which BTS is advised of the
location of the Designated Device(s) and (ii) any order confirmation that may be
issued by BTS or an authorized partner of BTS acknowledging receipt of, or
accepting, an order by Licensee for particular Software.

1.19 “Per Device Use”, also called “Per Seat Use” means Device licensing as
specified in the Order Agreement, License File, or License Certificate wherein a
Device is licensed to access or utilizes the services of the Server Software on an
unlimited number of Servers running the Server Software. Licensee must purchase a
Per Device (“Per Seat”) License for each Device licensed for Per Device Use.

1.20 “Per Named Device” means where the Named device is licensed to access or
utilizes the services of the Server Software on an unlimited number of Servers
running the Server Software.
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1.21   “Per Server Use”, also called “concurrent use”, means Software licensing
wherein the Software may be installed on a unlimited number of Devices provided
however that the number of Devices utilizing the services of the Software residing
on a single Server is limited by the number of Per Server access licenses purchased
as defined in the Order Agreement, License File, or License Certificate.

1.22 “Per Session Count Use” means Server licensing used in a Terminal Server
Edition technology environment wherein the number of Devices accessing or
utilizing the services of the Software residing on a single Server at a given point in
time is limited by the number of Sessions specified in the license purchased as
defined in the Order Agreement, License File, or License Certificate.

1.23 “Per Processor Use” means Server Software licensing wherein a separate
license is required for each processor that resides on a single Server. For example,
a dual processor Device must have two Per Processor Use licenses and a quad-
processor Device must have four Per Processor Use licenses, one for each
processor.

1.24 “Per Named User” means Server Software licensed wherein one Named User
using any Device is licensed to access or utilizes the services of the Server Software
on an unlimited number of Servers running the Server Software.

1.25 “Pre-Production Release” means Software which has not completed BTS’s
formal release requirements and includes beta software.

1.26   “Runtime Report” means a discrete report active in the Software.

1.27   “Server” means any Device that hosts Server Software and can be run,
accessed, or used by another Device.

1.28 “Server Software” means those components of, or programs in, the Software
that provide services on a Device called a server on which services may be run,
accessed or used by another Device.

1.29   “Site Count” means the number of physical locations or sites for which the
Software is configured to monitor

1.30  “Software” means the computer software programs for which Licensee is
granted a license hereunder, the License Files necessary to enable those programs,
the Documentation therefore and Updates thereto. All computer programs are
licensed hereunder in object code (machine-readable) form.

1.31 “Update” means: (a) supplemental programs, if and when developed and
distributed by BTS, that may contain bug fixes or improved program functions for
the Software; and (b) a subsequent release of the Software, if and when developed
by BTS, which BTS generally makes available for licensees that have an Annual
Support Agreement (sold separately). An Update does not include any release, new
version, option, or future product, which BTS licenses separately.
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2. Software License.

2.1 Grant of License and Limitations. In consideration of the License Fee and subject
to the terms, conditions and limitations set forth in this EULA the limitations set
forth in the License File, License Certificate and any Order Form, BTS grants to
Licensee a nonexclusive license to use, execute and display a single instance of the
components of the Software specified in the License File, License Certificate or
Order Form for which the License Fee has been paid solely for Licensee’s operations
at the location specified in the License File, License Certificate or Order Form. The
license granted hereunder will continue perpetually unless terminated by Licensee
or BTS under Section 9.0 (“Termination”) hereof. The Software is licensed to
Licensee, not sold.

2.1.1 Device and Server Software Grant. If you have licensed the Software on a
Per Server/Concurrent Use basis, the Software may be installed on a single
Server that will be the Designated Device hereunder, and the maximum number
of Devices that may access or utilize the services of the Server Software at a
given point in time is limited by the number of concurrent sessions specified in
the License File. The services of the Server Software are considered to be
accessed or utilized when there is a direct or indirect connection between a
Device and the Server Software running on the Server (regardless whether the
Server Software is accessed or utilized using the Device Software, third party
software or an application developed by the Licensee).

If the Server Software is licensed on a Per Named User basis, then the
allocation and identification of the individual Named User must be maintained
by Licensee on file at Licensee’s location for a minimum of 30 days before the
allocation and identification of the Named User can be moved or transferred to
a different, separate and unique individual. The identified Named User may
activate only one instance of the services of a Server from any Device at any
location at any given point in time.

If the Server Software is licensed on a Per Server Use basis, then the maximum
number of Devices that may access or utilize the services of the Server
Software at a given point in time is equal to the number of Devices designated
for use for each Device with that Server.

If any Software is licensed on a Per Server Use basis, and accesses any database
or data source, the Licensee must purchase the required access license for each
database or data source accessed. Failure of a Licensee to purchase the required
database or data source license is a breach of this Agreement.

If the Server Software is licensed on a Per Processor Use basis, then for each
processor residing on the server, a separate Per Processor use license must be
purchased. A Per Processor license will allow an unlimited number of Devices to
access the services of the Server running the Server Software as long as a Per
Processor license has been purchased, pursuant to the Order Agreement,
License File, or License Certificate, for each processor running on the Server.

If the Software is licensed on a Per Session Count Use basis, then the maximum
number of Devices that may access or utilize the services of the Server
Software at a given point in time is limited by the number of Sessions specified
in the License File.
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2.1.2  Equipment Count and Machine Connections License Grant. For the certain
components of the Software are licensed according to the Equipment Count or
Machine Connections, the maximum amount of Equipment or Machines that
Licensee may capture information about according to established functional
requirements is limited to the number of Equipment specified for the Software
licensed hereunder as specified in the License File, Order Form or License
Certificate.

2.1.3   Runtime Report License Grant. If the Software is licensed on a Runtime
Report basis, the maximum number of Runtime Reports utilized by Licensee per
Server is limited to the Runtime Report count for the Software as specified in
the License File, Order Form or License Certificate

2.2 License Restrictions.

2.2.1 Copy Restrictions. Copyright laws and international treaties protect the
Software, including the Documentation. Unauthorized copying of the Software,
the Documentation or any part thereof, is expressly prohibited. Subject to these
restrictions, Licensee may make one (1) copy of the Software solely for backup
or archival purposes, and may make a limited number of copies of the
Documentation for use by Licensee in connection with its authorized use of the
Software. All titles, trademarks, and copyright and restricted rights notices will
be reproduced in such copies.

2.2.2 Use Restrictions. Licensee may transfer the Software from one Designated
Device to another for application development or for operation of the Software
provided that: (i) the Software (including the License Files) is completely
removed from the initial Designated Device prior to installing the Software on
the second computer, and (ii) the end-user identification information (including
the identification and location of the Designated Computer) contained within the
License File remains accurate. The Software may only be used on one Device at
a time, and the component parts of the Software may not be separated for use
on more than one Device. Licensee will not, nor will Licensee permit others to,
modify, adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble the
Software or any component thereof (including the Documentation), or create
derivative works based on the Software (including the Documentation), except
to the extent such foregoing restriction is agreed to in writing by BTS or
prohibited by applicable law.

2.2.3 Transfer and Assignment Restrictions. Licensee may not transfer,
sublicense, rent, lease, sell, loan or assign the Software or any part thereof, or
any of its rights or duties under this Agreement, to any other person or entity
without the prior written consent of BTS.

2.2.4 Multiplexing and Pooling. Use of software or hardware that reduces the
number of users directly or indirectly accessing or utilizing Server Software
(sometimes called "multiplexing" or "pooling" software or hardware) does not
reduce the number of CALs required. The required number of CALs would equal
the number of distinct inputs to the multiplexing or pooling software or
hardware "front end." 
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2.2.5 Installation Limitations. The media upon which the Software resides may
contain multiple copies of some of the components of the Software, each of
which is compatible with different microprocessor architectures or different
underlying operating systems. Licensee may install the Software for use only
with one architecture and one operating system at any given time, consistent
with the restrictions in the License File, License Certificate, or Order Form.

2.3 System Integrator and OEM/VAR License. In some instances, the Software is first
delivered to a System Integrator, VAR or OEM. If you are an authorized BTS
Distributor, System Integrator, VAR or OEM who incorporates the software into
equipment for delivery to an End User, or you bundle the Software with third party
software, you may transfer the Software to an end user provided that the end user
agrees to be bound by the terms of this EULA.

2.4 Ownership. BTS or BTS’s Licensors retains all title, copyright and other
proprietary rights in, and ownership of, the Software regardless of the media upon
which the original or any copy may be recorded or fixed. Licensee does not acquire
any rights, express or implied, other than those expressly granted in this EULA.

2.5 Verification/Audit. At BTS’s written request, not more frequently than annually,
Licensee will furnish BTS with a signed certification verifying that the Software is
being used in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. BTS may audit
Licensee’s use of the Software. Any such audit will be conducted during regular
business hours at Licensee’s facilities and will not unreasonably interfere with
Licensee’s business activities. If an audit reveals that Licensee is using Software
contrary to the terms and limitations of this EULA then Licensee will be invoiced for
additional license fees consistent with Licensee’s actual use of the Software in
accordance with BTS’s then current price list for the Software, which amount will be
immediately due and payable. This assessment of additional fees will be without
prejudice to any other remedies BTS may have for breach of this EULA, including
without limitation termination under Section 9 (“Term and Termination”).

2.6 Version Limitations. The Software and various components thereof, contain
certain version numbers (such as version "5.0"). This EULA permits Licensee to
install one copy of the Software, whereas i) some Software may allow the same
version number as the Software version number listed on the License File or Order
Form (or in an Update that is part of the Software hereunder licensed) on the
number of computers authorized hereunder (for example, if the version number
listed for a particular component of the Software is "5.0", then Licensee may install
a copy of that component of the Software having a "5.0" version number, but not a
"5.1" version number), and ii) some Software may allow the same or lower version
number as the Software version number listed on the License File or Order Form (or
in an Update that is part of the Software hereunder licensed) on the number of
computers authorized hereunder (for example, if the version number listed for a
particular component of the Software is "5.0", then Licensee may install a copy of
that component of the Software having a "5.0" or “4.5” version number, but not a
"5.1" version number).
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3. Support, Services and Updates.

3.1 Technical Support. Technical Support and other services are available at an
additional fee and are not included in the EULA. BTS and its authorized distributors
and resellers (including systems integrators) are the sole support contacts for the
Software.

3.2. Update Policy. BTS may from time to time, but has no obligation to, create
Updates of the Software. Subject to the then current BTS product lifecycle, BTS will
make such Updates available to Licensee with a then current Annual Support
Agreement at the time of the release of the Update.

4. Limited Warranties and Disclaimers.

4.1 Limited Warranty. BTS warrants for a period of ninety (90) days following
delivery of the Software that the Software will perform substantially in accordance
with the Documentation. Defective media will be replaced without charge during the
90 day warranty period. During the Warranty period, BTS will use commercially
reasonable efforts to provide maintenance modifications or fixes with respect to any
such material defect in the Software in a reasonably timely manner. If BTS is unable
to make the Software operate as warranted, then Licensee may, within thirty (30)
days after BTS’s failure to cure or fix the defect, elect to terminate the license
granted hereunder and recover the License Fee paid to BTS with respect to the
defective Software.

4.2 Pre-Production Releases. As an accommodation to Licensee, BTS may provide
Licensee from time to time a Pre-Production Release of the Software. All such Pre-
Production Releases are provided strictly on an “as-is” basis and BTS disclaims all
warranties, express or implied, for all Pre-Production Releases.

4.3 Disclaimer of All Other Warranties. THE WARRANTIES IN SECTION 4.1 ABOVE
ARE EXCLUSIVE AND ARE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR
ADVICE GIVEN BY BTS, ITS DEALERS, DISTRIBUTORS OR AGENTS OR EMPLOYEES
WILL CREATE A WARRANTY OR IN ANY WAY INCREASE THE SCOPE OF THE
WARRANTIES GIVEN IN THIS SECTION, AND LICENSEE MAY NOT RELY ON ANY SUCH
INFORMATION OR ADVICE.

BTS does not warrant that the Software will meet Licensee’s requirements, that the
Software will operate in combinations other than as specified in the Documentation,
that the operation of the Software will be uninterrupted or error-free or that
Software errors will be corrected.
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5. Confidentiality. The Software, including the Documentation, the terms and
pricing under this Agreement, and any other information that may be marked as
confidential is confidential and proprietary information of BTS (“Confidential
Information”). Results of any benchmark tests on the Software run by Licensee may
not be disclosed outside of Licensee’s organization without the prior written consent
of BTS. Licensee will hold the Confidential Information in strict confidence during the
term of this Agreement and for a period of three (3) years thereafter. Licensee will
take reasonable steps to ensure that its employees and agents also comply with the
confidentiality obligations of this Section. Licensee acknowledges that confidential
aspects of the Software (including any source code) is a trade secret of BTS, the
disclosure of which would cause substantial harm to BTS that could not be remedied
by the payment of damages alone. Accordingly, BTS will be entitled to preliminary
and permanent injunctive and other equitable relief for any breach of this Section 5.

6.0  Indemnity. Subject to the limitations in Section 7 (“Liability Limitations”) of
this Agreement, BTS will defend and indemnify Licensee against a third party claim
(an "Indemnified Claim") that the Software infringes any copyright enforceable in
any Included Jurisdiction or misappropriates any trade secret (as the terms
"misappropriation" and "trade secret" are defined in the Uniform Trade Secrets Act)
protected under the laws of any of the United States, provided that: (i) Licensee
notifies BTS in writing within 30 days of the claim; (ii) BTS has sole control of the
defense and all related settlement negotiations; and (iii) Licensee provides BTS with
the assistance, information and authority necessary to perform BTS’s obligations
under this Section. BTS will have no liability for any claim of infringement based on
use of a superseded or altered release of Software if the infringement would have
been avoided by the use of a current unaltered release of the Software which was
obtainable by Licensee from BTS.

BTS will have no obligation to any Licensee for any Indemnified Claims relating to
allegations of copyright infringement which arise outside the geographical
boundaries of the United States, Canada, Japan, or the European Union ("Included
Jurisdictions"), or any Indemnified Claims relating to allegations of trade secret
misappropriation which arise outside the geographical boundaries of the United
States.

If the Software is held, or is believed by BTS, to infringe, then BTS will have the
option, at its expense, to: (i) modify the Software to be noninfringing; or (ii) obtain
for Licensee a license to continue using the Software. If, in BTS’s sole discretion, it is
not economically or commercially reasonable to perform either of the above options
then BTS may terminate the license for the infringing Software and refund to
Licensee the License Fee paid to BTS for the infringing Software. This Section 11
states BTS’s entire liability and Licensee’s sole and exclusive remedy for
infringement.
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7. Liability Limitations. Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, except for Licensee's violation of Sections 2  (“Software License”) or
Section 5 (“Confidential Information”) hereof, in no event will either party, nor
anyone else who has been involved in the creation, production or delivery of the
software, including BTS licensors, be liable for any indirect, incidental, special,
punitive or consequential damages, or damages for loss of profits, revenue, data or
use, incurred by either party or any third party, whether in an action in contract or
tort, even if such party has been advised of the possibility of such damages. BTS’s
liability for damages and expenses hereunder or relating hereto (whether in an
action in contract, tort or otherwise) will in no event exceed the amount of license
fees paid to BTS with respect to this EULA, and if such damages result from
licensee’s use of particular Software or technical support services then such liability
will be limited to license fees paid to BTS for the Software or services giving rise to
the liability.

The provisions of this EULA allocate the risks between BTS and licensee. BTS’s
pricing reflects this allocation of risk and the limitation of liability specified herein.

8. Third Party Intellectual Property Right Notices. The Software may
incorporate or embed components that are owned by third parties (“BTS Licensors”).
Use of the BTS Licensor components embedded in the Software is subject to: (i) this
Agreement or (ii) the BTS Licensors end user license agreement (EULA) if provided
with the installation of the Software. In addition, Licensee agrees that the embedded
components may not be used in any other fashion or for any other purpose other
than as provided under this Agreement or the EULA. Copyright and other
proprietary rights notices of BTS and BTS Licensors are contained in the Software
and Licensee will not modify or delete any such notices.

9. Termination.

9.1 Termination. This Agreement and the license granted hereunder automatically
terminates if Licensee breaches any provision of this Agreement including but not
limited to the failure to pay in full the License Fee when due. Licensee may
terminate the license granted hereunder at any time upon delivery of written notice
to BTS. Termination will not relieve Licensee of its obligations specified in Section
9.2 and will not entitle Licensee to a refund of any License Fee previously paid.

9.2 Effect of Termination. Upon termination of this Agreement or the license granted
hereunder, Licensee will cease using the Software, will delete the Software,
including the License File(s), from its computer and will either return to BTS or
destroy the Software, including the License File(s), Documentation, packaging and all
copies thereof. If Licensee elects to destroy the Software then Licensee will certify
in writing to BTS the destruction of the Software. Termination of this EULA and
return or destruction of the Software will not limit either party from pursuing other
remedies available to it, including injunctive relief, nor will such termination relieve
Licensee’s obligation to pay all fees and expenses that have accrued or are
otherwise owed by Licensee under this EULA or any Order Form received and
accepted by BTS.
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10. General Terms.

10.1 Governing Law and Dispute Resolution. This EULA will be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
excluding its conflict of laws principles and the U.N. Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods. All disputes, claims or controversies arising out of or
relating to this Agreement that are not resolved by the parties’ good faith attempt
to negotiate a resolution will be submitted to final and binding arbitration before
the Mediation Procedure then in effect of the Center for Public Resources ("CPR")
available at www.cpradr.org, except where that procedure conflicts with these
provisions in which case these provisions control. The mediation shall be conducted
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and shall be attended by a senior executive with
authority to resolve the dispute from each of the parties. The parties will cooperate
with CPR and each other in selecting a single arbitrator who will be a former judge
or justice with substantial experiences in resolving business disputes with particular
experience in resolving disputes involving computer software. The costs of
arbitration will be shared equally by the parties. The provisions of this Section may
be enforced by any court of competent jurisdiction. The arbitrator will not be
empowered to award damages in excess of, or inconsistent with, the liability
limitations contained in this EULA; however, the prevailing party will be entitled to
an award of all costs, fees and expenses, including expert witness fees and attorneys’
fees, to be paid by the party against whom enforcement is ordered.

10.2 Restricted Rights Legend—U.S. Government Users. The Software is a
"commercial item" as that term is defined at 48 CFR 2.101 (October 1995), consisting
of "commercial computer software" and "commercial computer software
documentation", as such terms are used in 48 CFR 12.212 (September 1995), and is
provided to the U.S. Government only as a commercial end item. Consistent with 48
CFR 12.212 and 48 CFR 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S.
Government End Users acquire the Software with only those rights set forth herein.
Contractor/ manufacturer is BTS, P.O. Box 92, Wernersville, PA 19565.

10.3 Export Restrictions. Licensee agrees to comply fully with all applicable
international and national export laws and regulations, including the U.S Export
Administration Regulations and the Office of Foreign Asset Control Regulations, as
well as end-use and destination restrictions issued by the U.S and foreign
governments to assure that neither the Software nor any direct product thereof are
(I) exported, directly or indirectly, in violation of export laws; or (ii) are intended to
be used for any purposes prohibited by the export laws.

10.4 Force Majeure. Neither party will be responsible to the other for any failure or
delay in its performance due to acts of God or other unforeseen circumstances
beyond the reasonable control of either party, provided that such party gives
prompt written notice thereof to the other party and uses its diligent efforts to
resume performance.

10.5 Severability; Waiver. If a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of
this EULA invalid or unenforceable, that provision of the EULA will be amended to
achieve as nearly as possible the intent of the parties, and the remainder of this
EULA will remain in full force and effect. The waiver by either party of a breach of
any provision of this EULA in one instance shall not operate or be construed as a
waiver of any subsequent breach of the same provision or any other provision of
this EULA.
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10.6 Notices. All notices required to be sent hereunder will be in writing and will be
deemed to have been given when mailed by first class mail to the address shown on
the relevant Order Form (if to Licensee) or to the BTS address shown on the
relevant Order Form (if to BTS).

10.7 Assignment. Licensee may not assign this EULA, in whole or in part, without
BTS’s prior written consent. Any attempt to assign this EULA without such consent
will be null and void. Subject to the foregoing, this EULA will bind and inure to the
benefit of each party's permitted successors and assigns.

10.8Injunctive Relief. A breach of any of the terms contained in this EULA may result
in irreparable and continuing damage to BTS for which there may be no adequate
remedy at law. Accordingly, you acknowledge and agree that BTS is therefore
entitled to seek injunctive relief as well as such other and further relief as may be
appropriate.

10.9 Survival. The provisions of Sections 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and10 of this EULA will survive
any termination of this Agreement.

10.10 Entire Agreement. This EULA (together with any information from the Order
Forms and License Files necessary to identify the further specific restrictions
applicable to Software licensed hereunder) constitutes the entire agreement
between the parties and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous agreements,
written or oral, concerning the subject matter of this EULA. This EULA may not be
modified or amended except in a writing signed by an authorized representative of
each party. It is expressly agreed that the terms of this EULA and any Order Form
issued by BTS will supersede the terms in any Order Form or other purchasing
document submitted by Licensee; and the terms of any Licensee Order Form or
other purchasing document are expressly rejected to the extent inconsistent with
the terms of this EULA. Certain components of the Software may also be subject to a
paper or electronic license agreement delivered by or on behalf of BTS concurrently
herewith, the terms of which will be supplemental hereto to the extent not
inconsistent herewith. If a copy of this EULA in a language other than English is
included with the Software or Documentation, it is included for convenience and the
English language version of this EULA will control.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
User Manual Overview

All the documentation for the DNC Professional, including software, hardware,
configuration, and cabling, is contained in this document. Items not applicable to
DNCjr32 will be noted.

The optional Folders Lite system, which is used to construct and maintain folders, is
covered in the Folder Lite User Manual.

A breakdown by chapter is given below:

Chapter 1—Introduction introduces you to the DNC Professional & Folders Lite
system and provides basic information to help you to understand the use of the
system.

Chapter 2—Software Installation describes how to install the DNC Professional
& Folders Lite software and gives you information that you need to start the
system.

Chapter 3—Configurator explains the Configurator program.

Chapter 4—Controller describes the interface program that operators use for
controlling communications.

Chapter 5—Communicator and Communicator jr. explains the programs that
actually "talk to" the CNC machines for uploads and downloads.

Chapter 6—Cable Installation explains cable installation considerations for the
DNC system.

Chapters 7 and 8—Line/Shop Floor Terminals and Terminal Diagnostics describe
the BTS DNC terminals.

Chapter 9—Maintenance and Backup discusses procedures for protecting your
DNC installation.

Appendices A and B—Download/Upload Filters and Special Protocols explain the
special filters and protocols available with the BTS DNC system.
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Appendix C—Third Party Software shows how you can write software to
Communicator.

Appendix D—Troubleshooting presents a number of likely trouble scenarios and
offers possible solutions to the problems.

Appendix E—CNC Direct discusses the use of the CNC Direct feature with DNC
Professional.

Appendix F—BTR Direct describes using BTRs with DNC Professional.

Appendix G—Utilities discusses the Reindex and Cleanup utilities needed to
restore the licensing in the event of an abnormal termination (i.e., crash).

Appendix H—Database Structures explains the database structures used in DNC
Professional.

Appendix I—Wincopy explains the use of this alternative to Communicator that
moves files to or from a directory instead of sending them through a
communications port.

Appendix J—User Menu gives further details about how the User menus work in
the Controller and Folders Lite programs.

Appendix K—Jr2Jr32-DNCjr Conversion Utility takes configurations used in DNC
jr. and transforms them into DNCjr32 configurations.

Symbols Used in This Manual
The symbols and conventions used throughout the manual are as follows:

l All capital letters or an initial capital letter in the type illustrates the names of
documents, programs, directories, functions, keys, modes, and files. The names
can be entered using either upper- or lowercase letters in Windows.

l Select or choose means to move to a menu item using the arrow directional keys
or mouse and then press Enter.

l Click means to move the mouse cursor to the designated item and press and
release the mouse selection button (usually the left button) once.

l Double-click means to press and release this selection button twice in quick suc-
cession.

l The screen examples in this manual depict our products running on a variety of
Microsoft platforms. The products will have a similar but not necessarily identical
layout when run on your system.

What You Need
You will need a computer with Windows XP, Windows 7, Server 2003, or Server 2008
installed. Consult the operating system’s documentation for the minimum and
recommended amounts of RAM memory. You will also need a CD-ROM for installing
the software. The display’s resolution should be at least 800 x 600 pixels. Color
displays are highly recommended since some information is color-coded.
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In addition, unless you will be running on a standalone PC, you will also need a local
area network (LAN) and network interface cards (NICs) supporting your particular
LAN. DNC Professional has been written to run on most of the popular networks,
requiring only that files on the fileserver be accessed with the same type of path
specification as would be used for files on a local disk and that shared file access be
supported. Performance will be improved if the network is capable of supporting
TCP/IP.

Overview of the DNC Professional & Folders Lite System
DNC Professional is a distributed numerical control (DNC) system for use in shops
equipped with NC (numerical control) and/or CNC (computer numerical control)
machine tools. It has been designed to run either on a standalone PC or on a LAN.
There are three main software components to this system: Communicator, which
"talks" to the machine tool controls; Controller, which is the user interface by which
the operator directs Communicator; and Configurator, which is initially used to
define the system (see the following figure). All are 32-bit Windows programs.

Organization of DNC Professional and Folders Lite Modules

Communicator runs on a PC. Most installations will probably use the PC's COM ports
for machine tool communications. If extra ports are needed beyond the few that the
PC is equipped with, multiport communications boards, such as Comtrol's
RocketPort® boards, can be added. Remote communications is also possible through
the use of virtual terminal servers, which act as regular COM ports.
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Regardless of the exact nature of the connection, ports are organized into groups
called "hubs". Each hub is controlled by a single instance of Communicator, and all
ports on a hub must connect to the same physical device. There might be several
instances of Communicator running on the same PC, though normally only one
instance is run on a PC. A hub can contain up to 64 ports.

Communicator takes commands either from BTS’s DNC terminals that plug directly
into the hub or from the Controller program. A terminal can be configured either as
a line terminal, which is connected in-line between a machine tool control and
Communicator, or as a shop floor terminal, which does not connect directly to a
machine tool control but instead occupies a port on the hub and controls other ports
on that same hub.

Controller can run either on the same PC as Communicator or on a different PC
connected to it through a LAN. Controller also lets you view the activity of a hub in
real time or view the daily logs, which are transaction records of everything that
has happened on the DNC network in a given day. (Controller is discussed in more
detail in "Chapter 4: Controller" on page 87). If a CNC machine is capable of simple
editing and uploading, it can also be used to initiate uploads and downloads through
its port using a feature called CNC Direct. This can even support queued downloads
or downloads of partial files from the point of a Toolbreak, with optional header and
trailer information.

The Configurator program allows you to configure the DNC system to meet your
needs. With it, you define hubs, ports, users, and groups. While machines are
configured individually and can be assigned to groups afterwards, because there are
typically many users with the same general set of privileges, users groups and their
rights are configured first. Then, the individual users are assigned to them.
Passwords and machine access privileges are still configurable on an individual
basis, and groups containing only a single user can be set up for unique situations.

Folders Lite is a program that lets you place related files in electronic file folders.
These folders are organized by part number, operation number, work center
(machine), and revision level. This makes it very easy to file the exact drawing or
part program of interest and prevents "information overload" for the operator by
showing him only the documents that he needs at a particular time.

There are several utilities that add to DNC Professional's functionality.

l View32, an ASCII file viewer, is included to display text and part programs.

l The BTSEDIT2010 part program editor provides not only a way to make mod-
ifications to part programs (or any ASCII file in general), but it also includes a
powerful compare utility to quickly find changes in large part programs. Other
viewers and editors can be added to the system to seamlessly accommodate
other file types.

l Several other utilities, such as CleanUp, Term-Em, and ComSpy, assist in setting
up and maintaining your system.
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Differences Between DNC Professional and DNCjr32
DNCjr32 is an entry-level version of DNC Professional. Most of the product is
similar, except that it is meant to be used either with a portable computer or in a
situation where there is one computer per machine and so there is no need to
network them. A different version of Communicator, called CommunicatorJr is used.
The machine configuration information is incompatible between the two systems.

DNCjr32 does not support the following features of DNC Professional:

l Multitasking communications (only one upload or download at a time)

l Multiple hubs (hub 1 is always assumed)

l DNC terminals or protocol converter devices (software protocol emulation only)

l CNC Direct

l Folders Lite

l Automatic uploads

l Graphics viewing option

Components of the DNC Professional and Folders Lite System
The DNC system consists of:

l DNC Professional (and, optionally, Folders Lite) software.

l LAN software, which must be purchased separately (optional).

l A PC.

l PCs for running Controller and Folders Lite (optional).

l Line or shop floor terminals (optional).

l Protocol converters for machines communicating in a conversational mode
(optional).

l BTRs for machines without serial communications capability (optional).

l Cabling to connect various devices used with the system.

l This documentation.

The Program Files
The CD-ROM contains the Installation program and files that have the various
components of DNC Professional and Folders Lite compacted within them. "Chapter
2: Software Installation" on page 13 explains the procedure. Once installed, icons are
provided for the various programs. The executable program file names are listed in
the following table.
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Table 1-1 Executable File Names

Executable File Name

Configurator CONFIGUR.EXE

Folders Lite FOLDLITE.EXE

Controller CONTROLR.EXE

Com-
municator

COMMUN32.EXE for DNC
Professional

COMMUNJR.EXE for DNCjr3

BTSEDIT2010 BTSEDIT2010.EXE

Cleanup CLEANUP.EXE

Activate ACTIVATE.EXE

DNC E-mail DNCEMAIL.EXE

CNC Machine Tools
The DNC Professional system interfaces with the following machine tools:

l Milling machines

l Drilling machines

l Lathes

l Machining centers

l Routers

l Punch presses

l EDM machines

l Flame cutters

l Others

Popular Compatible Controls
Popular compatible controls include but are not limited to:

Allen-Bradley—8200, 8400, 8600

Anilam—GXM

Bandit

Bendix

Bosch

Bridgeport Boss—4, 5, 6, 8, 9, SX15
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Brother TC-321

Burny III

Cincinnati Acramatic—900, 850, 950

Dynapath—20

Fanuc—3T/3M, 6T/6M, OT/OM, 10T/10M, 11T/11T, 15T/15M

Fagor—801OM

Fadel

General Electric—1050, 1050HV, 2000

General Numeric—810T, 8T

Giddings & Lewis—800, 8000

Guildemeister

Heidenheim

Hitachi

Hurco

Kearney & Trecker—180

Mazak—M2/T2, M32/T32

Mitsubishi Meldas—33OHM/335M, LO

Okuma—OSP5000/G, OSP5000/LC# MC#

Phillips—432

Sharnoa Tiger—IV

Siemens—810

Sodick

Strippit

Tree

Yasnac—MX2/MX3

Controls Requiring BTRs
The following table lists controls known to require a BTR to make them operable
under DNC Professional.

Table 1-2 Controls Requiring BTRs

Control Mfg. Model Reader Mfg. Model

Actrion III Decitek 262X7

Agietron CNC 100/200 Ghilmetti FER202 (TTI)
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Table 1-2 Controls Requiring BTRs

Control Mfg. Model Reader Mfg. Model

(/612/315)

Allen-Bradley 7300 Digitronix 2500

Allen-Bradley 7320 EECO 9200

Allen-Bradley 7320 Remex RRS7300

Allen-Bradley 7360,7300 EECO TRS9200BBED (or BAED)

Andrew EF90 Remex RRS7300

Andrew 124 Addmaster 601

Bendix 5M Remex RRS7150BE1, RS7155,
RRS7300BE1

BostoMatic Decitek 562

BostoMatic Director Remex RRS9000/BA1

(830990-2x0)

Bridgeport Boss 5 Remex RRS7300B

Cincinnati Acramatic 10VC Cincinnati Acraread 4-501-0168

Cincinnati Acramatic 5 Model
225W

Cincinnati Acraread 341VA7

Cincinnati Acramatic 900 Cincinnati Acraread 4-501-0168

Cincinnati Acramatic IV Remex RTS4501BA/DRA/5219

Cincinnati Acramatic T10 V0 Cincinnati Acraread 4-702-0046

Cincinnati Acramatic V2 900 Cincinnati Acraread 1000

Cincinnati TC V2.1 Cincinnati Acraread 4-702-0046

Cincinnati TC Cincinnati Acraread 4-702-0015

Digital
Equipment

PDP-8/a Remex RRS7200BEX/600/D-A

Digital
Equipment

PDP-8 Decitek 442B7003

Dynapath System 5C EECO 2001-4R (Remex 7300 emulation)

Fanuc 2000C or 3000C Fanuc 0055-T061 (1978-11)

Fanuc 3000C Fanuc 0056-T010 (1976-8)

Fanuc 5M or 5T Fanuc 0055-T061
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Table 1-2 Controls Requiring BTRs

Control Mfg. Model Reader Mfg. Model

Fanuc 6T or 6M Fanuc 0070-B001

Fanuc 7M or 7T Fanuc 0004-0270

G & L Remex RRS1150

General Electric 100 Remex RRS3300

General Electric 100 Remex RRS7300

General Electric 100 Remex RTS0302

General Electric 7500,7542 General
Electric

3N3200TR102B1 DA99,TRD

General Electric 1050 General
Electric

44B294122-001 (TRAD-3)

General Electric 1050MC General
Electric

(TRAD2A)

General Electric 550 General
Electric

(TRAD5)

General Electric 550 General
Electric

3N3200TR101A1

General Electric 550 General
Electric

3N3200TR103B1 (TRAD1.1)

General Electric 550 General
Electric

3N3200TR103B1

(TRAD1D)

General Electric 550T General
Electric

44A394683-G01 (TRAD1C)

General Electric 7500 General
Electric

3N3200TR102A1

General Electric 7500 Remex RTS3300RA

General
Numerics

5T Fanuc 0005-T061 (1976-11)

Giddings &
Lewis

800 Remex RRS7300BE

Houdalle Remex Remex RRK900BA1

Japax EDM FE02 GNT 28 or 27

JLP TOM 82 EECO MTS-82
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Table 1-2 Controls Requiring BTRs

Control Mfg. Model Reader Mfg. Model

K & T 180, 200, Gemini Remex 7155

Max Muller EPM & EPC GNT 26

Mitsubishi Meldas Sanyo Denki 2401C-2

Mitsubishi Meldas 5000C Ricom PTR-210-B

Mitsubishi Meldas 5000W Ricom PTR-210-B

Okuma 3000 or 2200 Sanyo Denki 2301 (a.k.a. 2300)

Pratt & Whitney CNC 1 Decitek 562 A9

SMT CNC220 Addmaster 601C-1

SMT GNT 28

Traub TX7 Oki Electric PTR

Weideman EECO 2001-2

Westinghouse Producer II 647 Plus Decitek 262

Westinghouse 2560 Remex RRS7300BE1/660

Yasnac Sanyo Denki 2400

Summary of Features
The DNC Professional and Folders Lite system is fast and flexible. It can:

l Group CNC part programs in separate directories and assign them to specific CNC
machines.

l View, edit, and compare part programs or other ASCII files.

l Display Toolpaths and the resulting part as a graphical 3D solid to verify the pro-
gram*.

l Simultaneously upload from or download to any or all devices on the system*.

l Receive an uploaded a file automatically without preparing the DNC system first*.

l Initiate uploads and downloads directly from a CNC control (not in DNCjr32).

l Maintain a log of DNC transactions.

l Pass messages between any two terminals attached to the same hub.

l Collect shop floor data via terminals*.

l Provide security by designating passwords to restrict access in certain areas.

l Restrict shop floor access to specified directories.

l Force uploads after downloads*.
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l Force downloads to come from a specified queue of files.

l Print Files From a Machine Tool.

l Send Email From a Machine Tool.

l Auto-Archiving Capabilities.

* Not in DNCjr32

System Diagram
The system diagram the figure "DNC Professional & Folders Lite Network
Configuration" on the next page illustrates a sample configuration of the DNC
Professional system showing between three and seven hubs.

l The PCs below the network "bus" line are running Communicator.

l The PC in the middle is using standard COM ports to talk to four devices—from
left to right, a lathe through a line terminal, a mill, a shop floor terminal, and
another lathe through a BTR.

l The PC on the right is shown using multiport serial communications cards for
machine tool communications. The limit of 128 machines is simply because each
card can service up to 32 machines, and few PCs can accommodate more than four
add-in cards. (Bringing even that many connections out of the back of a single PC
could also be a problem.) Each group of 64 machines requires another instance of
Communicator to be run. So, to get to 128 machines, there would be two copies of
Communicator running simultaneously on this PC.

l The PC on the left is shown using Comtrol's VS1000 virtual servers to provide for
remote COM ports. This arrangement can theoretically support as many machine
tools from a single PC as desired. For 256 machine connections, four VS1000s,
each with three VS1100 expansion modules, would be required, and four instances
of Controller would need to be run. The advantage of this configuration is that the
terminal servers, which are smaller and somewhat less susceptible to factory con-
taminants than a regular PC, can be mounted in the factory near the machine con-
trols, reducing cabling. This is particularly attractive for very dirty or cramped
environments where communications are controlled via CNC Direct or DNC ter-
minals, where the PCs are not placed on the shop floor. If PCs can be located on
the shop floor, it will be easier for operators to utilize all features of the system
and not just uploading and downloading.

NOTE: This diagram is not applicable to DNCjr32.
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Chapter 2: Software
Installation
BTS DNC Professional Installation Procedure

NOTE: The DNC Pro installation has been tested on Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Windows
Server 2008, and Windows 7 (64-bit). All the latest Windows updates should be applied to the
computer before installing.

NOTE: Follow these directions even for stand-alone installations.

1. From a workstation or standalone PC, insert the DNC Pro CD into the CD-ROM
drive. The CD should auto-run when inserted into the drive. If not, run the
SETUP.EXE file located in the \BTS directory of the CD. If this is a network
installation, be sure your drive letter mapping can be duplicated on all
workstations. It’s important that all workstations have the same drive letter
mapped to the DNC Professional installation directory. The default is <drive
letter>:\DNCPro.

The Welcome to the Installshield Wizard for DNCPro Server screen displays.

2. Enter Name, Company, and Serial number information. The Destination Folder for
the DNC Pro Server Files will default to C:\DNCPro. Use the ‘Browse’ button to
Override C: with the proper drive mapping if this is a network installation. This is
where all the executables and most DLL files will be copied. You must install to a
directory you cannot install to the root of a drive. The db_root directory is where
all the database files will be located. The default is C:\DNCPro. If this is a net-
work installation override C:. It’s also a good idea to place the database in a sep-
arate directory like <drive letter>:\DNCPro\db. Since the database stores all of
the users, passwords, machine tool parameters etc., it’s a lot easier to do backup
and restores. Stay with the default ‘Blank Access Database’ unless this is a SQL
Server database installation. Below are the default settings for a first time instal-
lation of DNCPro.
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NOTE: If you do not have the Access database engine installed, the installation will ask if you want to
install Access. Answer yes to install the database engine. If you are not using SQL Server, you will need
the Access database engine for DNC Pro to work.

NOTE: Select “SQL Server files” for a SQL 2005 or 2008 installation.

3. Respond to the following prompt, asking if this PC is going to be attached to
machine tools.

If you click Yes, the following screen will prompt you for the hub number. Every
PC attached to machine tools must have a unique ‘hub’ number. This will be used
to enter a setting in the environment tab.
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4. Enter the hub number.

The install program will modify your environment variables. They are under
Control Panel's System/Advance tab.

NOTE: You must be logged in with Administrator privileges.

Table 2-1 Examples for System Variables

Variable Value

Dnc_root N:\ Program Files\DNCPro

db_root N:\Program Files\DNCPro\db

cimcfg N:\Program Files\DNCPro
\hub_1

In the sample installation below, DNCPro was installed on a networked N: drive,
and the database was installed in the db directory.
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5. Run ACTIVATE from the BTS program group and write down the ‘Computer ID’.
Fax BTS, Inc., for your activation code. Run ACTIVATE again when you receive the
code. Enter company name and serial number. When you enter the code
remember it is case sensitive. Click the ‘Activate’ button, if the activation is
successful the program will close.

6. If this is a standalone installation after the software is Activated, proceed to Con-
figurator. If this is a network installation you might have other workstations to
set-up. You could choose to move on to Configurator or set up your workstations.
Using the same drive mapping (in this example N:), from a workstation run the
Setup.exe program from the ClientD subdirectory on the fileserver found under
the DNC_ROOT (N:\DNCPro in this example) directory. Run this program on each
workstation. Proceed to Configurator. This is the end of the initial installation.

Access Engine

The initial database is installed upon running the BTS DNC Installation program in
the DB_ROOT directory.
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005/2008 Database Engine

1. The SQL server must be set up in dictionary sort, case insensitive (the default).

2. Create a Database called BTS DNC with a size of at least 40M.

3. Set up your SQL users.

NOTE: BTS, Inc. suggests that you sync the user accounts to that of your server. This will make the
BTS DNC product run much smoother. It does not pose a security risk, as the user will need to be
logged into the server for BTS DNC to run.

4. The default database for all BTS DNC users must be BTS DNC. All BTS DNC users
need to have their aliases set to “dbo”.

5. There should be a SQL user account called “sa”. This user should have all priv-
ileges to the BTS DNC database.

6. From the SQL Enterprise Manager Tools menu, choose SQL Query Tool. Load the
DNCFOLDSQL.SQL script from the BTS DNC directory of your CD-ROM, and
execute it. This will set up the BTS DNC database with all of the required tables
and load the initial settings.

7. The Microsoft SQL Server Workstation Client needs to be installed on each work-
station running BTS DNC.

Online Documentation (Adobe Acrobat Reader)
1. Insert the BTS DNC Installation CD-ROM into your computer’s CD-ROM drive.

2. You will need to have a PDF reader such as Adobe Reader.

3. To view the online BTS DNC Professional User Manual, click the Online Doc-
umentation icon on the BTS DNC icon group. If you chose not to copy the online
documentation to the Installation directory, you will need the BTS DNC Instal-
lation CD-ROM to view the online documentation.

Modifying the Default Setup
There are a lot of ways that the BTS DNC directory structure can be set up. The
Installation program setup default places all of the programs and files in or beneath
the directory that you specify, putting that directory in your Path and setting the
DNC_ROOT environment variable to point to that directory. However, you can place
many of the files in other spots, perhaps for network security reasons. If you choose
to modify the default setup, here are the rules that you must follow:

1. The DNC_ROOT environment variable must be set before running any BTS DNC
product. It is set via the Control Panel, System Icon, and Advance System Settings.

SET DNC_ROOT=F:\BTS DNC
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See the Set command in your operating system’s manual for more information
about environment variables. In addition to this one required environment
variable, there are two others that may be set. DB_ROOT points to the directory
holding the database connection file, CONNECT.DB. If it is not set, BTS DNC will
look to the DNC_ROOT directory for it. If you are using Access, the database
should be in the DB_ROOT directory. The CONNECT.DB file contains the database
connection string required for the ODBC connection. The form is DSN=(name of
data source). For example, if the data source name (DSN) is NEWACCESS32, this
file should contain only:

DSN=NEWACCESS32

You may also set a DB_TEMP environment variable, which points to the directory
that BTS DNC will use to store the temporary files that it creates. If DB_TEMP is
not defined, these temporary files will be written to the directory pointed to by
DB_ROOT. If DB_ROOT is not defined either, the temporary files will be written to
the DNC_ROOT directory. While under normal circumstances these temporary
files will not persist, it is a good idea to segregate them in their own directory,
so that you know which files may be safely deleted if something goes wrong.

2. The following files must be located in the directory pointed to by DNC_ROOT:

l Protocol Converter Code Files—TERM###.OUT and TERMA###.OUT,
where ###=001, 002, etc. These are needed if you have protocol con-
verters. Those without the "A" in the name are for the older style pro-
tocol converters in the sheet metal boxes; those with the "B" in the
name are for the newer style protocol converters in the plastic enclo-
sures. Not used in DNCjr32

l Resource File—CIMNET.RES.

l Protocol List—PROTOCOL.CIM.

l User-supplied File Type Inference List—FILETYPE.CIM (see Section 2.4).
Not used in DNCjr32.

Using the ODBC Data Source Administrator

The ODBC Data Source Administrator is the utility used to configure or modify your
ODBC connections. The changes made to the ODBC connections are local to the
computer on which you are running the ODBC Data Source Administrator. Therefore,
changes must be made to all computers running the BTS DNC software. The ODBC
Data Source Administrator can be launched from the Data Source (ODBC) icon in the
Administrative Tools section of Control. The ODBC Data Source Administrator’s main
screen is shown below.

NOTE: The User Data Sources configured on your system may differ from those shown below.

NOTE: The ODBC Data Source Administrator for configuring Access on a 64-bit Windows 7 machine is
found in the SysWOW64 directory under the Windows System directory (ex.
C:\Windows\SysWOW64\odbcad32.exe). The ODBC Data Source Administrator found in Control Panel
will not work for configuring Access for a 64-bit Windows 7 machine.
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ODBC Data Source Administrator’s Main Screen

The BTS DNC Data Sources are NEWACCESS32 for Access, and NEWSQLServer for
Microsoft SQL Server version 2005 and 2008. To modify a Data Source, you need to
highlight the appropriate Data Source name and click Configure.

If you change the location of the Access database (DNCPro.accdb) from the
Installation directory, you will need to configure the Access ODBC data souce and
pick the new directory location by pressing the Select button and browsing to the
new location. Do not change any other ODBC settings, as any change may have a
negative side effect on the operation of the BTS DNC software. The ODBC
AccessDriver Setup window is shown below.

ODBC dBASE Driver Setup Window
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If you change the name of the SQL server or the database on your SQL server where
your BTS DNC tables are located, you will need to modify the ODBC SQL Server
Driver Setup Server name or Database name, respectively. You will also need to go
into the SQL Server Advanced Tab and change the Server List or the Database List,
respectively. Do not change any other ODBC settings, as any change may have a
negative side effect on the operation of the BTS DNC software. The ODBC SQL
Server 2000 Driver Setup window is shown below.

ODBC SQL Server Driver Setup Window

File Type Inference by Extension
NOTE: This section is not applicable to DNCjr32.

You may be able to take advantage of your file naming convention regularities,
specifically in the extensions that you use, to tell Folders Lite what file type to infer
when adding a file to a folder. You set this relationship between file extensions and
file types in a file named FILETYPE.CIM. This file must also be located in the
directory pointed to by DNC_ROOT. This even lets you supply a default label to
attach to the file. FILETYPE.CIM has one line for every file extension that you want
to define. The syntax of each line is—column 1 always has a period “.”. The letters
immediately following the period “.” are the file extension for which you want to
define a type and an optional label. Following the extension is a space, and then the
file type name (up to 10 characters with no spaces). Then comes another space, and
everything after that up to the end of the line is the suggested label for this file (40
characters maximum). To continue the example above, suppose that the setup sheets
that you create in WordPerfect all end with a .DOC extension, and you do not use
that extension for other sorts of files. You may wish to create the following line in
FILETYPE.CIM:

.DOCWordPerfSetup Sheet
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Then, whenever you add a file with a .DOC extension to a folder, it will suggest a file
type of "WordPerf" and a label of "Setup Sheet". Both of these are only suggestions
that can be overridden. You may also include the predefined types in FILETYPE.CIM
and re-use file types on more than one line. For example:

.DWGGClamping Sketch

.DXFGPart Drawing

Note that the extension is not case sensitive, but the type is case sensitive.
Therefore, the type name of “WordPerf” is different from “wordperf”. It is perfectly
acceptable to have four or more character extensions defined in FILETYPE.CIM,
although the maximum line length in FILETYPE.CIM is 80 characters.

Controller also uses this information to allow you to select a different editor than
the default one, even for files not in a folder. If it can find a match for the extension
of the file being edited in filetype.CIM and thereby determine a file type, it will look
in the doctype table and use the editor defined for that type. If it can't detemine the
file type or it can't determine the editor for it, it will use the default editor
(BTSEdit2010.exe).
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Chapter 3: Configurator
Introduction

DNCjr32 or DNC Professional must be configured to match your shop’s requirements.
You must set it up to recognize:

l What hardware (device) is attached;

l The communications parameters (e.g., baud rate);

l Which files on your disk may be accessed by DNC Professional; and

l The protocols used by the attached machine tools.

The executable file for Configurator is CONFIGUR.EXE.

Configurator has two run-time options that can be used in place of the
environmental variables DNC_ROOT and DB_ROOT. Use -DNC_ROOT="<path>" for
sending the path to the DNC_ROOT, and use -DB_ROOT="<path>" for sending the path
to the DB_ROOT. (The quotes around the strings are only needed if the string
includes spaces.)

When Configurator is started, it will first determine if any user with Configurator
access rights exists (user setup is discussed in "Password Tab" on page 64). If not
(as will be the case when Configurator is run for the very first time), no login
window will appear; access will be granted automatically. As soon as at least one
user is set up who has access rights to run Configurator, one of two possible login
screens will be displayed when Configurator is started.

l If unique passwords (see "Allow Non-Unique Passwords" on page 76) are being
used, the login window shown below will be displayed. Since no two users with
the same password can exist, the user name need not be entered—the password
itself will tell the system which user is logging in.
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Login (Unique Passwords)

l If non-unique passwords are being used, the login window shown below will be
displayed. When using non-unique passwords, both the user name and password
must be entered (since more than one user may have the same password).

Login (Non-Unique Passwords)

Type in your password (and user name, if required), and press OK. If you enter a
legitimate password (and user name, if required) that has access to Configurator,
the dialog will close, and you will have Configurator access. If your login entry is
incorrect or you do not have access to Configurator, an Access Denied message is
displayed, and the login dialog remains on the screen. If you press the Cancel button,
Configurator will exit.

When running DNC Professional, Configurator is divided into five main tabs:

l Hub—The Hub tab (see "Hub Tab" on page 25) is used for defining hubs and
machines.

l Password—The Password tab (see "Password Tab" on page 64) is used for defin-
ing users and user groups.

l System—The System tab (see "System Tab" on page 74) is used to set system
parameters.

l Group—The Group tab (see "Group Tab" on page 86) is used to define machine
groups.

l MachMon—The MachMon tab is used to set up the BTS Machine Monitoring mod-
ule; it is not used for DNC Professional.

In DNCjr32, the Hub tab is named Machines, and the last two tabs are disabled.
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Hub Tab
In DNC Professional, machines are grouped into hubs. A hub is a collection of
machines. It can be a PC hub (64-port) or a Wincopy hub (1-port). On a PC hub, all of
the machines are connected to the PC through the COM Ports (either standard or
third-party serial cards), wireless devices, or through the network. On a Wincopy
hub, the machine is directly connected to the network, and all file transfer is across
the network to a directory specified on the command line of Wincopy.

Each hub is identified by a number between 1 and 256, inclusive, and has a directory
underneath the DNC_ROOT directory. The directory will be named “hub_#” where #
is the hub's number.

The Hub tab is divided into three subtabs:

l Hubs—The Hubs subtab (see "Hubs Subtab" on page 25) is used for defining hubs.

l Ports—The Ports subtab (see "Ports Subtab" on page 28) is used for defining
machines.

l Data Collect—The Data Collect subtab is described in "Data Collect Subtab" on
page 62.

DNCjr32 accommodates only one hub and does not support terminals, so there is no
opportunity for data collection. Thus, for DNCjr32, both the Hub and Data Collect
tabs are disabled.

Hubs Subtab

Before you can configure any ports on a hub, you must first set up some information
about the hub. The Hubs subtab allows you to specify the hub type.

The Hubs subtab is shown in the figure below. To configure a new hub, select the
desired hub, which will be marked “not Configured”, from the list of hubs displayed,
and press Edit. To modify a hub that had previously been configured, select the
desired hub, which will be marked with its type [e.g., PC (64 port)], from the list of
hubs displayed, and press Edit.
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Hubs Subtab

In either case, once a hub is highlighted, and Edit is pressed, the Edit Hub dialog,
show below, will appear. This dialog allows the hub type [WinCopy, PC (64-port), or
FTP] to be specified. To save any changes that were made via the Edit Hub screen,
press the Save button. To discard the changes, press Cancel.

NOTE: WinCopy is being replaced by Network CNC type on a PC hub.
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Edit Hub Dialog

To delete a hub that has previously been configured, highlight the hub, and press the
Delete button. Then, press Delete from the Confirmation window that will appear.
The hub, as well as all machines defined for that hub, will be removed.

To reboot a hub, highlight the hub, and press the Reboot button. A list of all ports on
that hub, along with their current status, will be displayed (see the figure below).
Press Reboot to reboot the hub or Cancel to abort the reboot.

Reboot Hub
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Hub Type

Select the hub type from the drop-down list. If you select FTP, a numeric text edit
will appear for setting the Port to be used by the FTP server. The default value is 21
which is the value used by most FTP programs; only change this value if you know
that your FTP client software does not use the default FTP port.

Ports Subtab

The Ports subtab is shown below. To configure a new machine, press the Add button.
To edit an existing machine, highlight the machine on the displayed list, and press
Edit. In either case, the machine Configuration subtabs, discussed in sections
"General Subtab" on page 29 through "BTR Direct Subtab" on page 60, will come up.
Only those subtabs appropriate for the device type (see "Device Type" on page 30)
will be accessible.

Ports Subtab

By default, the machines will be listed in alphabetical order by machine name. To
have them appear in hub/port order, mark the Sort by Hub & Port checkbox (Sort by
Port for DNCjr32).

To delete an existing machine, highlight the machine on the displayed list, and press
Delete. Then, press Delete from the Confirmation dialog. The machine will not be
deleted permanently. It may be undeleted later, if desired.
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To undelete a machine that has previously been deleted, press the Undelete button.
A list of machines that have previously been deleted will be displayed. Highlight the
machine to be undeleted, and press the Undelete button. The Machine Configuration
subtabs (the same ones for adding a new machine or editing an existing one) will
come up. All settings for the machine except for hub and port will be restored.

To copy the setup for an existing port to a new one, highlight the machine from
which the settings are to be copied, and press the Copy button. The Machine Name,
Hub, and Port fields will not be copied over to the new machine (since no two
machines may have the same name or the same hub and port); these must be
entered manually.

To print the settings for a particular machine, highlight the machine, and press the
Print button.

General Subtab

The General subtab, shown below, allows you to specify the Machine Name, Hub, Hub
Port, Device Type, and Control fields.

General Subtab
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Machine Name

Each port on the DNC Professional system must be given a unique name that
identifies the machine attached to it. Operators will use this name to select the
machine for activities such as downloading, editing, and viewing. The names may be
up to 30 characters long. But the longer the name, the more the operators on the
shop floor will have to type to specify the port on a terminal. The system will not
allow you to enter a blank name or a duplicate name. (Even deleted machine names
cannot be used.)

Hub

This is a drop-down list containing the available hubs to which the machine may be
connected. No two machines can be defined with the same hub and port. This is
hidden in DNCjr32 since it’s always 1.

Hub Port

This is a drop-down list containing the available hub ports to which the machine may
be connected. No two machines can be defined with the same hub and port. The port
number is generated automatically in DNCjr32 so this field is hidden.

Device Type

The device type is a drop-down list containing the following entries (* = not in
DNCjr32):

l CNC—The port is connected directly to a machine tool.

l BTR—The port is connected directly to a BTS BTR.

l BTR Direct—The port is connected directly to a BTS BTR. This will enable an oper-
ator to select the BTR's mode from Controller, rather than using a separate con-
trol panel attached to the BTR. "Appendix F: BTR Direct" on page 227 explains
how BTR Direct works.

l LT*—The port is connected to a machine tool through an in-line terminal.

l SFT*—The port is connected to a terminal that does not have machine tool con-
nected directly to it.

l MODEM LT*—The port is connected to a machine tool through an in-line terminal.
This in-line terminal is connected to the Communicator hub via a modem. The
modem must be able to communicate at 1200 baud.

l MODEM SFT*—The port is connected via a modem to a terminal that has no
machine tool connected directly to it. The modem must be able to communicate at
1200 baud.

l Network CNC—A machine tool that is attached to an Ethernet network and has a
hard drive to which files can be downloaded or from which files can be uploaded.

l Non-DNC*—The port is connected to a non-DNC machine.

l Wireless—The port is connected to a machine tool using a legacy wireless device
(Quatech Airnet).
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l FTP Server—This value will be automatically selected if the number for selected
for Hub represents an FTP type hub. In this case, the Device Type setting is
replaced with a Timeout value, which represents the number of minutes the
machine can be idle after a user logs into the FTP Server from FTP client soft-
ware before the server will automatically disconnect the user. A value of zero
means never time out.

Default Configuration

This button allows you to select a known configuration. It is not available for device
types of SFT, Modem SFT, Non-DNC, or FTP. You will be prompted to select a
machine from your list to set the configuration parameters for the port to the
defaults for the machine you chose (see the following figure).

NOTE: The Default Configuration button is not available for Network CNC.

Default Machine Configuration

Parameters Subtab

The Parameters subtab, shown below, allows the following settings to be specified:
COM Port, Baud Rate, Parity, Data Bits, Stop Bits, XON/XOFF, XON/XOFF Start, XON
Char, XOFF Char, RTS/CTS, DTR/DSR, Force Uploads, Protocol, Protocol Start,
Translation, Printer Port, and Plotter Port. This subtab consists of a two-column list,
with the name of the parameter shown in the first column and the value of the
parameter shown in the second.

NOTE: The Parameters subtab is not available for Network CNC.
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Parameters Subtab

Depending upon the device type and certain other settings, some of the parameters
may be disabled and not accessible. A disabled parameter is shown with a blacked-
out entry in the second column as shown in the following figure.

Parameters Subtab with Three Disabled Parameters
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There are a number of different types of data that may be entered in this and other
similar subtabs. These are:

l Edit Fields (e.g., COM Port in DNC Professional)—Simply click on the item, and
type in the desired value.

l Drop-down Lists (e.g., Baud Rate)—Click on the small down-arrow to the right of
the field in the Value column, and select the desired entry (see the following fig-
ure).

Drop-Down List

l On/Off buttons (e.g., XON/XOFF)—The current value of the parameter is dis-
played as either On or Off. To change it, simply click on the field.

l PSTRING (e.g., Automatic Upload Start of File on the Upload Subtab)—Press the
ASCII label to bring up a table of values, such as the sample shown in the figure
"Entry of a PSTRING" on the next page. To increase the size of the string up to the
maximum allowed, click on the “+” button in the upper left corner; to decrease the
size of the string (down to a minimum of zero), click on the “-” button. Alternately,
enter the new size in the New Size field, and press the Change button. To change
the value of an entry, click on the entry in the ASCII Value column. This will bring
up an ASCII chart (see the figure "ASCII Chart" on the next page). Select the
desired value in the ASCII chart, and click OK. That value will be loaded into the
selected field. Rather than selecting individual ASCII codes from the table, the
entire string may be entered in the New String field. Simply type the string in
this field, and press the Accept button. The string will automatically be loaded
and the length will be set. For control characters, enter ^nnn (where n is a digit),
as shown in the example in the figure "Entry of a PSTRING" on the next page. In
this example, <Escape> has been entered as ^027 and <Line Feed> has been
entered as  ^010.
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Entry of a PSTRING

ASCII Chart

Table (e.g., Translation Table on the Upload subtab)—Press the Table label to bring
up the Translation Table, such as the sample shown in the following figure. As with
PSTRINGs, the size of the table may be adjusted by pressing “+” and “-“ or by
entering the new size in the New Size field and pressing the Change button (the
maximum size is 129). To change the ASCII Value or the Mapped Value, click on the
desired entry. This will bring up an ASCII chart (the same as for PSTRINGs).
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Translation Table Entry

COM Port

This is the physical hardware port (e.g., COM 1, COM 2, etc.) through which
communications will occur. Simply type in the number of the COM Port into this
field. For a legacy wireless device (Quatech Airnet), the TCP/IP address of the
wireless adapter needs to be entered.

Baud Rate

Choose the baud rate to use to communicate with the machine tool from the drop-
down list.

Parity

Choose the type of parity to use to communicate with the machine tool. This is
normally set to Even for ASCII and None for EIA.

Data Bits

Choose the number of data bits to use to communicate with the machine tool. This is
normally set to 7 for ASCII and 8 for EIA.
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Stop Bits

Choose the number of stop bits to use to communicate with the machine tool. This
must match the number of stop bits used by the machine tool. If you choose one (1)
and the machine uses two (2) stop bits, Communicator will be able to upload from
the machine but not download to it. If you choose two (2) and the machine uses one
(1) stop bit, Communicator will be able to download but not upload.

XON/XOFF

Handshaking allows two devices to send data to each other at a rate faster than
either device can use the data. When one device senses that it has all the data that
it can hold, it uses handshaking to stop the other device from communicating. Once
the device processes enough data to be able to receive more, it uses handshaking to
start the other device communicating again.

Communicator supports two types of handshaking: software and hardware. Software
handshaking uses two special codes that are sent just like data to control the flow of
communications. The XON character (see "XON Char" on page 36) is used to turn on
the flow of communications, and the XOFF character (see "XOFF Char" on page 36) is
used to turn off the flow of communications.

Hardware handshaking uses special wires in the cable connecting the devices to
control the flow of communications. This device raises the signal on the wire to
start communications and lowers the signal to stop communications.

To use software handshaking, set the XON/XOFF parameter to On.

XON/XOFF Start

This parameter is only available if the XON/XOFF parameter is turned to On. Set
XON/XOFF Start to On to start the port in the XON state, which means that the port
will send data immediately at the start of a download. Set it to Off to start the port
in the XOFF state, which means that the port will wait for an XON character before
sending data at the start of a download. (For a discussion on handshaking, see
"XON/XOFF" on page 36.)

XON Char

This is the character that will be transmitted to turn on the communications flow.
This is a PSTRING field. For details on entering data into this type of field, see the
bullet item for PSTRING on page 33. (For a discussion on handshaking, see
"XON/XOFF" on page 36.)

XOFF Char

This is the character that will be transmitted to turn off the communications flow.
This is a PSTRING field. For details on entering data into this type of field, see the
bullet item for PSTRING on page 33. (For a discussion on handshaking, see
"XON/XOFF" on page 36.)
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RTS/CTS

Set RTS/CTS to On to use the Request To Send and Clear To Send lines for hardware
handshaking. If you set this parameter to Off, the RTS output will always be high.
(For a discussion on handshaking, see "XON/XOFF" on page 36.)

DTR/DSR

Set DTR/DSR to On to use the Data Terminal Ready and Data Set Ready for
hardware handshaking. If you set this parameter to Off, the DTR output will always
be high. This sort of hardware handshaking can only be used with COM Ports or
their equivalents that implement these signals.

Force Uploads

This parameter is not available to shop floor terminals (SFTs). Select On to force an
upload after each download. In shops where editing of part programs is permitted at
the machine tool, this option enables management to check to see what changes the
operators are making.

Protocol

Select the protocol needed to communicate with the machine tool attached to that
port from the drop-down list, as shown in the following figure. (Since protocols are
continuously being added to DNC Professional, you may have more protocols than
are shown in this figure.) You may either choose User to indicate that you are not
using one of the predefined protocols or choose a predefined special protocol that,
when used with a protocol converter, allows Communicator to communicate with
specialized protocols such as Mazatrol. (See "Appendix B: Special Protocols" on page
187 for more information on specific protocols.)
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Selecting a Protocol

When printing and plotting, protocols are turned off. This allows you to print out the
part program exactly as it came from your programming system. Protocols are also
turned off whenever you use a .BRM extension on the name of an upload or download
file. This allows you to upload and download BTR and machine tool executables.

User-defined protocol choices (character and comment stripping, end-of-block and
character translation, leaders and trailers, start and end transmission, and delay
after linefeed) are re-enabled after the upload or download is completed. Specialized
protocol conversions (i.e., those occurring in a protocol converter or line terminal
such as a Mazatrol) are not re-enabled after the upload or download. Some protocols
may have the word “software” in parenthesis behind their names. Such choices will
only appear if a license to use those protocols has been purchased. These protocols
can operate without a BTS protocol converter.

Protocol Start

Some controls (e.g., more recent Mazaks) can communicate through the same port in
either a Protocol or Standard (non-conversational) mode. The Protocol Start
specifies whether the protocol conversion for this port should be able to be
switched, and, if so, whether its default when the system is first started up should be
on (conversational) or off.
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Translation

Set to either None, for no default translation, or EIA, if ASCII to EIA translations are
required on downloads and EIA to ASCII translations are required on uploads. For
either setting, both the upload and download Translation Tables (if any) may be
customized as desired.

Printer Port

This parameter is only available to SFTs and line terminals (LTs). Select Parallel
Printer to have data sent out the parallel port when the Print button on the
terminal is pressed. Select Serial Printer to have data sent out the serial port when
the Print button on the terminal is pressed. Select No Printer if no printer is
attached.

Plotter Port

This parameter is only available to SFTs and LTs. Select Parallel Plotter to have
data sent out the parallel port when the Plot button on the terminal is pressed.
Select Serial Plotter to have data sent out the serial port when the Plot button on
the terminal is pressed. Select No Plotter if no plotter is attached.

Upload Subtab

The Upload subtab, shown below, allows the following settings to be specified:
Translation Table, Upload Time Out, CNC Direct Delay Before Receiving, Start
Receive, End Receive, Repeat Start Receive, Delay Between Repeats, End of Block,
Strip Characters, Automatic Upload, Automatic Upload Start of File, Automatic
Upload Save Start of File, Automatic Upload End of File, Automatic Upload Save End
of File, Number of Characters to Scan for Commands and File Names, Automatic
Upload Start of File Name, Automatic Upload End of File Name, Automatic Upload
File Name Prefix, Automatic Upload File Name Suffix, Automatic Upload Uses Digits
Only for File Names, File Extensions for Generated Names, Replace Download File
with Newly Uploaded File, Number of Archive Files to Keep and Address(es) of User
(s) to Email When a File is Archived. The general layout of the Upload subtab is the
same as for the Parameters subtab (see "Parameters Subtab" on page 31).
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Upload Subtab

Translation Table

The Upload Translation Table allows characters to be translated into other
characters during upload. This is a Table field. For details on entering data into this
type of field, see "Parameters Subtab" on page 31. The Upload Translation Table
may range in length from 0 (no translation) to 129. The table may be a standard EIA
to an ASCII Translation Table, or it may be a custom table (see "Translation" on
page 39).

Upload Timeout (not available to a Network CNC)

Enter the Upload Timeout value in seconds. If no part program data is received from
the machine tool before this timeout, the file will be closed, and the End Receive
string (if any) will be sent to the machine tool. The timeout does not start until the
first data is received. This is the only means for terminating uploads short of
manually aborting them at the terminal or workstation, which may result in the last
portion of the upload being lost.

CNC Direct Delay Before Receiving (not available to a Network CNC)

This is the number of seconds to wait prior to starting the upload. This is not
applicable to DNCjr32.
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Start Receive (not available to a Network CNC)

The Start Receive string is a set of up to 40 characters sent to the machine tool
immediately after the file to be uploaded is opened. This string tells the machine
tool to begin transmitting the part program (this is often the character 17—the
standard XON character). This is a PSTRING field. For details on entering data into
this type of field, see "Parameters Subtab" on page 31.

End Receive (not available to a Network CNC)

The End Receive string is a set of up to 40 characters sent to the machine tool
immediately after the upload times out. This is a PSTRING field. For details on
entering data into this type of field, see "Parameters Subtab" on page 31.

Repeat Start Receive (not available to a Network CNC)

The Start Receive string can be sent repeatedly until the upload starts. This allows
the upload to be started on Communicator first and then the control to be set up to
receive the file (if the Start Receive string is used by the control as a "trigger" to
initiate sending). This is a PSTRING field. For details on entering data into this type
of field, see "Parameters Subtab" on page 31.

Delay Between Repeats (not available to a Network CNC)

If the Start Receive string is sent repeatedly until an upload starts, this parameter
controls the frequency with which Communicator outputs the Start Receive string.
The value is given in milliseconds.

End of Block

The End of Block (EOB) is a string of characters that Communicator will interpret as
the end of a block (line) upon upload. Whenever a string is received that matches
this, it is turned into a carriage return (ASCII 13) and a line feed (ASCII 10)
character pair. Normally, this will be the same as the EOB set for downloading,
although the implementations are not strictly symmetrical (see "End of Block" on
page 48 for details). This is a PSTRING field. For details on entering data into this
type of field, see see "Parameters Subtab" on page 31.

Machines using EIA translation should normally have the EOB string set to a single
line feed character (10 decimal), since there is no EIA translation for the carriage
return character. For ASCII/ISO, it can be set to nothing or to a carriage return and
line feed pair (13 and 10), both of which have the net effect of doing nothing.

Strip Characters

Communicator can strip characters out of downloads or uploads. It will strip them
from the part program before it is transmitted or written. The most common
character to strip is the NUL (ASCII 0) character. Every time a Strip Character
appears in the data, it is removed.
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NOTE: The Strip Characters string is not compared to a string of characters in the file for stripping.
Instead, the individual characters in the string are compared against individual characters in the file
for stripping. If you had a download strip string of A, B, and C and a file with the line ADEBDE,
Communicator would output DEDE to the machine.

This Strip Characters parameter determines what characters, if any, will be
removed during uploads (there is a similar parameter for downloads in the
Download subtab; see "Download Subtab" on page 45). This is a PSTRING field. For
details on entering data into this type of field, see see "Parameters Subtab" on page
31.

Automatic Upload (not available to a Network CNC)

When you turn on Automatic Upload, the Automatic Upload parameters (see topics
"Automatic Upload Start of File (not available to a Network CNC)" through "File
Extension for Generated Names (not available to a Network CNC)" below) will
become available. When you turn off Automatic Upload, these parameters become
disabled and Automatic Uploading will not be used. Automatic uploading is not
available in DNCjr32 so these parameters will always be disabled in that product.

Automatic Upload Start of File (not available to a Network CNC)

This specifies a string used to indicate the beginning of an automatic upload. If you
do not set up an Upload Start of File, Communicator considers all of the data sent to
it, except a CNC Direct command, to be part of an automatic upload. If you specify an
Upload Start string, then Communicator will not start an automatic upload until the
Upload Start string has been sent to it. Communicator will not save anything until it
gets a string that matches what is specified here. This string specifies the start of
the file and may be used to eliminate unwanted characters that precede the actual G
code file.

To disable automatic uploads, set the Upload Start string to a string that will never
be sent from the machine tool. This setting has no effect upon uploads initiated by
Controller or via CNC Direct.

Unless a file name is included in the upload data (see Section 3.1.2.3.16),
Communicator will generate a file name with the format DDDHHMM.SS, where DDD
= day of the year, HH = military hour, MM = minute, and SS = second. If you
configure an extension for generated names (see "File Extension for Generated
Names (not available to a Network CNC)" on page 44), then the generated file will
have the format DDDSSSSS.EXT, where DDD = day of the year, SSSSS = seconds into
the day, and EXT = your extension.

Automatic Upload Save Start of File (not available to a Network CNC)

The Start of File string specified above may or may not be something that you want
to save as part of the file itself. If it is automatically attached by a machine’s
download setup, you probably do not want to save it, lest it be sent twice when
downloading. If you set this to Off, the first character in the uploaded file will be
whatever follows the first Start of File string encountered. This parameter has no
effect if the Start of File string has 0 length.
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Automatic Upload End of File (not available to a Network CNC)

Similar to the Start of File string, the End of File string may be used to terminate an
"unsolicited" upload. Communicator will stop saving to the uploaded file when it sees
this string and will close the file, giving it a name that it automatically creates. This
has no effect upon uploads initiated by other means.

Automatic Upload Save End of File (not available to a Network CNC)

For the same reasons that you may not want to save the Start of File string, you
may choose not to save the End of File string. If you set this to Off, the last
character in the uploaded file will be whatever precedes the first End of File string
encountered. This parameter has no effect if the End of File string has 0 length.

Number of Characters to Scan for Commands and Filenames (not available to a Network
CNC)

This specifies the number of characters into an upload that Communicator will scan
to find the start of a CNC Direct command or the start of a file name, before an
automatic upload is started. If you are using the CNC Direct commands, you must
make sure that this number is large enough for Communicator to find the beginning
of the CNC Direct commands. The default is 25 characters.

Automatic Upload Start of Filename (not available to a Network CNC)

This string is used to mark the beginning of a file name to be used when doing an
automatic upload. The Start of File Name string will not be used as part of the file
name. For a Fanuc control, you may want to use the 0 number as the file name. You
could specify the 0 as the Start of File Name string, and then the file name would be
the number that follows the 0. If you want to include the 0 as part of the file name,
you could use the Upload File Name Prefix described in "Automatic Upload End of
Filename (not available to a Network CNC)" on page 43. The beginning of the Start of
File Name string must appear within the number of characters that you specified for
the Number of Characters to Scan for Commands and File Names. The default is an
empty string, which tells Communicator not to look for a file name in the upload
data.

Automatic Upload Start of Filename, Append (not available to a Network CNC)

This character is a modifier for the automatic upload start of filename string. If this
character is appended to the end of the automatic upload start of filename, the DNC
system will append the data in the uploaded file to the end of the specified file if the
file exists or create a new file if the file does not exist. If this character is not
appended to the end of the automatic upload start of filename string, the data in the
uploaded file will overwrite the specified file if the file exists.

Automatic Upload End of Filename (not available to a Network CNC)

This specifies the string used to mark the end of a file name to be used when doing
an automatic upload. The default is an empty string, which tells Communicator to
not look for a file name in the upload data.
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Automatic Upload File Name Prefix (not available to a Network CNC)

This is a string attached to the front of the file name found in an automatic upload. If
no file name is found inside the upload file, the Upload File Name Prefix will not be
used. If you are using the 0 number from a Fanuc control as the file name with 0
being the Start of File Name string, you can set the Upload File Name Prefix to a 0,
so that the file name is the complete 0 number. The default is an empty string.

Automatic Upload File Name Suffix (not available to a Network CNC)

This specifies a string to be attached to the end of a file name found in an automatic
upload. If no file name is found inside the upload file, the Upload File Name Suffix
will not be used. The default is an empty string.

Automatic Upload Only Uses Digits for File Names (not available to a Network CNC)

This string specifies that an automatic upload file name should contain only digits.
This only applies to the characters taken from the upload data. It does not apply to
the Upload File Name Prefix or Upload File Name Suffix. This is useful if you wish to
use the program number as the file name, but you have comments following the
program number. You can set the Upload End of File Name string to be the End of
Block characters and still only get the program number by turning on this setting.
The setting is Off by default.

File Extension for Generated Names (not available to a Network CNC)

This specifies a string to be used as an extension for automatic upload file names
generated by Communicator. The extension will not be used if the file name for the
automatic upload is included in the upload data. Unlike the Upload File Name Suffix,
this is a true extension.

Replace Download File with Newly Uploaded File

Set to On to have a newly uploaded file copied to the download directory. The newly
uploaded file will only replace the file in the download directory if the uploaded file
differs from the downloaded file.

Number of Archive Files to Keep

This Specifies the number of versions of a file to keep. Each time a file is uploaded,
Communicator will subtract this number from the current version number and will
remove that version and all previous versions it finds. Set the value to zero to keep
all versions.

Address(es) of User(s) to Email When a File is Archived

If a changed file is uploaded, Communicator will send an e-mail to the specified
person or e-mail group. If this field is empty, no e-mail will be sent.
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Strip Spaces at End of Line

A machine-by-machine option to strip spaces at the end of a line (block) on an
upload.

Post-Upload Program

If you enter a third party program along with its path it will be launched after a file
is uploaded. Communicator will wait for the program to complete before continuing.

Download Subtab

The Download subtab, shown below, allows the following settings to be specified:
Delay After Character, Strip Spaces, CNC-Direct Delay Before Sending, Download
Timeout, Download Translation Table, Leader Character, Leader Length, Trailer
Character, Trailer Length, Send Start Transmission Before Leader, Send End
Transmission After Trailer, Start Transmission, Do Not Send Start Transmission for
Spoonfeed, Delay After Start Transmission, Scan File for Start Transmission, Strip to
Start Transmission, End Transmission, Do Not Send End Transmission for Spoonfeed,
Scan File for End Transmission, End of Block, Delay After EOB, Strip Characters,
Start Comment 1, End Comment 1, Start Comment 2, End Comment 2, Start Comment
3, End Comment 3 and Strip All Characters After End Transmission. The general
layout of the Download subtab is the same as for the Parameters subtab (see
"Parameters Subtab" on page 31).

Download Subtab
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Delay after Character (not available to a Network CNC)

The Delay after Character is the number of milliseconds to pause after sending each
download character. At present, this feature is not enabled in Communicator, and is
disabled in DNCjr32.

Strip Spaces

When this parameter is turned to On, spaces will not be sent during downloading.

CNC-Direct Delay before Sending (not available to a Network CNC)

The Delay before Sending is the number of seconds to wait at the start of the
download before transmitting anything. This applies only to downloads initiated via
CNC Direct. It can be used to allow time to ready the control to receive the file, once
the Download command has been sent. This control is disabled in DNCjr32, since it
does not support the CNC Direct device type.

Download Timeout (not available to a Network CNC)

The Download Timeout (in seconds) is used in conjunction with hardware and
software handshaking. It specifies the number of seconds Communicator will allow a
port to have handshaking turned off before it considers a download complete.
Entering a value of zero (0) will turn off this feature. This feature is useful for
machines that terminate communications immediately upon receipt of an end-of-
program character without allowing the CR/LF to be sent. If you are spoonfeeding,
this value must be large enough to allow each operation to complete or should be
zero (0).

Download Translation Table

The Download Translation Table allows characters to be translated into other
characters during a download. This is a Table field. For details on entering data into
this type of field, see "Parameters Subtab" on page 31. The Download Translation
Table may range in length from 0 (no translation) to 129. The table may be a
standard ASCII to EIA Translation Table or a custom table (see "Translation" on page
39).

Leader Character (not available to a Network CNC)

Older machines that use paper tape as input may require a few inches of a specific
lead-in or leader character before accepting the downloaded program. Usually, they
also require a trailer of a few inches of some character. NULs (ASCII 0) or spaces
(ASCII 32) are usually used for leaders and trailers.

Enter the Leader Character required by the machine, if any. This is a PSTRING field.
For details on entering data into this type of field, see "Parameters Subtab" on page
31.
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Leader Length (not available to a Network CNC)

Enter the length of leader (see "Leader Character (not available to a Network CNC)"
on page 46) required in inches. The number of inches multiplied by 10 is the number
of characters actually sent.

Trailer Character (not available to a Network CNC)

Enter the Trailer Character (see "Leader Character (not available to a Network
CNC)" on page 46) required by the machine, if any. This is a PSTRING field. For
details on entering data into this type of field, see "Parameters Subtab" on page 31.

Trailer Length (not available to a Network CNC)

Enter the length of trailer (see "Leader Character (not available to a Network CNC)"
on page 46) required in inches. The number of inches multiplied by 10 is the number
of characters actually sent.

Send Start Transmission before Leader (not available to a Network CNC)

Turn this parameter to On if the Start Transmission string (see "Start Transmission"
on page 47) should be sent prior to the leader (see "Leader Character (not available
to a Network CNC)" on page 46).

Send End Transmission after Trailer (not available to a Network CNC)

Turn this parameter to On if the End Transmission string (see "End Transmission"
on page 48) should be sent after the trailer (see "Leader Character (not available to
a Network CNC)" on page 46) .

Start Transmission

The Start Transmission string is a set of up to 40 characters sent to the machine
tool to initiate a download. Communicator sends the Start Transmission characters
before any characters from the file are sent and after the Leader Characters (if
any), unless Send Start Transmission before Leader is set to On, in which case
Communicator sends the Start Transmission characters before any Leader
Characters. This is a PSTRING field. For details on entering data into this type of
field, see "Parameters Subtab" on page 31.

Don’t Send Start Transmission for Spoonfeed

Set this parameter to On if the Start Transmission string should not be sent when
spoonfeeding.

Delay after Start Transmission (not available to a Network CNC)

Enter the number of millisecond delay that should occur after the Start
Transmission string is sent, before the actual program is sent.
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Scan File for Start Transmission

Depending upon how the part programs being downloaded were created, some may
already contain the Start Transmission string (which may be no more than a percent
sign), while others do not. Turning this parameter On causes Controller to check for
the existence of the Start Transmission string in the beginning of the file, and, if
found, it is not sent separately. If this parameter is set to Off, any Start
Transmission string specified will always be sent before the file, regardless of the
file's contents.

Strip to Start Transmission

Turn this parameter On to not transmit any Download Characters that occur in the
download file prior to the Start Transmission string.

End Transmission

The End Transmission string is a set of up to 40 characters sent to the machine tool
immediately after the downloaded file is closed and before the Trailer Characters (if
any) , unless Send End Transmission after Trailer is set to On, in which case
Communicator sends the End Transmission characters after any Trailer Characters.
This is a PSTRING field. For details on entering data into this type of field, see
"Parameters Subtab" on page 31.

Don’t Send End Transmission for Spoonfeed

Set this parameter to On if the End Transmission string should not be sent when
spoonfeeding.

Scan File for End Transmission

As with the Start Transmission string, some programs may already contain the End
Transmission string (which again may be no more than a percent sign), while others
do not. Turning this parameter On causes Controller to check for the existence of the
End Transmission string in the end of the file, and, if found, it is not sent separately.
If this parameter is set to Off, any End Transmission string specified will always be
sent after the file, regardless of the file's contents.

End of Block

Most machines require that part program data blocks be terminated with a specific
character or series of characters. The characters specified here will be transmitted
in place of each line feed character (ASCII 10), and any carriage returns (ASCII 13)
will be removed. Setting the length of this string to 0 will prevent any replacement
of line feeds and stripping of carriage returns when downloading. This is a PSTRING
field. For details on entering data into this type of field, see "Parameters Subtab" on
page 31.
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Machines using EIA translation should normally have the EOB string set to a single
line feed character (10 decimal), since there is no EIA translation for the carriage
return character. For ASCII/ISO, it can be set to nothing or to a carriage return and
line feed pair (13 and 10), both of which have the net effect of doing nothing.

Delay after EOB (not available to a Network CNC)

The Delay after EOB (End Of Block) is used to allow older machines working in
Block mode enough time to process a block before getting the next block. Enter the
length of delay required (in units of 0.1 seconds, i.e., 10 = 1 second).

Strip Characters

Communicator can strip characters out of downloads or uploads. Communicator will
strip them from the part program before it is transmitted or written. The most
common character to strip is the NUL (ASCII 0) character. Every time a Strip
Character appears in the data, it is removed from the data.

NOTE: The string of Strip Characters is not compared to a string of characters in the file for stripping.
The individual characters in the string are compared against individual characters in the file for
stripping. If you had a download strip string of A, B, and C and file with the line ADEBDE,
Communicator would output DEDE to the machine.

The Strip Characters parameter determines what characters, if any, will be removed
during downloads (there is a similar parameter for uploads in the Upload subtab;
see "Upload Subtab" on page 39). This is a PSTRING field. For details on entering
data into this type of field, see "Parameters Subtab" on page 31.

Start Comment 1

Communicator can strip comments from part programs before downloading. Specify
a start sequence for the comments in this parameter and the corresponding end
sequence in the End Comment 1 parameter (see "End Comment 1" on page 49) . For
example, a common start sequence is the character ", and its end sequence might
also be the character ", signifying the end of the comment. Unlike Strip Characters,
the whole string must match for a Start or End Comment to be found.

No nested comments are handled, and any comments with open or missing end
sequences will cause blocks of the program to be bypassed. Use care in specifying
this option.

This is a PSTRING field. For details on entering data into this type of field, see
"Parameters Subtab" on page 31.

End Comment 1

See "Start Comment 1" on page 49.

Start Comment 2

Start Comment 2 and End Comment 2 allow for a second set of comment delimiters
(see "Start Comment 1" on page 49).
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End Comment 2

See "Start Comment 2" on page 49.

Start Comment 3

Start Comment 3 and End Comment 3 allow for a third set of comment delimiters
(see "Start Comment 1" on page 49).

End Comment 3

See "Start Comment 3" on page 50.

Strip All Characters after End Transmission

Strip all characters after the End Transmission string is found in the download file.

Use DSR to Abort Downloads (not available to a Network CNC)

A port-by-port setting which if set will abort a download if the DSR input goes low
(false). Use DSR to abort downloads.

Pre-Download Program

If you enter a third party program along with its path it will be launched before a
file is downloaded. Communicator waits for the program to exit before starting the
download.

Directories Subtab

The Directories subtab, shown below, allows a single Upload directory and up to
9999 Download directories to be specified for the machine. For a Network CNC, it
also allows a Target directory and a Source directory.
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Directories Subtab

To enter an Upload directory, press the browse (...) button to the right of the Upload
Directory list to bring up a Directory Selection dialog, shown below. Select the
desired drive and directory, then press OK. The directory will be loaded into the
Upload Directory field.

Directory Selection Dialog
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Similarly, to add a directory to the list of Download directories, click the Browse
button to the right of the Download Directories list. As with the Browse button for
the Upload directory, a Directory Selection dialog will appear. Choose the drive and
directory, and press OK to add it to the list of Download directories. To delete a
Download directory, highlight the desired directory, and press the Delete button.

For a Network CNC, a Target directory must be configured. This is the directory to
which files will be copied on the machine tool when downloading a file. To enter a
directory, click the browse button to the right of the Target Directory text box. As
with the browse button for the Upload directory, a Directory Selection dialog will
appear. Choose the drive and directory, and press OK or type the name of the
directory into the text box.

For a Network CNC, you can enter a Source directory. The Source directory is the
directory on the machine tool from which files will be copied when uploading a file.
To enter a directory, click the browse button to the right of the Source Directory
text box. As with the Browse button for the Upload directory, a Directory Selection
dialog will appear. Choose the drive and directory, and press OK or type the name of
the directory into the text box.

To actually create a directory on the drive, enter the name of the directory in the
Create Dir edit field, and press the Create Dir button. You can also type in a
directory path into the edit box and press the Add Downld Dir button to add that
directory to the end of the download directory list. Directories can be in standard
drive letter form or in UNC. 

CNC Direct Subtab

The CNC Direct subtab, shown below, allows the following settings to be defined
(most are PSTRINGs, as described in "Parameters Subtab" on page 31): Command
Start, Command End, Parameter Separator, Cancel, Wait, Download, Spoonfeed,
Toolbreak Download, Toolbreak Header Begin, Toolbreak Header End, Toolbreak
First Line, Toolbreak Last Line, Toolbreak Trailer Begin, Toolbreak Trailer End,
Toolbreak Go, Upload, Repeat Start Receive String while Waiting for Command?,
Turn on Software Protocol for One Transfer, Directory Command, Default File
Extension for Download Commands, Upload Delay, Password, Print a File, Upload a
File and Print it, Save the Uploaded Print File, Email Send to, Email Subject, Email
Message, Use a Predefined Email Message, Send the Email, Name of Printer for
Machine’s Files, Separator Character for Folder Downloads, Initiate Folder Download
and Finish Task. This subtab is always disabled in DNCjr32.

NOTE: The CNC Direct subtab is not available for Network CNC.
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CNC Direct Subtab

Command Start

This string is used to mark the beginning of a CNC Direct command. CNC Direct
commands are uploads from the machine to Controller that must be recognized as
requests for action and not as a file to be saved. To do this, a special sequence of
characters that would never appear in an uploaded file must be used to delimit the
commands. Of course, the string must be something that the machine is capable of
uploading as if it were a program. The actual CNC Direct commands, described
below, are also configurable.

Command End

This marks the end of a CNC Direct command. Controller will attempt to interpret
whatever comes between the Start command and End command strings as a
command and act on it.

Parameter Separator

Certain CNC Direct commands, such as Upload or Download, require a file name to
be specified. To separate the command from this additional information, a Separator
Character is used. This may be a space, as you would be used to seeing in a
command given to a computer (e.g., "DIR C:\") but may be any other character as
well (e.g., a comma), as long as it does not get confused with part of the command or
command delimiters.
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Cancel

This string is the command that the CNC must send to Communicator to terminate
an upload or a download.

Wait

This string tells Controller to wait until it receives an XON character (usually ASCII
17, although it may be set to whatever you want; see Section 3.1.2.2.8) to start a
download. If the CNC is capable of signaling that it is ready to receive a program in
this way, it is a more reliable method than depending upon a fixed delay between
receiving the Download command and actually starting the download.

Download

This string is the command to send to Communicator to initiate a download. It
requires one parameter following it—either the name of the file to send or a single
period (ASCII 46 decimal) to download the next file in the machine's queue. The
Separator Character (see Section 3.1.2.6.3) must separate the file name or period
from the actual Download command. If you specify just the name of a file,
Communicator will look for it in the Download directories for that machine. The
directories will be searched in order, which matters if the file appears in more than
one Download directory. If you specify a complete file path, Communicator will look
only there for the file. Note that, because most CNCs cannot output a backslash
(ASCII 92), forward slashes (ASCII 47) will be converted into backslashes if used in a
file path.

Spoonfeed

This string is the command to send to Communicator to initiate a download in the
Spoonfeed (also called drip-feed or DNC) mode. As with a regular download, it
requires one parameter following it: either the name of the file to send or a single
period (ASCII 46 decimal) to download the next file in the machine's queue. The
Separator Character (see Section 3.1.2.6.3) must separate the file name or period
from the actual Download command.

Toolbreak Download

This string is the command used to identify the file that you wish to partially
download. A download from Toolbreak allows you to identify the Header, Body, and
Trailer sections of the program. These sections will then be assembled into a
temporary file that may be downloaded, so that you can re-execute the portion of
the program that occurred after the Toolbreak. To use this feature, the control must
allow a part program to be entered manually (MDI). This program then specifies the
parts of the file that you wish to download. This command is required for a
download from Toolbreak and must come first. Either a file name or a period, for
the first queued file, is required as a parameter.
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Toolbreak Header Begin

This optional string marks the beginning of the Header section. All blocks following
the Toolbreak Header Begin command, up to but not including the Toolbreak Header
End command, will be placed in the Header section of the Toolbreak file. The Header
section is the first portion of the file sent to the machine tool. The Header section is
optional, so this command may be omitted.

Toolbreak Header End

This optional string marks the end of the Header section. It follows the entire last
line of the Header portion.

Toolbreak First Line

This required string marks the beginning of the Body section. You only need to enter
as much of the block as is needed to uniquely identify the block. Use the Parameter
Separator between the Toolbreak First Line command string and the first line.

Toolbreak Last Line

This optional string marks the end of the Body section. You only need to enter as
much of the block as is needed to uniquely identify the block. Use the Parameter
Separator between the last line and the Toolbreak Last Line command string. If this
command is omitted, the entire file from the block specified as the first line to the
end of the file will be sent to the machine tool.

Toolbreak Trailer Begin

This optional string marks the beginning of the Trailer section. All blocks following
the Toolbreak Trailer Begin command, up to but not including the Toolbreak Trailer
End command, will be placed in the Trailer section of the Toolbreak file. The Trailer
section is the last portion of the file sent to the machine tool. The Trailer section is
optional, so this command may be omitted.

Toolbreak Trailer End

This optional string identifies the end of the Trailer section. It follows the entire last
line of the Trailer portion.

Toolbreak Go

This required string is the command to actually start a Toolbreak download. It must
necessarily come last, once the file has been identified, and the portions of it to be
downloaded are picked out.

As an example of the above, consider a trivial program,
G:\PROGRAMS\FOOBAR.TAP, to mill three different sized slots, wherein we need to
re-run the section for tool 2:

%
N0010 T01
N0020 M03 S250
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N0030 G00 X1.000 Y1.000 Z3.000
N0040 G01 X1.000 Y1.000 Z1.000 F2.000
N0050 X2.000 Y1.000 Z1.000
N0060 G00 X2.000 Y1.000 Z3.000
N0070 T02
N0080 G00 X1.000 Y2.000 Z3.000
N0090 G01 X1.000 Y2.000 Z1.000 F2.000
N0100 X2.000 Y2.000 Z1.000
N0110 G00 X2.000 Y2.000 Z3.000
N0120 T03
N0130 M03 S250
N0140 G00 X1.000 Y3.000 Z3.000
N0150 G01 X1.000 Y3.000 Z1.000 F2.000
N0160 X2.000 Y3.000 Z1.000
N0170 G00 X2.000 Y3.000 Z3.000
N0180 M30
%

If we have the following settings in Configurator (with their ASCII decimal
equivalents in brackets following):

Command Start = (  [40]
Command End = ) [41]
Parameter Separator = , [44]
Toolbreak Download = TB_DL  [84,66,95,68,76]
Toolbreak Header Begin = HDR_BGN  [72,68,82,95,66,71,78]
Toolbreak Header End = HDR_END  [72,68,82,95,69,78,68]
Toolbreak First Line = FIRST_LINE  [70,73,82,83,84,95,76,73,78,69]
Toolbreak Last Line = LAST_LINE  [76,65, 82,83,84,95,76,73,78,69]
Toolbreak Trailer Begin = TRLR_BGN  [84,82,76,82,95, 66,71,78]
Toolbreak Trailer End = TRLR_END  [84,82,76,82,95,69,78,68]
Toolbreak Go = TB_GO  [84,66,95,71,79]
The file that you would need to MDI and upload to Communicator would
be:
(TB_DL,G:/PROGRAMS/FOOBAR.TAP)
(HDR_BGN)
%
N0020 M03 S250
(HDR_END)
(FIRST_LINE, N0070)
(LAST_LINE, N0110)
(TRLR_BGN)
N0180 M30
%
(TRLR_END)
The resulting Toolbreak download would be:
%
N0010 T01
N0020 M03 S250
N0070 T02
N0080 G00 X1.000 Y2.000 Z3.000
N0090 G01 X1.000 Y2.000 Z1.000 F2.000
N0100 X2.000 Y2.000 Z1.000
N0110 G00 X2.000 Y2.000 Z3.000
N0180 M30
%
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Upload

This string is the command to upload a file. It requires a file name, separated from
the command proper by the Separator Character. Unless the user has permission to
override DNC directories, only the name of the file is specified, as all uploads go to
the single Upload directory identified for the machine. If no Upload directory is
specified for the machine, Communicator will upload nothing.

Repeat Start Receive String while Waiting for Command?

Some controls will not upload data until they see a certain sequence of characters.
Setting this flag tells Communicator to periodically send these characters to the
control, so that the control can send CNC direct commands to Communicator. Set the
Start Receive string on the upload tab to the sequence of characters to be sent. Set
the Delay Between Repeats on the upload tab to the number of milliseconds that
Communicator should wait in between sending the Start Receive string.

Turn on Software Protocol for One Transfer

Turn on the Software Protocol. After the file transfer is complete (or aborted), the
software protocol will be turned off.

Directory Command

Get a list of files from one directory or all of the machine's download directories. If
the command is specified with a directory, then only the files in that directory are
listed. If the command is sent without a directory, then the files in all the machine's
download directories are listed. A dir.cim file must reside in the first download
directory of the machine to specify how the directory list is to be sent to the
machine. A %1 is used to specify where the file name should be placed. Anything on
the line before the %1 will be put before the file name. Anything on the line after
the %1 will be put on the line after the file name.

Default File Extension for Download Commands

An extension to use for download files which are requested without an extension. If a
file with no extension is needed and a default extension is configured, place a dot
after the file name to indicate not to use the default extension.
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Upload Delay

When doing a CNC Direct upload, any information received after the Command End
string will be included in the upload file. If your control sends extra characters after
the Command End string, you will get unwanted characters in the upload. The
Upload Delay setting tells Communicator to perform a loop in which it clears its
input buffer, delays the amount of time that it takes for the specified number of
characters to arrive, and then checks its input buffer. It will continue this loop until
the input buffer is empty. You do not need to know the exact number of characters
that will be arriving. If you enter a number that is less than the number of
characters that the control sends, Communicator will simply do more checks. If you
enter a number that is larger than the number of characters that the control sends,
Communicator will simply wait longer than it needs to. In this case, you need to
make sure not to send your upload file too close behind the CNC Direct upload
command file, or your upload file will be thrown away.

Password

The user must enter the command, a command separator, and their password. If a
correct password is entered, the user gains control of the port. The next command
issued to the port will use their password permissions. The password command
requires unique passwords to be used.

Print a File

Specify the CNC Direct command for printing a file. It requires a file name,
separated from the command proper by the Separator Character. Unless the user
has permission to override DNC directories, only the name of the file is specified.

Upload a File and Print it

Specify the CNC Direct command for uploading a file in the control for printing. It
requires a file name, separated from the command proper by the Separator
Character. Unless the user has permission to override DNC directories, only the
name of the file is specified. The uploaded file is only printed it is not saved.

Save the Uploaded Print File

Specify the CNC Direct command modifier for saving a file uploaded for printing.
Attach this command modifier to the end of the Upload and Print command so that
the uploaded file is not deleted after it is printed.

Email Send To

Specify the CNC Direct command for naming recipients of an email. It requires a
user name, mail group name, or email address separated from the command by the
Separator Character. This command is cumulative so that you can send an email to
more than one recipient by sending this command multiple times before sending the
Send the Email command. This command is optional if you use the Use a Predefined
Message modifier with the Email Message command, but will override the recipient
specified in a predefined message if supplied.
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Email Subject

Specify the CNC Direct command for naming the subject of an email. It requires the
name of the subject separated from the command by the Separator Character. This
command is optional. If you use this command when using the Use a Predefined
Message modifier with the Email Message command, it will override the subject of
the predefined message.

Email Message

Specify the CNC Direct command for naming the text of an email. It requires the text
of the email separated from the command by the Separator Character. This
command is cumulative so that you can send more than one line email messages by
sending the command more than once. This command is optional.

Use a Predefined Email Message

Specify the CNC Direct command modifier for naming a predefined email message.
Add this modifier to the Email Message string to indicate that the text after the
Separator Character specifies a predefined email message. The predefined email
message must be set up on the System tab.

Send the Email

Specify the CNC Direct command for sending an email. You should first build the
email using the above commands. Sending the email will clear it from
Communicators memory, so that any subsequent email commands will apply to a
new email.

Name of Printer for Machine’s File

Specify the name of the printer to which the CNC Direct printing commands will send
the file. Leave the name blank to have the default printer on the machine running
Communicator used for printing.

Separator Character for Folder Downloads

This is the character used to separate the part number, operation number, machine,
and revision when specifying a folder to download.

Initiate Folder Download

This is the command to download the files in a folder. It requires a part number and
an operation number separated from the command by the Separator Character. You
may also supply an optional machine and revision to further identify the folder. The
parts identifying the folder must be separated by the Separator Character for Folder
Downloads. If you do not specify a machine, the current machine is used. If you do
not specify a revision, the highest revision for the folder is used. You may default
the machine and specify the revision by following the operation number with two
Separator Character for Folder Downloads.
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Finish Task

This is the command to remove a task from the task list. It requires you to specify a
folder in the same manner as Initiate Folder Download

SFT Access Subtab

The SFT Access subtab, shown below, allows access to appropriate machines on the
same hub to be turned off or on. This subtab is always disabled in DNCjr32.

NOTE: The SFT Access subtab is not available for Network CNC.

SFT Access Subtab

BTR Direct Subtab

The BTR Direct subtab, shown below, allows the following settings (all On/Off
buttons) to be set: Network to BTR Memory, Network to Control, Reader to BTR
Memory, Reader to Control, Reader to Network, BTR Memory to Control, Punch to
BTR Memory, BTR Memory to Network, Punch to Network, and Exit. Those that are
set to On will appear on the Machine Details window in Controller; those that are
set to Off will be omitted. The normal reason for omitting one or another mode is
because a particular machine does not allow for that operation. For example, there
is no point in enabling the Punch to BTR Memory or Punch to Network modes if the
control does not have a working punch port.

NOTE: The BTR Direct subtab is not available for Network CNC.
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BTR Direct Subtab

Network to BTR Memory

This enables the BTR to store downloaded programs in its memory.

Network to Control

This enables the BTR to pass downloaded programs directly from the DNC system to
the machine control.

Reader to BTR Memory

This enables the BTR to save programs read in from tape to its memory.

Reader to Control

This enables the BTR to allow programs read in from tape to pass through the BTR
to the control, as if the BTR were not there.

Reader to Network

This enables the BTR to upload programs read in from tape directly to the DNC
system.

BTR Memory to Control

This enables the BTR to send a program stored in its memory to the control.
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Punch to BTR Memory

This enables the BTR to receive a program sent to it from the control's punch port
and store it in its memory.

BTR Memory to Network

This enables the BTR to upload a program stored in its memory to the DNC system.

Punch to Network

This enables the BTR to upload a program sent to it from the control's punch port to
the DNC system.

Exit

This enables the BTR to exit one mode without entering another.

MTM-DNC Subtab

The MTM-DNC subtab controls setup for machine Tool Monitoring. This needs to be
in your license to be enabled. Please see Machine Tool Monitoring Documentation
for further explanation of this subtab.

NOTE: The MTM-DNC subtab is not available for Network CNC.

Data Collect Subtab

NOTE: The Data Collect subtab is not available for Network CNC.

The Data Collect subtab, shown below, is for configuring data collection questions for
each port. You may specify up to 10 questions for each Data Collection key on the
terminal, such as Start Setup, Finish Setup, Start Job, Finish Job, Start Inspect, and
Finish Inspect. The questions may each have up to 40 characters in them. Since the
data collection questions are stored in files in the first Download directory of a port,
you must first configure directories for the ports. This sort of data collection is
usable only with shop floor or line terminals. This subtab is always disabled in
DNCjr32.
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Data Collect Subtab

When an operator presses a Data Collection key on a terminal that is logged into a
port, the port's data collection questions for that key are displayed one at a time on
the terminal. After the operator answers a question, the next question is displayed
until all of the questions are answered. Since a carriage return is a legitimate
response, you may also use the data collection questions for issuing instructions.

The answers for the data collection questions, as well as the questions, are stored in
a daily Stamp file located in the directory named in the DNC_ROOT environment
variable. A new Stamp file is opened every day and is given the day of the year as
an extension. For example, on January 31st, STAMP.031 would be created. Each
Stamp file is valid for an entire year before it is reused.

To start configuring the data collection questions, select a port from the drop-down
list on the top of the dialog. You can now edit the questions for the Data Collection
keys for that port. Press the button for the Data Collection key for which you want
to specify questions, and you will enter Edit mode. The 10 text entry boxes will
become active, and a Save button and a Cancel button will appear. Type the
questions into the box. When you have finished typing in the questions, press the
Save button. The questions are saved to disk at this point, and you will exit Edit
mode. Blank entries are skipped when writing to disk, so you can delete a question
from the middle and not have to manually move the questions up a slot. Press
Cancel if you wish to discard the changes and exit Edit mode.

When you exit Edit mode, the dialog will return to its initial appearance. You can
now choose to edit another Data Collection key's questions or select another port.
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Password Tab
The Password tab is divided into two subtabs: Users and User Groups. The Users
subtab (see "Users Subtab" on page 64) is used to add users to the system and to
edit existing ones. The User Groups subtab (see "User Groups Subtab" on page 66) is
used for setting up groups of users and to establish rights. At least one user group
must be set up before adding users.

NOTE: If you are not using passwords for line and shop floor terminals or you are using CNC Direct, you
can control the rights of users logging into terminals or sending CNC Direct commands by creating a
user with DEFAULT as both the name and the password. If you do not create a default user,
Communicator will create the default user with all rights turned off. See "Disable Passwords for Line
and Shop Floor Terminals" on page 77 for information on turning off passwords for line and shop floor
terminals.

Users Subtab

The Users subtab is shown below. To configure a new user, press the Add button. To
edit an existing user, highlight the user on the displayed list, and press Edit. In
either case, the Configure User subtabs, discussed in "Configure User—General
Subtab" on page 65 and "Configure User—Machine Access Subtab" on page 66, will
come up.

Users Subtab
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To delete an existing user, highlight the user on the displayed list, and press Delete.
Then, press Delete from the Confirmation dialog. The user will not be deleted
permanently; he or she may be undeleted later, if desired. To print the settings for
an existing user, highlight the user on the displayed list, and press Print.

To undelete a user who has previously been deleted, press the Undelete button. A
list of users who have previously been deleted will be displayed. Highlight the user
to be undeleted, and press the Undelete button. The User Configuration subtabs, the
same ones for adding a new user or editing an existing one, will come up. All
settings for the user will be restored.

Configure User—General Subtab

The General subtab in the Configure User dialog box, shown below, allows you to
specify the user’s name, password, and group.

Configure User—General Subtab

User Name

Each DNC Professional user must be given a unique name, which may be up to 30
characters in length.

Password

Each user must have a password. The password may be up to 15 characters in
length. If unique passwords (see "Allow Non-Unique Passwords" on page 76) are
being used, no two users may have the same password.
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Group

Each user must be associated with a group. Groups are discussed in "User Groups
Subtab" on page 66.

Configure User—Machine Access Subtab

The Machine Access subtab in the Configure User dialog box, shown below, allows
you to place limitations on which machines are accessible to a user. Only those
machines for which the user’s group has access will be displayed. The Set All button
turns on access (i.e., the user is allowed access to the machine) for all machines

in the displayed list; the Clear All button turns off access to all machines in the list.
Access for individual machines may be turned on or off by clicking on the machine in
the list.

Configure User—Machine Access Subtab

User Groups Subtab

Every DNC Professional user must be associated with a group. The User Groups
subtab, shown below, allows you to define and modify these user groups.
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User Groups Subtab

To configure a new user group, press the Add button. To edit an existing user group,
highlight the group name on the displayed list, and press Edit. In either case, the
Configure Group subtabs, discussed in the topics "Configure Group—General Subtab"
on page 67 through "Configure Group—Custom Menu Subtab" on page 73, will come
up.

To delete an existing user group, highlight the group name on the displayed list, and
press Delete. Then, press Delete from the Confirmation dialog. The user group will
not be deleted permanently; it may be undeleted later, if desired.

To undelete a user group that had previously been deleted, press the Undelete
button. A list of user groups that had previously been deleted will be displayed.
Highlight the group to be undeleted, and press the Undelete button. The User Group
Configuration subtabs, the same ones for adding a new user group or editing an
existing one, will come up. All settings for the user group will be restored.

To print the settings for an existing user group, highlight the group name on the
displayed list, and press Print.

Configure Group—General Subtab

The General subtab in the Configure Group dialog box, shown below, allows you to
specify the group’s name and access rights. In addition, when defining a new group,
you may use the Single User checkbox to define the group as a single user group
(discussed in "Single User" on page 68).

Group access rights (described below) cover all users who are members of that
group. Access rights for individual users may not be defined; access rights are only
specified at the group level.
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Configure Group—General Subtab

Group Name

Each DNC Professional user group must be given a unique name, which may be up to
30 characters in length.

Single User

When a new group is first defined, the Single User checkbox may be checked to
indicate that the group will contain just one user. The name of the user will be the
group name. For a single user group, no items in the User subtab (Section 3.2.1) are
used; all information is entered via the User Group subtab. When the box is checked,
a Password field will appear. A password of up to 15 characters must be associated
with the group.

An existing group may be converted into a single user group by checking the Single
User checkbox only if that group does not contain any users other than one with the
same name as the group.

An existing group may be converted into a non-single user group by unchecking the
Single User checkbox at any time. The group will then contain one user with the
same name as the group. This user may be accessed via the Users Subtab (section
3.2.1) just like any other user.
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Edit Level

Enter a number between 0 and 255. The Edit Level will determine what types of
files the users in the group may edit. If the Edit Level is greater than or equal to the
Edit Level for the file type in the Editors file, then the users will be allowed to edit
files of that type. Enter a 0 to prevent the users from editing any files or a 255 to
allow them to edit all file types. When using the DNC directory or File System tab in
Controller, all files are assigned an Edit Level of 1. When using the Folders tab in
Controller or when using Folders Lite, the Edit Level of the file is determined by the
file’s type.

Download Level

This is similar to Edit Level but instead pertains to which files a user may download.
The user may download files having a Download Level less than or equal to his own
Download Level. When using the DNC directory or File System tab in Controller, all
files are assigned a Download Level of 1. When using the Folders tab in Controller,
the Download Level of the file is determined by the file’s type.

Allow Group Members Access to Configurator

If this parameter is set to On, users in the group will be allowed to run Configurator.

If you give at least one user group access to Configurator, it will require a password
upon entry. If you do not give anybody access to Configurator, then no password will
be required upon entry. We recommend that you give a few trusted employees the
right to use Configurator. This will prevent an inexperienced user from making
changes with Configurator that could have negative effects on your system's
performance.

Allow Group Members to Modify Folders

This controls whether the users in the group can create, edit, and delete folders.
This parameter is disabled in DNCjr32, which does not support Folders Lite.

Edit File Open

Specifies whether the user may open files for reading and writing, open files for
reading, or not open files in the editor.

Allow Group Members to Abort Communications Started by Another User

Specifies whether or not a user may send an abort command to a machine being
controlled by another user.

Allow Group Members to Override DNC Directories

This allows users to specify DOS paths for file names instead of being restricted to
the port's Download and Upload directories. In Controller, this permission turns on
the File System. It allows the user to Save As to other than DNC directories when
BTSEDIT2010 is called from Controller.
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Allow Group Members to Override Queue

This allows the users in the group to ignore the queued file and download or print
another file.

Allow Group Members to Use Folders

This allows the users in the group to select files from folders in Controller. This
parameter is disabled in DNCjr32, which does not support Folders Lite.

Force Group Members to Use Folders

This requires users in the group to use folders to select files. This parameter is
disabled in DNCjr32, which does not support Folders Lite, and in DNC Pro when SQL
Server is not being used.

Force Group Members to Use Tasks

This requires users in the group to use folders to select files. This parameter is
disabled in DNCjr32, which does not support Folders Lite, and in DNC Pro when SQL
Server is not being used.

Allow Group Members to Override the Work Center

This allows users in the group to select folders for work centers other than the
work center specified when Identify Folder is chosen. In Controller, the user must
select a work center after choosing the Identify Folder menu choice. This work
center will be the recipient for any download that is done. If the user has override
work center privileges, he may select MACHINE1 as the recipient of the download
but select a folder that was created for MACHINE2.

Allow Group Members to Exit Controller

Set this parameter to On to allow users in the group to exit the Controller program.
If this is turned Off, the users in the group will not be allowed to exit Controller.

Number of Manufacturing Directories to Allow Group Members Access

This controls the number of manufacturing (download) directories to which the
users have access. Enter a number (n) between 1 and 255 to restrict access to the
first (n) Download directories. You can enter 0 to allow access to all Download
directories. For example, if you enter a three, the user will have access to the first
three Download directories.

Allow Group Members to Delete Old DNC Logs

Set this parameter to On to allow users in the group to delete old Log files
generated by Communicator.

Allow Group Members Access to File Maintenance Functions

This right allows users to copy, delete, move, and rename files inside Controller.
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Allow Group Members to Create Directories in Controller

This right allows users to create directories on the DNC Directory and File System
tabs of Controller.

Allow Group Members to Manipulate Machine Queues

This right allows users in the group to insert or remove files in download queues or
change the order of files in the queues.

Allow Group Members to Override DNC Directories for Editing

This right allows users to select any file from the file system to be edited.

Allow Group Members to Queue Folders (requires SLQ database)

This right allows users to queue folders to the Task List.

Allow Group Members to Change Labels

This right allows users to change the default labels for Graphics, Part Program, and
Text files.

BTSEDIT2010 Saves to Download

Turning this parameter On restricts BTSEDIT2010 to saving files only to download
directories. If it is turned Off, BTSEDIT2010 may save files to any directory.

Allow Group Members to Change File Info

Specifies whether a user may edit file information for files in folders.

Allow Group Members to Finish Jobs

This is used to determine if the Finish Task button is available for a user.

Allow Group Members to run DNC E-mail

This setting controls whether members of a group have access to the e-mail module
of DNC Professional.

Allow Group Members to Enter Quantities in Controller

This right allows users to add quantities in Controller. This parameter is not
available if quantities are not licensed.

Allow Group Members to Edit quantities in Controller

This right allows users to edit quantities in Controller. This parameter is not
available if quantities are not licensed.
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Allow Sending E-Mail Attachments

This right allows users to send attachments in DNC e-mail.

Allow Users to Upload

This right allows users to start an upload in Controller.

Allow Group Members to Edit UI Settings in Controller

This right allows users to edit the UI settings for a user, a user group, or the system
default in Controller.

Configure Group—Machine Access Subtab

The Machine Access subtab in the Configure Group dialog box, shown below, allows
you to place limitations on which machines are accessible to the user group. When
the subtab is open, all defined machines are displayed. The Set All button turns on
access (i.e., the group is allowed access to the machine) to all machines; the Clear
All button turns off access to all machines. Access to individual machines may be
turned on or off by clicking on the machine in the list. You may place further
machine access limitations on specific members of the user group via the Machine
Access subtab under the Users subtab (see "Configure User—Machine Access Subtab"
on page 66).

Configure Group—Machine Access Subtab
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If the 'Check to update machine access rights for all group members (upon save)'
checkbox is checked, then, when the Save button is pressed, all users in the group
will be given access to the machine. If this checkbox is not checked when Save is
pressed, users will not automatically be granted access to the machine.

Configure Group—Custom Menu Subtab

The Custom Menu subtab in the Configure Group dialog box, shown below, is not
relevant to a single program, but rather it configures the User menu common to
Controller and Folders Lite. It allows DNC Professional users to execute other
programs while remaining in the current product. This screen both sets up the
Master list of callable programs and determines which of those programs will
appear in the User menu when the user is logged into Controller or Folders Lite.

Configure Group—Custom Menu Subtab

You may list up to 100 programs in the User menu file, of which a given user may
access 14. The Master list appears on the bottom, and those items in it that are to
appear in the user's User menu are listed on top. When you first start, both lists will
be empty. So, you need to first create the Master list.

To add a new program to the Master list, click the New button. The program
prompts you for the file to be executed when this item is chosen. Then the User
Menu Info dialog, shown below, appears. This is used to specify what the menu item
should be called and what options to pass to the program. Use the Option buttons to
add Folders-specific options to the list of options. The tilde (~) in the name specifies
that the character immediately after it is the “hot” key for this menu item. (See
"Appendix J: User Menu" on page 259 for more information on the User menu.)
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User Menu Info Dialog

Once an entry is in the Master list, you can add it to the user's User menu by
highlighting it and clicking the Add button. You can remove an item by highlighting it
in the user's list and clicking Delete. Clicking Info shows the information about the
highlighted item which was specified in the User Menu Info dialog.

Configure Group—Monitoring Subtab

The Monitoring subtab in the Configure Group dialog box is used for Machine
Monitoring. Please see our Machine Tool Monitoring documentation for further
explanation.

System Tab
The System tab, shown below, allows you to set system parameters.
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System Tab

First User-Defined Field Label

If you enter a string for either this field or for the Second User Defined Field Label
(see "Second User-Defined Field Label" on page 75), that field will appear on the
windows for defining or identifying folders. The label that you enter for the field will
appear as the title for the buttons next to the text edit for that field. This is disabled
in DNCjr32.

Second User-Defined Field Label

See "First User-Defined Field Label" on page 75.

Allow Non-Numeric Revision Numbers

This controls whether or not characters other than digits may be used in the folders’
revision numbers. Check this if you use letters in your revision numbers. If you do
this, then you should keep revision numbers under 10, because non-numeric revision
numbers are sorted as strings instead of numbers. This means that a revision
number of 15 will come before a revision number of 2. This is disabled in DNCjr32.
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Left Justify Operation Numbers

Set this parameter to On if you want the operation numbers assigned to folders to
be left justified. If it is set to Off, operation numbers will be right justified. This
affects how operations are sorted. This is disabled in DNCjr32.

Use File-Based Mailboxes

If this is set to On, communications between Controller and Communicator will be
done by writing and reading messages from files stored in the hub_# subdirectories.
If it is set to Off, socket-based communications will be used instead. If you are
working with a network capable of supporting TCP/IP communications, it is
recommended that this be set to Off for optimum performance. Sockets is a message
passing protocol that essentially bypasses the fileserver, allowing two clients to
communicate directly. To set up socket-based communications, you need only
establish an IP address for both the Controller and Communicator PCs.

If your network cannot support TCP/IP communications, or for some other reason
you do not want to set up socket-based communications, you can use file-based
message passing. When using file-based message passing, Communicator will create
a Mailbox file and a Status file in its Hub directory. Controller will place commands
in the Mailbox file and look for status in the Status file. See "Appendix C: Third-Party
Software Interface" on page 193 for more information about this method of
communications.

The Interval at Which Mailboxes Should Be Checked

This parameter is only enabled if the Use File-based Mailboxes parameter is set to
On (see "Use File-Based Mailboxes" on page 76). Mailboxes will be checked for new
mail at the interval (in seconds) entered for this parameter.

Allow Non-Unique Passwords

Turn this setting On to allow multiple users to have the same password. In this case,
the user will need to enter both his or her name and his password when logging in.
Turn this setting Off to force every user to have a different password. In this case,
only the user’s password need be entered during login.

Suppress DNC Activity Logging

Turn this parameter On to disable writing DNC activity to log entries.

Delete Log Entries after n days

Specifies the number of days to keep DNC Log entries before deleting them. Enter a
zero to prevent log entries from being deleted.
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Suppress Creation of Backup Files on Upload

Normally, if an upload is directed to a file in the upload directory that already
exists, the existing file will be renamed by appending a .BAK extension, and the new
one will be written using the name specified. (Any previous file of the same name
with a .BAK extension will be deleted.) If this parameter is set to On, the old file will
not be renamed, thus keeping only one "generation" of each uploaded file.

Disable Passwords for Line and Shop Floor Terminals

Normally, a user must enter a password to access a port from a terminal. If the
parameter is On, the user will not have to enter a password. If a password with the
user name of DEFAULT and the password of DEFAULT has been created,
Communicator will use it to determine the user’s rights. If not, Communicator will
create a password with all rights turned off. This is disabled in DNCjr32.

Allow Searching Subdirectories of DNC Directories

Specifies whether sub-directories of download directories should be considered
download directories as well. With this set, a download directory becomes the root
of a download directory tree.

Quantity Deviation Above Start Quantity

Specifies the percentage by which the starting quantity for a task can be exceeded in
the quantities section of Controller. The starting quantity for a task specifies the
maximum number of pieces that can be made for the task given the raw material
available at the start of the task. The value can be between 0 and 99,999. If a task
has a starting quantity of 100 and this parameter is set to 10, then the quantity that
can be reported for the task can be up to 110 pieces.

Quantity Deviation Below Start Quantity

Specifies the percentage under which the starting quantity for a task that can be
reported for quantities in Controller and still allow a task to be finished. The
starting quantity for a task specifies the maximum number of pieces that can be
made for the task given the raw material available at the start of the task. The
value can be between 0 and 100. If a task has a starting quantity of 100 and this
parameter is set to 10, then the quantity that can be reported for the task can be as
low as 90 pieces.
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Controller/WorkMaN File Display

This drop-down list controls the appearance of files in a folder in Controller and
WorkMaN. The available options are File Name and Description, File Name,
Description and File Name, and Description.

Folders Lite/InfoMaN File Display

This drop-down list controls the appearance of files in Folders Lite and InfoMaN. The
available options are File Name and Description, File Name, Description and File
Name, and Description.

Enable Logging of File Type and Description Changes

Specifies whether file type and description changes made in Folders Lite should be
logged to the Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not
licensed.

Enable Logging of Folder Changes

Specifies whether folder changes made in Folders Lite should be logged to the
Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not licensed.

Enable Logging of Folder Deletions

Specifies whether folder deletions made in Folders Lite should be logged to the
Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not licensed.

Enable Logging of Folder Creations

Specifies whether folder creations made in Folders Lite should be logged to the
Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not licensed.

Enable Logging of File Additions

Specifies whether adding files to a folder in Folders Lite should be logged to the
Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not licensed.

Enable Logging of File Overwrites

Specifies whether overwriting files in a folder in Folders Lite should be logged to
the Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not licensed.
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Enable Logging of File Replacements

Specifies whether replacing files in a folder in Folders Lite should be logged to the
Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not licensed.

Enable Logging of File Deletions

Specifies whether deleting files from a folder in Folders Lite should be logged to the
Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not licensed.

Enable Logging of Time Standard Changes

Specifies whether changing time standards in a folder in Folders Lite should be
logged to the Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not
licensed.

Enable Logging of Piece Count Factor Changes

Specifies whether changing piece count factors in a folder in Folders Lite should be
logged to the Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not
licensed.

Enable Logging of Design Hold Changes

Specifies whether changing design hold status for a folder in Folders Lite should be
logged to the Infolog table. This parameter is not available if Folders Lite is not
licensed.

Archive Suffix

Specify the character or characters to use as the beginning of the extension for an
archived file. The archive revision value will be appended to the archive suffix to
make the extension for an archived file. If you do not supply an archive suffix, Auto-
archiving will not be done.

Archive Revision Value

Select the initial value for the archive revision value. Chose either A, 0, or 1. If you
chose A, the archive revision values will be letters (i.e. A, B, C, … AA, AB, …). If you
chose 0 or 1, the archive revision values will be numbers (i.e. 0, 1, 2, …).
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FTP Separator Character

Specifies the separator character to be used between the user name and the
machine name when logging into the FTP Server. Because FTP does not have the
concept of a machine, the user name portion of the login has been extended to allow
the machine name to be passed to the FTP Server. Every character before the FTP
separator character will be considered part of the user name and every character
after the FTP separator character will be considered part of the machine name. The
FTP separator character is not considered to be part of either the user name or the
machine name.

E-Mail - AutoLogout Timeout (secs)

Specifies the number of seconds of inactivity that will be allowed in DNC E-Mail
before the user is automatically logged out. A value of 0 indicates that the user
should never be automatically logged out.

Prohibited E-Mail Attachment File Extensions

Specifies a list of file extensions that cannot be attached to e-mails. Each extension
should include the dot and extensions should be separated by a semi-colon (e.g.,
.exe;.docx).

IP Port for Wireless DNC Commands

Specifies an IP port to use for sending commands to the Airnet wireless devices.

IP Port for Wireless DNC Data

Specifies an IP port to use for sending data to the Airnet wireless devices.

Tools and Document Types

This button starts the Setup Tools and Document Types program. This is disabled in
DNCjr32.

Tool Types

Select Tools from the Configure menu to define new viewers and editors or to edit
existing viewers and editors. The Tools window, shown below, displays. Across the
top of the window are the following buttons: Add, Edit, Delete, Test, and Close.
Below the buttons is a list of the tools that have already been defined.
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Tools Window

Press the Add button to get the Add/Edit Tools dialog, shown below. Enter the
command line for the tool in the Command Line edit text field, or press the Browse
button to get a standard file open dialog for selecting the tool. Enter the tool’s
description in the Menu Text list edit field when defining a new tool. When setting
up document types, you will use this name to select the tool as a viewer or editor
for the document type.

Add/Edit Tools Dialog

Enter any arguments that you wish to pass to the tool in the Arguments edit text
field. The arguments may include one or more argument placeholders for passing
specific data. You must supply at least one argument placeholder for passing the
name of a file to the tool. Table 3-1 shows a list of argument placeholders that
Controller or Folders Lite recognize. The placeholders marked with an asterisk (*)
may be used to specify a file name. Arguments containing a space will be enclosed in
double quotation marks.
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Table 3-1 Argument Placeholders

Placeholder What Is passed

%A Password

%N User Name

%FA* Full Path and File Name

%FN* Just File Name

%FP* Just File Path

%PM* Prompt at Time of Call

%FS* “Short” DOS (8.3) File Path and File Name

In the Work Dir edit text field, enter the working directory for the tool. Controller
or Folders Lite will change its directory to the working directory before starting the
tool. You may leave this field blank, in which case Controller or Folders Lite will not
change the directory before starting the tool. Press OK when you are finished
entering the information to save the Tool. Press Cancel to discard the tool.

Press the Edit button to edit a highlighted tool. You must first select the tool to edit
from the list of existing tools. The Edit button will not work if there are no tools or
multiple tools selected. When you press the Edit button, you will get the Add/Edit
Tools dialog shown in the figure "Add/Edit Tools Dialog" on the previous page. It
works in the same manner as adding a tool, except that you may not edit either the
Menu Text.

Press the Delete button to remove one or more tools by selecting one or more tools
from the list of existing tools. You will be prompted to make sure that you want to
delete each tool before it is removed from the database. If you delete a tool that is
used as a viewer or editor for a document type, the viewer or editor for that
document type will be set to None Specified.

Press the Test button to invoke the tool. You must first select a tool from the list of
existing tools. The Test button will not work if there are no tools or multiple tools
selected.

Press the Close button to dismiss the Tools window.

Document Types

Select Document Types from the Configure menu to define new document types. The
Document Types window, show below, displays. Across the top of the window are
four buttons: Add, Edit, Delete, and Close. Below the buttons is a list of the
Document Types that have already been defined.
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Document Types Window

Press the Add button to add a new document type. You will get the Document Types
dialog, shown below. Enter the name of the document type in the Type edit text
field. Check the Downloadable? check box if you are setting up a document type for
documents that will be downloaded to machine tools. Enter a description for the
document type in the Description text edit field. Folders will use the description as
the default description for the document type unless you override it with an entry in
the FILETYPE.CIM file (see "File Type Inference by Extension" on page 20 for more
information on FILETYPE.CIM).

Document Types Dialog

Select an editor for the document type from the Editor drop-down list. If you select
No Editor, users will not be able to edit documents of this type from within
Controller or Folders Lite. Enter the edit level for the document type in the Edit
Level text edit field. The edit level must be between 1 and 255, and it will be used to
restrict which users may edit documents of this type. A user's password must have
an edit level equal to or greater than the document type's edit level in order for the
user to be able to edit a document of this type. Select a viewer for the document
type from the Viewer drop-down list. If you select No Viewer, users will not be able
to view documents of this type from within Controller or Folders Lite. Press OK to
save the document type, or press Cancel to discard the document type.
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Press the Edit button to edit a highlighted document type. You must first select the
document type to edit from the list of existing document types. The Edit button will
not work if there are no document types or multiple document types selected. When
you press the Edit button, you will get the Document Types dialog, shown above. It
works in the same manner as adding a document type except that you may not edit
the type name.

Press the Delete button to remove one or more document types. Then, select one or
more document types from the list of existing document types. You will be prompted
to make sure that you want to delete each document type before it is removed from
the database. You will not be allowed to remove any document types if there are
any documents with that type in a folder or checked into Controller or Folders Lite.

Press Download Once to set select a file type that can only be downloaded once. The
Download Once Types dialog displays.

Document Types Dialog

The Download Once Type drop-down contains all the document types marked as
downloadable and a blank entry and the Downloaded Type drop-down contains all
the document types marked as not being downloadable and a blank entry. If you
select a document type from the Download Once Type drop down, you must select a
document type from the Downloaded Type drop-down in order for the OK button to
be enabled. If you select the blank entry from the Download Once Type dro-pdown,
you must select the blank entry from the Downloaded Type in order for the OK
button to be enabled. You may only mark on document type as being a download
once document type for the entire system. The blank entry allows you to remove the
download once mark from the document type. When downloading a folder using
Communicator, it will change the document type of any file that is specified as a
download once file from the Download Once type to the Downloaded type.

Press the Close button to dismiss the Document Types window.

NOTE: For now, Controller or Folders Lite will only print files with the predefined type P or T. Also,
types G and P are used to determine the viewer Controller calls when the View Graphics and View
Text buttons, respectively, are chosen. Therefore do not delete file types P, T, or G.
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Predefined Messages

Use this button to setup email message which can be sent using CNC Direct email.
Give the message an ID, which will be used in a CNC Direct Message command with
the Use Predefined Message command modifier to choose the predefined message.
Enter one or more user names, mail groups, or email addresses in the To field. Use
a semi-colon (;) as a separator if more than one recipient is defined. Enter the
subject of the message. Enter the body of the message.

Email Accounts

Use this button to setup Internet Email Accounts for users or machines. Select the
Users radio button to set up accounts for users. Select the user from the list, and
enter the account information. If you do not set up an account for the user, the user
will not be able to use DNC E-mail to send or receive Internet E-mail. Select the
machine radio button to setup account information for the machine. Select the
machine from the list, and enter the account information. If you do not set up an
account for the machine, it will not be able to send CNC Direct e-mail to the Internet.
It will also be unable to send Auto-archive notices to the Internet.
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Group Tab
The Group tab, shown below, allows you to define machine groups. It consists of a
group listedit box, a listbox displaying machines currently in the group, and a listbox
displaying all machines except those in the group. This tab is disabled in DNCjr32.

Group Tab

To define a new machine group, type its name in the group listedit box, and press
the Add Group button. A list of all the defined machines appears in the Available
Machines listbox. The Machines in Group listbox will be empty, since, as of yet, you
have not added any machines to the group. To add machines to the group, highlight
the desired machines in the Available Machines listbox, and press the Add Machines
button. If you wish to remove machines from the group, highlight their names in the
Machines in Group box, and press Remove Machines.

To edit an existing group, either type its name in the group listedit box, or select it
from the drop-down list. Machines may be added and removed from the group by
highlighting the machines to add or remove, and pressing either the Add Machines
or the Remove Machines buttons, as appropriate.

To delete a group, either type its name in the group listedit box, or select if from
the drop-down list. Then press the Remove Group button.

If you are editing a group (adding machines to it and/or removing machines from it),
the changes will not take effect until the Save button is pressed. If you add machines
to a group or remove machines from one and change your mind, press the Cancel
button to discard the changes.
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Chapter 4: Controller
Introduction

The Controller module provides a graphical user interfaces to control the BTS DNC
Professional product.

The user interface has two modes:

l The Clickit Skin interface is optimized for use with a mouse.

l The PushIt Skin interface is optimized for touch screen use.

The two interfaces work exactly the same; the only difference is that the controls in
the touch screen interface are larger. The screen shots in this manual show the
Clickit Skin interface.

With the Controller User Interface, you can download and upload, view part program
and graphic files, edit and compare part programs, and maintain the DNC
Professional File System.

Running the Controller User Interfaces
To run Controller, type the executable name at the command line (or the Run
prompt in Windows). The executable name is CONTROLR.EXE.

Run-Time Options

There are five run-time options that are in Controller.

The first run time option is to set the timer for checking for mail. Using a –MC
followed by the number of minutes, you set how many minutes are between each
check for new mail. The default is one minute.
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The second and third run time options are command line arguments used in place of
the environmental variables DNC_ROOT and DB_ROOT. Use -DNC_ROOT="<path>" for
sending the path to the DNC_ROOT, and use -DB_ROOT="<path>" for sending the path
to the DB_ROOT. (The quotes around the strings are only needed if the string
includes spaces.)

The fourth and fifth run time options are command line arguments to set the
username and password, so that the password window can be bypassed. Use -
U"<username>" for sending the user name and -A"<password>" for sending the
password. (The quotes around the strings are only needed if the string includes
spaces.)

Starting a Session

To start a session on the system, you will have to enter your password. Depending
upon the way that your system is set up, you may also have to enter a user name.
The User Login window, shown below, will prompt you for all the information
needed to log in. Type in your password and press the OK button. The menus and
Main window will be set up according to your password privileges.

User Login Window for Systems Configured to Use Non-Unique Passwords
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User Login Window for Systems Configured to Use Unique Passwords

Note the following:

l If the user name or password is mistyped, an error will be displayed on the Login
dialog. Retype the user name and/or password and press Login to retry.

l If your license is expiring, a warning will be displayed on the login dialog; press
Login again to continue.

l If a licensing error occurs (such as no more seats being available), an error will
be displayed on the Login dialog; press Cancel to continue and Controller will exit.
Login again to continue.
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Main Window
The main window of Controller uses tabs and picture buttons to collect the
information needed to carry out a command. There are six tabs available on the
main window: DNC Directories, File System, Folders, Tasks, Queue, and DNC Log.
Each tab contains a tree view and/or a grid for displaying information and picture
buttons. The picture buttons each represent one of the menu options available in the
menu listings and are used to select an action without using the menus.

Main Window

In the bottom right corner of the Main window of the Windows interface, a logout
button is displayed when a user is logged into Controller and a login button is
displayed when no User is logged into Controller. To the left of this button is a
Textbox for entering a file filter and a button for enabling and disabling the filter.
This filter will apply to all lists that display files on the DNC Directories and File
System tab. When a filter is being applied, the Disable Filter button will be
displayed. When no filter is being applied, the Enable Filter button will be displayed.

Enable Filter and Disable Filter Buttons
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If you are using the Folders tab to select a file, pressing the Filter button will
display the Folder Filter dialog, shown below.

Folder Filter Dialog

On this dialog, you can enter six filters to filter which folder information to display.
There is a filter for the part number, a filter for the operation number, a filter for
the machine name, a filter for the revision number, and two more filters, one for
each of the user-defined fields. All the filters, except the machine filter, will do a
partial match, so if you enter a string for the Part Number, it will match any folder
that contains the string anywhere in its part number. When you press OK for the
filter dialog, the filter will be set and will remain until you clear or change them.

The menu choices for Controller are discussed in the topics "File" on page 102
through "User" on page 128. In the Windows interface, most of the menu choices
have a corresponding picture button. If a menu choice has a button in one of the
button bars, the header for the section discussing the menu choices will show the
button.

Main Window Tabs

The main window consists of a Machine list on the left and a tabbed area on the
right. There are six possible tabs in the tabbed area: DNC Directories, File System,
Folders, Tasks, Queue, and Log View.
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Machines List

The Machines list, shown below, is used to select the machine for the DNC portion of
DNC Professional and to show the DNC Status of the machines.

Machines List

Each machine on the Machines list consists of the machine name and a status
indicator below the name. If the status indicator is blue, the machine is idle. If the
status indicator is red, the machine is offline. If the status indicator is magenta, the
machine is uploading a file. The status indicator will also display the number of
bytes uploaded. If the machine is downloading, the status indicator will show the
percent of the download that is complete in green on a black background. It will also
display the percent complete as a number. If the status indicator is orange, the
machine is a connected FTP port. If the status indicator is gray, an error occurred
and the status cannot be determined.

You select a machine from this list by a single click. The selected machine will be
displayed in text area below the list.

Under the Machines list are the following picture buttons: Download, Download from
Toolbreak, Download Folder, Spoonfeed Download, Upload a File, and Abort a DNC
command. These commands are explained in "DNC" on page 118.
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DNC Dirs Tab

The DNC Dirs tab is used to select a file from one of a machine’s associated
directories and is available if you are not required to use folders. (See "Selecting a
File" on page 100.)

DNC Directories Tab Opened to a List of Files in a Machine’s Associated Directory

The DNC Dirs tab contains a tree view, a grid, and a row of picture buttons.

The tree view contains the machines to which you have access at the top level, at
the second level is a node for the queue (this will not be shown if no files are queued
for the machine), a node for each download directory to which you have access, and
a node for the upload directory. If the system parameter to allow searching DNC
sub-directories is turned on, the tree will have more levels. Under each download
directory will the complete sub-tree found under that directory in Windows.

The grid shows the files in the queue if you have the queue node selected or the files
in the selected directory; the grid will be empty if the machine is selected or if the
selected directory contains no files that match the filter (see "File" on page 102).
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The picture buttons allow you to carry out an action on a file and are enabled
according to your password privileges and according to the current state of the DNC
system. If you have the password privilege to edit a file, an Edit button will be
available. There will also be picture buttons to View files, to Compare files, and to
Print files. If you have the password privilege to do file maintenance, there will be a
Copy File button, a Move File button, a Delete File button, and a Rename File button
available to you. If you have permission to create new directories, there will be a
New Directory button. If you have permission to manipulate the queue, there will be
a Queue File button. Lastly, there will be a file Filter button to enter a file filter. The
topic "File" on page 102 explains these commands and when the buttons will be
enabled or disabled.

NOTE: If you do not have permission to override machines, the DNC Directory tab will control the
selected machine. If you have machine 1 selected in the Machine List and you select machine 2 or a
directory under machine 2 in the DNC Directory tab, the machine selection will change to machine 2.

File System Tab

The File System tab, shown below, is used to traverse the File System when
selecting a file. It is available if you have the Override DNC Directories password
privilege or the Override DNC Directories for Editing password privilege. The first
privilege allows you to select files from the File System tab for use in machine
communications. The second privilege allows you to select file from the File System
tab for editing. (See "Selecting a File" on page 100.)

File System Tab

The File System tab contains a tree view, a grid, and a row of picture buttons.

l The tree view shows the complete Windows directory tree.

l The grid shows the files in the selected directory.
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l The picture buttons allow you to carry out an action on a file and are enabled
according to your password privileges. If you have the password privilege to edit
a file, an Edit button will be available. There will also be picture buttons to View
files, to Compare files, and to Print files. If you have the password privilege to do
file maintenance, there will be a Copy File button, a Move File button, a Delete
File button, and a Rename File button. If you have permission to create direc-
tories, there will be a New Directory button. If you have permission to manip-
ulate the queue, there will be a Queue File button. Lastly, there will be a file
Filter button to enter a file filter. The topic "File" on page 102 explains these com-
mands and when these buttons will be enabled or disabled.

Folders Tab

The Folders tab, shown below, is used to identify a folder and select a file from this
folder. (See "Selecting a File" on page 100). This tab is disabled for DNCjr32, or if the
user does not have permission to use folders.

Folders Tab Opened to a List of Files in an Identified Folder

The Folders tab contains a tree view, a file list, and a row of picture buttons.

If you have the password privilege to edit a file, an Edit button will be available. You
must be sure, however, to select a file that has an editor defined for it and an Edit
Level that allows you to edit it. There will also be picture buttons to View files, to
Compare files, to Verify files, and to Print files. Another picture button allows you to
view and edit the notes of a particular folder. Lastly, there is a picture button to
enter filters to be used when listing elements of the folders. The topic "File" on page
102 explains these commands and when they will be enabled or disabled.
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Tasks Tab

The Task tab, shown below, displays a queue of folders. If quantities are licensed,
the queue of folders will show the start, required, good, and scrapped quantities for
each queued folder. This tab is only enabled for DNC Pro when using a SQL Server
database. When using Folders, the user can be restricted to using only folders that
are in the queue unless the queue is empty, in which case, they will be able to use
any folder.

Tasks Tab

The Tasks tab contains a task list, a file list, and a row of picture buttons. If
quantities are licensed and the user has the appropriate permission, the user can
add and edit quantities. This is done by selecting a task and clicking the Add
Quantities or Edit Quantities buttons. The user can finish a task from this tab,
removing it from the queue. They can finish any task in the queue regardless of its
position in the queue. This is done by selecting a task and clicking the Finish Task
button. Other folder functions that can be done from this tab include Editing a file,
comparing files, view a file, printing a file, and viewing a folders notes (see
"Selecting a File" on page 100.)
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Queue Tab

The Queue tab, shown below, is used to manipulate a machine queue. It is always
available to view, but you may only manipulate the queue if you have the password
privilege to manipulate a queue and if the selected machine is not currently
downloading a file.

Queue Tab

The Queue tab contains a grid showing the files queued for the selected machine and
a row of picture buttons.

The grid displays the name of the queued file and the properties for the queued file:

l In Use (is the file being downloaded)

l QueueTime (the number of times the file will be downloaded before it is removed
from the queue)

l Group (the queue group to which the file belongs; all files with the same number
are in the same group)

l Sequence (the order in the queue).
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When you select a file in the queue, you can use the picture buttons to manipulate
the file’s group within the queue or the file within its group. A file is considered to
be in a queue group when it shares the same group number as another file in the
queue. Being in a group determines whether the files will be downloaded as part of
a single download command. The Group Order flag indicates whether the files should
be downloaded in group order or not, which means that only one copy of a queued
files is downloaded each time that a group is processed. For example, say that you
have file1, file2, file3, and file4 all in a group in a queue. If file1 is queued three
times, file2 is queued two times, and file3 and file4 are each queued once, and if you
check the Download in Group Order box in the Queue Properties dialog, then the
files will be downloaded in the following order: F1, F2, F3, F4, F1, F2, F1. If the box is
not checked, the files will be downloaded as: F1, F1, F1, F2, F2 F3, F4.

Log View Tab

The Log View tab, shown below, consists of a filter area, a grid, and a row of picture
buttons.

Log View Tab

The filter area has a date time picker for the From Date, a date time picker for the
To Date, and a drop down for selecting a machine on which to filter. The grid
displays the log entries that match the current filter selection. The row of picture
buttons allows you to act on the log.

The date range is used to specify which log files that you wish to view. If a file’s
start date falls within the date range, it will be on the list to be viewed. If you do
not wish to use one of the date parameters, you simply uncheck the check box in
front of the date, and that parameter will become disabled and will not be used to
create the log file list (see the following figure). The range is defaulted to the
current day’s date and the grid initially shows all the log entries for that date.
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Disabling and Setting Date Parameters on Log View Window

You can select a machine from the drop-down list to restrict the log entries to
activities done on the specified machine. You are not required to enter any of these
parameters, but they can be used to filter the Log Files Viewed list. Once you have
finished entering the filter criteria, press the Refresh button to update the log view
based on the new filter settings. The files are listed in sorted order by the start
date starting with the most recent entries. Each time that you push the Update
button, the Log Files list to view is created according to the parameters set (or not
set).

The Refresh button in the picture button row will refresh the log view using the
current filter parameters. The Delete Log button opens the Delete Log dialog. See
"Log Delete" on page 124 for more information.
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Selecting a File
Many of the commands in Controller require that you select a file.

There are four different tabs (Clickit Skin interface) or big buttons (Pushit Skin
interface) that allow you to select a file. The tabs/big buttons are available
according to your password privileges.

DNC Directories Tab

The first tab is the DNC Dirs tab (see "DNC Dirs Tab" on page 93). The machines to
which you have access are listed at the top of the tree. You must first expand the
machine from which you would like to select a file. Once you have expanded the
machine, you will see the Queue node (if files are queued for the machine), the
download directories, and the upload directory (if one is configured for the
machine). If you have the Allow Searching of Download Directories system
parameter turned on, the download and upload directories may have directories
below them. In that case, you can expand the directories to continue looking for the
directory in which you are interested.

Once the directory in which you are interested is visible, select the directory by
clicking on it. When you select a directory, the file list will be populated with the
files that are in the selected directory subject to the file filter setting. You must
then select the file that you would like to use with a single click. After you have
selected a file, you can then select a picture button from the button bar beneath the
DNC Dirs tab or the Machines tab for the command that you would like to execute
with your selected file.

Once you select a file, Controller will look up the file’s extension in the filetype.cim
file. If the extension is found in the filetype.cim file, the file type associated with that
extension will be assigned to the file. This will be used to drive viewing and editing.

NOTE: If you do not have the Override Machine privilege and you select a directory from a different
machine than the one selected in the Machine List, the selected machine in the Machine List will
change to the machine from which you have selected a directory.

File System Tab

If you have the Override DNC Directories password privilege or the Override DNC
Directories for Editing password privilege, a File System tab will be available (see
"File System Tab" on page 94). If the file that you are looking for is not in any of the
machine’s directories, press the File System tab to get a tree view of your File
System. Double-clicking on a directory or drive will open the directory to show any
directories contained within the directory. Select a directory to see the files
contained in the directory listed, subject to the file filter setting, in the File List.
Click on a file in the File List to select the file. You can use the File System tree
view to traverse the File System and select the file that you want.
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Once you select a file, Controller will look up the file’s extension in the filetype.cim
file. If the extension is found in the filetype.cim file, the file type associated with that
extension will be assigned to the file. This will be used to drive viewing and editing.

Folders Tab

If you have the May Use Folders password privilege, a Folders tab is also be
available (see "Folders Tab" on page 95). This tab is used to identify a folder.

A folder is a set of computer files that are needed for a particular step in the
manufacturing process. These files (also called documents) could be anything—part
program files, setup sheets, tool lists, assembly drawings, pictures of clamping
arrangements, or anything else relevant to this manufacturing step. This grouping
occurs in a database. So, a folder is simply a list of files; it does not actually hold
copies of the files themselves. A folder is uniquely identified by a combination of a
part number, operation number, machine, and revision.

To identify a folder, you start with a list of parts that are available. If you have
already selected a machine from the Machine tab and you don’t have the Override
Machine privilege, the list will be updated to contain only those parts for that
machine. Otherwise, all parts are listed. By double-clicking on the part that you
want, you select it and open the part to a list of all the operations associated with
the part (and machine, if it is already selected).

Then double-click on the operation that you want to select, and it opens to a list of
machines associated with the selected part/operation. If the machine name was
previously selected, this list will be bypassed, and you will go directly to the list of
revisions associated with the part/operation/machine. Otherwise, double-click on
the machine name to select it, and it opens to the list of revisions. Clicking on the
revision will identify the folders that you wish to use. If any user-defined fields have
been configured and values have been given to the selected folder, the values for
these fields will be displayed beneath the revision. The File List will be populated
with the files in the folder subject to the file filter. Click on a file in the File List to
select it.

Tasks Tab

If you have the May Use Folders password privilege and there are tasks in any of
the work center queues, a Tasks tab will also be available (see "Tasks Tab" on page
96). This tab is used to identify a task in a work center queue.

A task is a job in the queue that uses a folder to complete this task. A folder is a set
of computer files that are needed for a particular step in the manufacturing process.
These files (also called documents) could be anything—part program files, setup
sheets, tool lists, assembly drawings, pictures of clamping arrangements, or
anything else relevant to this manufacturing step. This grouping occurs in a
database. So, a folder is simply a list of files; it does not actually hold copies of the
files themselves. A folder is uniquely identified by a combination of a part number,
operation number, machine, and revision.
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The tasks are listed in the Task List. Click on a task to select it and to populate the
File List with the files in the folder identified by the task, subject to the file filter.
Click on a file in the File List to select the file.

File
The commands in the following sections, except where noted, can be invoked by
selecting the command from the menu or by pressing the picture menu button. For
brevity, the text typically only describes pressing the picture button.

Edit Text

Edit Text Button

When you select a file, the file’s type will be used to determine if the file has an
editor and what the edit level for the files is. If the file type does have an editor and
if the edit level for your user group is equal to or greater than the edit level for the
file type, the Edit button (and menu choice) will be enabled. If a file type cannot be
determined for the file selected from the DNC Directories or File System tabs, the
BTS Editor will be used by default and the Edit button will be enabled. The editor
will be called when you press the Edit button. Which editor is started depends on
the file’s type.

Edit Addition

When you select a directory, the Edit button will be enabled to allow you to create a
new file in the directory using the BTS Editor.

To create a new file, select a directory without selecting a file and click the Edit
button. The Create New File dialog displays.
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Create New File dialog box

Enter the name of the new file and click OK to create the new file and load it into
the BTS Editor.

View Text

View Text Button

When you select a file, the file’s type will be used to determine if the file has a
viewer. If the file type does have a viewer, the View Text button (and menu choice)
will be enabled. If a file type cannot be determined for the file selected from the
DNC Directories or File System tabs, the View32 viewer will be used by default and
the View Text button will be enabled.

To display the text viewer, click the View Text button. Which viewer is called
depends on the file’s type. See "View32" on page 231 for more information about the
View32 text viewer.
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Compare

Compare Button

Before the Compare button can be enabled, you must select the first compare file.
Click the Compare button to lock in the first compare file. The status area will be
updated to show that the first compare file has been selected and another compare
file needs to be selected.

Select the second compare file and the status area will be updated again.

Click the Compare button again to start the compare. The BTS Editor will be called
with the first selected file as the first file in the comparison and the second selected
file as the second file in the comparison. If you have permission to edit the first
selected file, the BTS Editor will allow you to edit the file; otherwise, the BTS Editor
will be opened in read-only mode.

To cancel the compare, click any other button before pressing the Compare button a
second time.

Print

Print Button

When you select a file, the Print button will be enabled. Press the Print button to
send the file to the printer.
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Print Setup

Print Setup Button

When you select a file, the Print Setup button will be enabled. Press the Print Setup
button to open the standard Print Setup dialog, shown below. This dialog allows you
to select the default printer and change the printing options.

Print Setup Dialog

Edit Notes

Edit Notes Button

The Edit Notes button will be enabled when you select a folder. Press the Edit Notes
button to open the Edit Notes dialog, shown below, that displays the notes for the
selected folder.
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Edit Notes Dialog

Copy File

Copy File Button

If you have the password privilege to perform file maintenance, the Copy File button
will be enabled when you select a file. Press the Copy File button to copy the
selected file. Once the file has been copied, the Paste button will be enabled. See
"Paste File" on page 107 for information on pasting a file.

Move File

Move File Button

If you have the password privilege to perform file maintenance, the Move File
button will be enabled when you select a file. Press the Move File button to move
the selected file and the Paste button will be enabled. See "Paste File" on page 107
for information on pasting a file.
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When you select Move File from the File menu or press the Move File button, the
status bar is updated, and the command is set to Move File. (Only the Windows
interface has the button.) You will then need to select the file to move. (See
"Selecting a File" on page 100 for more information on selecting a file.) A file that is
currently in the queue cannot be moved. Once you have selected a file, you will need
to pick a destination directory to move the file to. If you are using the Windows
interface, once you have selected the destination directory, the OK button will
appear. The file will be moved to the destination directory once you press the OK
button (Clickit Skin interface) or press the Move File Big Button (Pushit Skin
interface).

Paste File

Paste File Button

After you click the Copy File or the Move File button, the Paste File button is
enabled.

To paste a file, select the directory to which to copy or move the file and click the
Paste File button. The Paste File button works differently depending on whether you
are copying or moving a file.

If you are copying the file, a new copy of the file is created in the new directory
and the original file is not touched. If the file already exists in the directory, the
Overwrite File dialog displays.

Click OK to overwrite the existing file with the copied file. Before overwriting the
existing file, a backup of it is created in a file named Copy x of file, where x starts at
one and is incremented each time the same file is copied to the directory and file is
the name of the file. If you copy the file ABC.DEF and paste it into a directory that
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contains a file with the same name, the backup file is named Copy 1 of ABC.DEF. If
you copy ABC.DEF to the same directory a second time, the backup file is named
Copy 2 of ABC.DEF. Click the Cancel button on the Overwrite File dialog to cancel the
Copy command.

If you are moving a file, a new copy of the file is made in the new directory and the
original file is deleted. If the file already exists in the directory, the Overwrite File
dialog is displayed.

Click OK to overwrite the existing file with the moved file and to delete the moved
file. Before overwriting the existing file, a backup of it is created in a file named
Copy x of file, where x starts at one and is incremented each time the same file is
copied to the directory and file is the name of the file. If you move the file ABC.DEF
and paste it into a directory that contains a file with the same name, the backup file
is named Copy 1 of ABC.DEF. If you move ABC.DEF to the same directory a second
time, the backup file is named Copy 2 of ABC.DEF. Click the Cancel button on the
Overwrite File dialog to cancel the Move command.

Delete File

Delete File Button

If you have the password privilege to perform file maintenance, the Delete File
button will be enabled when you select a file. When you press the Delete File button,
a confirmation dialog will open to verify that you want to delete the file.

Rename File

Rename File Button

If you have the password privilege to perform file maintenance, the Rename File
button will be enabled when you select a file. Press the Rename File button to open
the Rename dialog. Enter the new name of the file in the Specify New File Name text
box. If the new file name does not exist, the OK button will be enabled. If a file of the
same name exists in the directory, an Already Exists message will be displayed and
the OK button will be hidden.
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Rename Dialog

New Directory

New Directory Button

The New Directory button allows you to add download directories to a machine on
the DNC Directories tab or create new directories on the File System tab. You must
have permission to create directories and a machine selected on the DNC
directories tab or a directory selected on the File System tab for the button to be
enabled.
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Adding a Directory from the DNC Directories Tab

When you click the New Directory button on the DNC Directories tab, the Add
Directory dialog displays.

Add Directory Dialog

The Add Directory dialog has a text box for entering the name of a new directory, a
directory tree for selecting a directory, a Create (or Add) Directory button, and a
Cancel button. You can either create a new directory and add it as a download
directory or select an existing directory and add it as a download directory.

To create a new directory, select a directory in the directory tree under which the
new directory should be created, enter the name of the new directory in the Create
Directory and Add Directory text box above the directory tree, and click the Create
Directory button. The the new directory is created under the directory selected in
the dialog’s directory tree and is added as a download directory for the selected
machine.

To add an existing directory, select the directory in the directory tree, clear the
text in the Create Directory and Add Directory text box, and click the Add Directory
button (the Create Directory button is renamed when the text box is cleared). The
selected directory is added as a download directory for the selected machine.

To dismiss the dialog with no action, press the Cancel button.
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Creating a New Directory from the File System Tab

When you click the New Directory button on the File System tab, the Create
Directory dialog displays.

Create Directory Dialog

The dialog has a text box for entering the name of the new directory, an OK button,
and a Cancel button.

To create a new directory, enter the name of the new directory in the text field and
click the OK button. A directory is created under the directory selected in the File
System tree.

To dismiss the dialog with no action, press the Cancel button.

Queue File

Queue File Button

If you have the password privilege to manipulate the queue, the Queue File button
will be enabled when a file is selected if you may download the selected file. Press
the Queue File button to open the Queue Entry dialog, shown below.
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Queue Entry Dialog

This dialog allows you to select the number of times the queue file should be
downloaded (Queue Times) with the default being one, the group into which the
queued file should be placed with the default being a new group number, and
whether the file should remain queued after downloading with the default being
false. If you check the box to keep the file queued after downloading it, the only way
to remove the file from the queue is to delete it using Controller. Press OK to add
the file to the end of the queue or to the end of the group if you selected an existing
queue group.

Add Quantities

Add Quantities Button

If quantities are licensed, the Add Quantities button will be visible. The Add
Quantities button will be enabled when a task is selected if the user has permission
to add quantities.

Press the Add Quantities button to open the Add Quantities dialog.
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Edit Quantities

Edit Quantities Button

If quantities are licensed, the Edit Quantities button will be visible. The Edit
Quantities button will be enabled when a task is selected if the user has permission
to edit quantities.

Press the Edit Quantities button to open the Edit Quantities dialog.

End Task

End Task Button

The End Task button will be enabled when you have a task selected in the task tab.
Press the button to remove the task from the task list.

Email

Email Button

The Email button will be enabled if you have permission to use the DNC Email
program. Press the Email button to open the email window displaying your current
email. You can then read emails, delete emails, and send emails to other users on
the system. When you receive a new email, in the status bar of the Controller
Interface, the word Mail will appear. You will then have to access Email through the
file menu in order to get your new mail. How often your system checks for new mail
can be set on the command line. See "Run-Time Options" on page 87.
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Queue
The Queue commands described in the following sections, except where noted, can
be invoked by selecting the command from the menu or by pressing the picture
menu button. For brevity, the text typically only describes pressing the picture
button. To use the Queue buttons, the user must have permission to manipulate the
queue.

Every file in the queue is a member of a queue group. A group can consist of a single
file or multiple files. There are two ways to move files in the queue. One set of
commands moves the whole group of files in the queue. The other set of commands
moves a file within its group.

Top

Top Button

The Top button is enabled when a group is selected. A group is selected when one or
more of the files in the group are selected. Press the Top button to move the entire
group to the top of the queue. If the group is already at the top of the queue,
pressing the Top button will not affect the queue. Consider the following queue: F1,
F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, where F2, F3, and F4 are in the same group. If F3 was selected and
the Top button pressed, the queue would be rearranged as follows: F2, F3, F4, F1, F5,
F6. When moving a group with more than one file in it, the order of the files within
the group will not be changed.

Up

Up Button

The Up button is enabled when a group is selected. A group is selected when one or
more files in the group are selected. Press the Up button to move the entire group
of files in front of the group immediately preceding the selected group. If the
selected group is at the top of the queue, pressing the Up button will not affect on
the queue. Consider the following queue: F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 where F2, F3, and F4
are in the same group. If F5 is selected and the Up button is pressed, the queue
would be rearranged as follows: F1, F5, F2, F3, F4, F6. When moving a group with
more than one file in it, the order of the files within the group will not be changed.
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Down

Down Button

The Down button is enabled when a group is selected. A group is selected when one
or more files in the group are selected. Press the Down button to move the entire
group of files in back of the group immediately following the selected group. If the
selected group is at the bottom of the queue, pressing the Down button will not
affect on the queue. Consider the following queue: F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 where F2, F3,
and F4 are in the same group. If F1 was selected and the Down button was pressed,
the queue would be rearranged as follows: F2, F3, F4, F1, F5, F6. When moving a
group with more than one file in it, the order of the files within the group will not be
changed.

Bottom

Bottom Button

The Bottom button is enabled when a group is selected. A group is selected when
one or more files in the the group are selected. Press the Bottom button to move
the entire group of files to the bottom of the queue. If the selected group is already
at the bottom of the queue, pressing the Bottom button will not affect the queue.
Consider the following queue: F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 where F2, F3, and F4 are in the
same group. If F2 and F4 were selected and the Bottom button was pressed, the
queue would be rearranged as follows: F1, F5, F6, F2, F3, F4. When moving a group
with more than one file in it, the order of the files within the group will not be
changed.

Top of Group

Top of Group Button

The Top of Group button is enabled when a file within a group is selected. Press the
Top of Group button to move the selected file to the top of its group. If the file is
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already at the top of the group, pressing the Top of Group button will not affect the
queue. Consider the following queue: F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, where F2, F3, and F4 are
in the same group. If F3 was selected and the Top of Group button pressed, the
queue would be rearranged as follows: F1, F3, F2, F4, F5, F6. When moving a file
within a group, the ordering of the groups within the queue is not changed.

Up in Group

Up in Group Button

The Up in Group button is enabled when a file within a group is selected. Press the
Up in Group button to move the selected file in front of the file immediately
preceding the selected file. If the selected file is at the top of its group, pressing the
Up in Group button will not affect on the queue. Consider the following queue: F1, F2,
F3, F4, F5, F6 where F2, F3, and F4 are in the same group. If F4 is selected and the
Up in Group button is pressed, the queue would be rearranged as follows: F1, F2, F4,
F3, F5, F6. When moving a file within a group, the ordering of the groups within the
queue is not changed.

Down in Group

Down in Group Button

The Down in Group button is enabled when a file within a group is selected. Press
the Down in Group button to move the selected file in back of the file immediately
following the selected file. If the selected file is at the bottom of its group, pressing
the Down in Group button will not affect on the queue. Consider the following queue:
F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 where F2, F3, and F4 are in the same group. If F2 was selected
and the Down in Group button was pressed, the queue would be rearranged as
follows: F1, F3, F2, F4, F5, F6. When moving a file within a group, the ordering of the
groups within the queue is not changed.

Bottom of Group

Bottom of Group Button
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The Bottom of Group button is enabled when a file within a group is selected. Press
the Bottom of Group button to move the selected file to the bottom of its group. If
the selected file is already at the bottom of its group, pressing the Bottom button
will not affect the queue. Consider the following queue: F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 where
F2, F3, and F4 are in the same group. If F2 was selected and the Bottom of Group
button was pressed, the queue would be rearranged as follows: F1, F3, F4, F2, F5, F6.
When moving a file within a group, the ordering of the groups within the queue is
not changed.

Group

Group Button

The Group button is enabled when two or more files are selected. Press the Group
button to assign the files all to the same group. If a file or files from a group
containing two or more files are selected, all the other selected files will be added
to that group. If all the files selected are from individual groups, the group number
for the file that is highest in the queue will be used to group the files. Because files
in a group must be in consecutive order in the queue, the queue can be rearranged
by the grouping process. The files being added to the group will be added after the
files that are already in the group. The new files in the group will maintain their
relative position within the queue. If file or files from two different groups each
containing two or more files are selected, the Group command will fail because it
will not be able to determine to which group the files should be added. Consider the
following queue: F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, where F3 and F4 are in the same group. If F1,
F3 and F6 are selected and the Group button is pressed, F1 and F6 will be added to
the group containing F3 and F4. The new order for the queue will be: F2, F3, F4, F1,
F6, F5. Notice that F1 and F6 were moved from their original positions, but
maintained the same relative order to each other.

Ungroup

Ungroup Button

The Ungroup button will be enabled when one or more files is selected. Press the
Ungroup button to remove the selected files from their current group and each will
be placed it into their own single file group. When a file is removed from its group,
it will be moved below the last file in the group. If multiple files are removed from a
group, they will be moved below the last file in the group while still maintaining the
same order relative to each other. Consider the following queue: F1, F2, F3, F4, F5,
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F6 where F2, F3, F4, and F5 are in the same group. If F2 and F4 were selected and
the UnGroup button was pressed, F2 and F4 would be removed from the group and
each placed into their own group and the queue would be rearranged as follows: F1,
F3, F5, F2, F4, F6. Notice that F2 and F4 have been moved below F5, the last file in
the group, and they maintain their relative order with F2 coming before F4.

Delete

Delete Button

The Delete button will be enabled when one or more files is selected. Press the
Delete button to remove the file from the queue.

DNC
Using the DNC functions, you can control the DNC portion of DNC Professional.

The commands in the following section, except where noted, can be invoked by
selecting the command from the menu or by pressing the corresponding button. For
brevity, the text typically only describes pressing the button.

None of the DNC buttons will be enabled until you select a machine. For most of the
commands, except the Abort command, the selected machine will have to be in the
idle state for the button to be enabled. Most of the download buttons, except the
Download Folder button, require a downloadable file to be selected.

On the DNC Directories and File System tab, a file is downloadable only if it is a
download directory or a sub-directory under a download directory; unless you have
permission to override DNC directories and then any file in any directory is
downloadable.

On the Folders and Tasks tabs, a file is considered to be downloadable if the file’s
type is downloadable and if you have a download level that is equal to or greater
than the download level of the file’s type.

If files are queued for the machine, only the first queued file may be downloaded, no
matter what tab you are on. If you have permission to override the file queue, you
can download any downloadable file. You can tell if a machine has files queued if
there is a Queue node underneath the Machine name in the DNC Directories tree or
you can check the Queue tab to see if there are any files in the queue.
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Download

Download Button

You must have an idle machine selected and a downloadable file selected for the
Download button to be enabled. Press the Download button to send a command to
Communicator to send the file to the selected machine. Once the Communicator
starts downloading the file, the status for the machine will change to show the
progress of the download, showing more green as the download progresses.

Download from Toolbreak

Download from Toolbreak Button

You must have an idle machine selected and a downloadable file selected in order
for the Download button to be enabled. Press the Download From Toolbreak button
to open the Download from Toolbreak dialog, shown below. You use this window to
assemble a partial program. It has a radio button option for each section of the
Toolbreak download and a display area for the section under each radio button.
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Download from Toolbreak Dialog

Use the radio buttons to select a section of the program to build. The four buttons
are Header Lines, First Line of Body, Last Line of Body, and Trailer Lines. When the
program is sent to the machine, the Header Lines will be sent first. All of the lines
between and including the first line of the body and the last line of the body are sent
next. Then, the Trailer Lines are sent. However, you do not need to follow this order
when specifying the parts of the program. In fact, you can leave the Header and/or
Trailer Lines blank if you wish.

Select the Header Lines radio button. Then, select the lines that are needed to set
up your machine. When you select a line, it will appear in the list below the Header
Lines radio button. If you pick a line that you do not want, you can remove it from
the Header Lines list by double-clicking on that line in the Header Lines list. You can
also edit the Header by positioning the cursor in the Header box and typing in the
changes that you want. You can type a Header that is completely your own if you
wish. This section is optional.
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Select the First Line of Body radio button, and select the first line to send after the
Header Lines are sent. Select the Last Line of Body radio button, and select the last
line to send before the Trailer Lines are sent. All lines in between and including the
first and the last lines will be sent. These two sections are mandatory.

Select the Trailer Lines radio button, and select the lines that are needed to
complete the program. When you select a line, it will appear in the list below the
Trailer Lines radio button. If you pick a line that you do not want, you can remove it
from the Trailer Lines list by double-clicking on that line in the Trailer Lines list.
You can also edit the Trailer by positioning the cursor in the Trailer box and typing
in the changes that you want. You can type a Trailer that is completely your own if
you wish. This section is optional.

The Find textbox and the Find Next button will assist you in finding any line in the
program. Enter the search text into the Find text box and you will be scrolled to the
first occurrence of the text in the program. Press the Find Next to get to the next
occurrence. If you are at the last occurrence, pressing the Find Next button will take
you back to the first occurrence. If the search string cannot be found in the program,
the program will not be scrolled.

Once you have specified all of the parts of the program, press the Download button.
A file will be built and sent to the machine. After the download is complete, the file
will be deleted. You can press the Cancel button to return to the Main window
without downloading. Once the Communicator starts downloading the file, the status
for the machine will change to show the progress of the download, showing more
green as the download progresses

Download Folder Files

Download Folder Files Button

The Download Folder Files button will be enabled if you select a folder or a task
that has at least one file that is of a type that can be downloaded and if you have
download level that is equal to or greater than all the files in the folder that are of
a type that can be downloaded. The downloadable files in the selected folder will be
downloaded in alphabetical order by file description. The files in the folder will be
appended one to another without any special processing done to them. You will need
to make sure the files are in a format so that they will be accepted by the control
when they are appended together to make one big download file.
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Spoonfeed

Spoonfeed Button

You must have an idle machine selected and a downloadable file selected for the
Download button to be enabled. Press the Spoonfeed button to download the
selected file in spoonfeed mode. This command is used to send programs too large
for the machine tool's memory. It causes Communicator to turn off the download
timeout. Communicator will also skip sending the start transmission string and end
transmission string if the port is so set up in Configurator. Once the Communicator
starts downloading the file, the status for the machine will change to show the
progress of the download, showing more green as the download progresses.

Upload

Upload Button

The Upload button only works on the DNC Directories or File System tab. You must
have an idle machine selected and you must select the upload directory, a sub-
directory under the upload directory, a file in the upload directory, or a file in a sub-
directory of the upload for the Upload button to be enabled; unless you have the
privilege to override the DNC directories, in which case you can select any directory
or file for the upload button to be enabled.

When you press the Upload button, the Upload dialog, shown below, will open. If you
have picked a directory, you will have to enter the name of a file, but the name of
the file will be pre-filled in if you have already selected a file. Once a filename has
been entered, press the OK button, or Overwrite button if the file already exists, to
start the Upload. If you overwrite an existing file, the existing file will be moved to a
.BAK file. If you enter the name of a non-existing file, a new file will be created.
When Communicator starts the Upload, the color of the status indicator will change
to magenta and number of bytes uploaded will be displayed on the indicator.
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Upload Dialog to Enter Name of File to Be Uploaded

Abort

Abort Button

The Abort button will be enabled if the status of the selected machine is either
Download or Upload and you are the user that started the Download or Upload. If
you have permission to override the Abort command, then the Abort button will be
enabled if the status of the selected machine is either Download or Upload no
matter who started the Download or Upload. Press the Abort button to cancel the
communications on the machine.

Protocol On

You must have a machine that is in the idle state selected and the machine must be
configured to have a protocol that can be turned on and off for the Protocol On menu
command to be enabled. On the DNC menu, click the Protocol On menu command to
turn on the protocol for the machine. Any uploads or download done after this will
use the configured protocol.

NOTE: There is no Protocol On button; there is only a menu choice.
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Protocol Off

You must have a machine that is in the idle state selected and the machine must be
configured to have a protocol that can be turned on and off for the Protocol Off menu
command to be enabled. On the DNC menu, click the Protocol Off menu command to
turn off the protocol for the machine. Any uploads or downloads done after this will
not use the configured protocol.

NOTE: There is no Protocol Off button; there is only a menu choice.

Utility
The Utility menu includes commands for several DNC utilities.

Refresh

The Refresh menu command will refresh the view for the currently selected tab.

Log Delete

You must have the Access to Management password privilege to use Log Delete.
When you select Log Delete from the Utility menu, the Log View Delete dialog,
shown below, opens.

Log View Delete Dialog
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On this dialog, enter a date range to specify which days’ log files that you wish to
delete. You are not required to enter both dates, but you must enter at least one
date. When you press the Delete button, all of the log files that have a start date
falling within the date range will be deleted from the system. If you entered only a
“from” date, all of the log files with a start date on and after that from date will be
deleted. If you entered only a “to” date, all of the log files with a start date on or
before that to date will be deleted. Pushing the Cancel button will exit without
deleting any of the log files.

UI Settings

You must have may Edit UI Settings in Controller password privilege to use UI
Settings.

When you select UI Settings from the Utility menu, the UI Settings dialog box, shown
below, opens.

UI Settings Dialog Box
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The UI Settings dialog box allows the command visibility to be configured for a user,
a group of users, or the system default. If a command is marked to be hidden for a
user, neither the button nor the menu choice for the command will be visible.

When a user logs in, the system will look for a UI settings entry for the user:

l If a UI settings entry for the user is not found, the system will look for a UI set-
tings entry for the group to which the user belongs.

l If a UI setting for the user's group is not found, the system will look for a default
UI setting for the system.

l If a default UI setting for the system is not found, the system will use the factory
default, which is to show all buttons.

The UI Settings dialog box includes:

l Check box options that determine which buttons should be shown

l A button to clear all the check box options

l A list from which to select a user and buttons to load from or save to that user

l A list from which to select a user group and buttons to load from or save to that
group

l A button to load from or save to the default

When the dialog box is opened, the UI settings for the logged-in user are displayed
as a starting point from which to make your changes. You can perform the following
tasks:

l To clear the settings, click the Clear All button.

l To load settings from another user, select the user from the user list and click
the Load from User button. This will load that user’s settings using the same
rules as if the user were logging in to Controller.

l To load the settings for a particular group, select the group from the group list
and click the Load from Group button. This will load the group’s settings if they
exist, the default settings if they exist, or the factory default settings if neither of
the other two exist.

l To load the default settings, click the Load from Default button. This will load
the default settings if they exist or the factory default settings.

l To hide commands that the user does not have privilege to use, select the
Hide by Privilege check box option. This works for the commands listed in the
table below. It does not work on commands that the user may not have per-
mission to use in some cases but does in other cases. An example would be the
Abort command. The user may not have permission to abort communications
started by another user, but can still abort their own communications.
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Command Privilege

Upload Allow users to upload

Copy File Allow group members access to File Maintenance functions

Move File Allow group members access to File Maintenance functions

Paste File Allow group members access to File Maintenance functions

Delete File Allow group members access to File Maintenance functions

Rename File Allow group members access to File Maintenance functions

Create Directory Allow group members to create directories in Controller

Queue File Allow group members to manipulate machine queues

Add Quantities Allow group members to enter quantities in Controller

Edit Quantities Allow group members to edit quantities in Controller

End Tasks Allow group members to finish jobs

Each command in Controller that has a button as well as a menu choice is shown in
the grid in the center of the dialog. The grid has a column for each area in which
buttons are displayed:

l DNC area that is under the list of machines

l DNC Dirs for the DNC Directories tab

l File Sys for the File System tab

l Folders for the Folders tab

l Tasks for the Task tab

l Queue for the Queue tab

l Log for the Log View tab

l An All column

A check box appears in each column in which that command button can be found. The
Download command has a check box only in the DNC column, but the Edit command
has check boxes in the DNC Dirs, File Sys, Folders, and Tasks (if tasks are available).
Any command that has a check box in more than one column will also have a check
box in the All column.

To hide a command in a particular area, select the check box for the command in
that area's column. For example, select the View Text check box in the DNC Dirs
column to hide the View Text Command in the DNC Directories tab.

If you want to hide the command completely, select all the check boxes for the
command or select the All check box. If you select the All check box, all the other
check boxes for the command will be selected. If you clear the All check box, all the
other check boxes for the command will be cleared.

Once you have configured the UI Settings, you can save the settings:
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l To save to a particular user, select the user in the user list and click the Save to
User button. The next time that user logs in to Controller, the new UI settings will
be applied.

l To save to a particular user group, select the user group in the group list and
click the Save to Group button. The next time a user in that user group logs in,
the new UI settings will be applied unless the user has UI settings specific to
them.

l To save the UI Settings as the default settings for the system, click the Save to
Default button. These settings will be applied to all users the next time they log
in unless the user has UI settings specific to them or the user belongs to a user
group that has UI settings specific to it.

When you click one of the save buttons, the dialog box does not close. This allows
you to configure and save multiple UI Settings without having to reopen the dialog
box.

To dismiss the dialog box, click its Close (X) button.

ClickIt Skin

The ClickIt Skin menu choice will switch the user interface to the mode that is
optimized for use with a mouse.

PushIt Skin

The PushIt Skin menu choice will switch the user interface to the mode that is
optimized for use with a touch screen.

User
The User menu allows you to run programs external to the Controller application
without having to leave the Controller user interface. The contents of the User menu
depend upon what was set up in Configurator. Each user can be given a different set
of menu choices in the User menu. (See "Configure Group—Custom Menu Subtab" on
page 73 for more information on the User menu.) If a user does not have any menu
choices in the User menu, the User menu will be disabled.
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Tasks

Add Quantities

Add Quantities Button

The Add Quantities button will be shown only if quantities are licensed and will be
enabled only if a task is selected, the start and required quantities for the selected
task are non-zero, and the user has permission to add quantities.

Press the Add Quantities button to open the Add Quantities dialog box.

Add Quantities Dialog Box

Task and Current Quantity Information

The top part of the Add Quantities dialog box shows the task information and the
current quantity information.
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Inherited Part and New Quantities Information

Inherited part and new quantity information is entered in the Inherited Part and
New Quantities panes.

Inherited Part Information

The Inherited Part pane is enabled only if the partial quantity was previously
entered. The options and field in this pane is for finishing up a piece that was
partially done the last time quantities were entered.

You have three choices:

l Mark the part as finished.

l Mark the part as partially done.

l Mark the part as scrapped.

If you have finished the part, select Finished Part. If you have scrapped the part,
select Scrapped Part. In both of these cases, you can now enter more quantity
information.

If you have not yet finished the part, select Part Not Finished. You have to enter a
number that represents how far done the part is as a percentage. This must be
greater than the number entered the last time quantities were reported, so that
number is shown to the user. For example, if the part was 1/3 done the last time
quantities were reported and is now half-way done, you would enter .5.

New Quantities Information

If no partial part was reported the last time or the partial part has been marked as
finished or scrapped, you can enter new quantity information in the New Quantities
pane.

Enter the number of good pieces in the Good field. This can be a decimal number if
you have partially completed a part. The decimal portion of the number represents
the completion percentage for the partial part (e.g., .125 for a part that is one-eighth
complete or .75 for a part that is three-quarters complete).

Enter the number of scrap pieces in the Scrapped field. This must be a whole
number as pieces cannot be partially scrapped.

Saving Your Entries

To add the new quantity information to the existing quantities and save the result to
the database, click the OK button.

l If the values can be saved to the database, the dialog box is closed.

l If the new total for good plus scrapped exceeds the start quantity for the task by
more than the percentage allowed by the quantity deviation above system param-
eter, a warning is displayed and the quantity dialog box remains open.

l If the amount reported for the partial piece is smaller than the previous amount
reported or greater than or equal to 1, a warning displays and the dialog box
remains open.
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l If another user has updated quantities for the task since the dialog box was
opened, a warning is printed, the new quantity information is loaded into the
dialog box, and the dialog box remains open.

l If a database problem occurs, an error is displayed and the dialog box remains
open. Warnings are displayed in the dialog box on a yellow background and errors
are displayed on a red background.

To close the dialog box without saving the quantity information, click the Cancel
button.

Edit Quantities

Edit Quantities Button

The Edit Quantities button will be shown only if quantities are licensed and will be
enabled only if a task is selected, the start and required quantities for the selected
task are non-zero, and you have permission to edit quantities.

Press the Edit Quantities button to open the Add Quantities dialog box.

Edit Quantities Dialog Box
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The Edit Quantities dialog box is similar to the Add Quantities dialog box except that
the Inherited Part pane is always disabled. Also, by default, the Good and Scrapped
fields in the New Quantities pane are filled with the current good and current
scrapped amounts. You can edit either the Good and Scrapped values. The Good
value can be a decimal number and the Scrapped value must be a whole number.

To save the new values to the database, click the OK button. The exact values in the
Good and Scrapped fields will be saved to the database. The good plus the scrapped
must be less than the starting quantity plus the deviation above.

l If the total for good plus scrapped exceeds the start quantity for the task by more
than the percentage allowed by the quantity deviation above system parameter, a
warning is displayed and the quantity dialog box remains open.

l If another user has updated quantities for the task since the dialog box was
opened, a warning is printed, the new quantity information is loaded into the
dialog box, and the dialog box remains open.

l If a database problem occurs, an error is displayed and the dialog box remains
open. Warnings appear in the dialog box on a yellow background and errors
appear on a red background.

To close the dialog box without saving the quantity information, click the Cancel
button.

Finishing Tasks

End Task Button

When a task is complete, it can be removed from the folder queue by clicking the
End Task button. When the button is clicked, the task is immediately removed from
the list of tasks.

If quantities are licensed and the task being ended has a non-zero start or required
quantity, the End Task dialog box opens to allow the final quantity information to be
added to the task.
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End Task Quantities Dialog Box

The End Task dialog box is similar to the Add Quantities dialog box except that the
Part Not Finished option in the Inherited Part pane is disabled. All part must be
finished in order to finish a task. For the same reason, a whole number must be
entered for the quantity good.

To save the quantity information to the database and to finish the task, click the OK
button.

When finishing a task with quantities, the task is moved from the Folder03 table,
which is the queue, to the Folder04 table, which is the finished tasks table, for
reporting purposes.

As with the Add Quantity dialog box, the following conditions apply:

l The total quantity good plus the total quantity scrap for the task must not exceed
the starting quantity by more that the quantity deviation above start.

l The total good plus the total scrap must not be less than the starting quantity
minus the quantity deviation below.

l The total good must meet or exceed the required quantity for the task.

If any of these conditions are violated, a warning is displayed and the dialog box
remains open.

If another user has edited quantity information since the dialog box was opened, a
warning is displayed, the quantity information is updated, and the dialog box
remains open.
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If a fractional value is entered for the quantity good, a warning is displayed and the
dialog box remains open.

To close the dialog box without entering quantity information or finishing the task,
click the Cancel button.
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Chapter 5: Communicator
and Communicator jr.
Communicator

Communicator is the portion of DNC Professional & Folders Lite that sends part
programs to and receives part programs from the machine tools. Communicator
requires Windows XP, Windows 7, Server 2003, or Windows 2008 and runs on a PC
using standard COM Ports, commercial multiport serial boards, or a legacy wireless
device (Quatech Airnet).

Communicator needs to know which hub it is, so that it can properly configure itself
to communicate with the machines that are attached to it. A hub is simply a group of
machines all attached to the same PC to which one copy of Communicator will
communicate. It is possible to run more than one copy of Communicator on a PC;
thus one PC can actually represent multiple hubs. Use the environment variable
CIMCFG to tell Communicator which hub it is. The environment variable actually
tells Communicator which Hub directory to use. A Hub directory is a directory under
the DNC_ROOT directory with the name HUB_#, where # is the actual hub’s number.
If you have DNC_ROOT set to G:\DNCPRO, you will tell Communicator that it is HUB_
1 by setting the CIMCFG environment variable as follows:

SET CIMCFG=G:\DNCPRO\HUB_1

Alternatively, you can use the -H command line option to tell Communicator which
hub it is. The format for this option is -H#, where # is the hub’s number. You will call
Communicator as follows to tell it that it is HUB_2:

COMMUN32 –H=2

If you are going to run more than one copy of Communicator on a PC, you must use
the –H= command line option to specify the hub’s number.
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Communicator can also accept command-line arguments that will cause it to ignore
the values of any or all of the three environment variables that it uses besides
CIMCFG. The new value is specified after a minus (-) sign, the name of the
environment variable to be replaced, and an equal sign (=). For example, to override
all three environment variables via the command line, you might call Communicator
as follows:

COMMUN32 -DNC_ROOT=G:\DNC\NEWDIR -DB_ROOT=G:\DNC\NEWDB-DB_
TEMP=G:\DNC\MNNEWTEMPDIR

Communicator runs minimized and has no user interface. The Close menu choice
from the System menu is the only command that you can enter directly into
Communicator. All other commands are passed to Communicator using shop floor or
line terminals, using a machine tool, or using Controller. If there is any activity on
Communicator when you select the Close option, you will be prompted to exit.
Otherwise, Communicator will exit as soon as you select the Close option. On
occasion, Windows seems to take an excessive amount of time to close a
communications port. If you exit Communicator and it seems to hang up, it is
probably waiting for Windows to close the communications ports.

If Communicator detects an error, it will display an error message in a dialog. Since
Communicator will normally run unattended, the dialog will automatically dismiss
itself after five seconds. Press the Freeze button to disable this automatic close.
Press the Dismiss button to close the dialog. All errors are also logged into a file in
the DNC_ROOT directory. There is one Error file for each hub with a name of
ERRLOG.###, where ### is the hub’s number with leading zeros. The entries in this
file show the same error as the dialog with the addition of a time and date stamp.

While Communicator normally receives commands to initiate an action from other
programs, from machine controls or from shop floor or line terminals, there is one
thing that it can do without an explicit command—upload a file. Communicator can
upload a file provided that the strings needed to recognize the upload are set up in
Configurator (see "Translation Table" on page 40 through "Start Receive (not
available to a Network CNC)" on page 41). Or if automatic upload is turned on and
there is no file start string setup, Communicator will still save data from the
machine tool provided the number of characters sent exceeds the "Number of Chars
to Scan for Commands and Filenames". (See "Number of Characters to Scan for
Commands and Filenames (not available to a Network CNC)" on page 43) Files
uploaded in this way will be placed in the Upload directory and named according to
the current date and time.

If you want the Communicator Diagnostics screen to appear on startup, you must use
the -diags command line option.

Communicator jr.
Communicator jr. is the analog to Communicator for DNCjr32. It also can be run on
Windows XP, Windows 7, Server 2003, and Server 2008, but it will only use standard
COM ports.

Communicator jr. only deals with one hub (1), so there is no need to set the CIMCFG
environment variable. It also therefore does not support the -H command line
option.
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Finally, Communicator jr. does not support CNC Direct nor automatic uploads. It only
responds to commands from Controller.

Diagnostics Dialog
Right click on the Communicator icon in the task bar to display Communicator’s
menu, and select the Diagnostics… menu item to display the Diagnostics dialog,
shown below. Select a work center from the drop-down list at the top of the dialog,
and the bottom portion of the dialog will be filled in with the workcenter’s specifics.

Diagnostics Dialog

The lights across the top of the dialog show the status of the communication lines. If
data is being sent from the port, the TX light is red. Otherwise, it will be green. If
data is being received on the port, the RX light is red. Otherwise, it will be green. If
the RTS, CTS, DTR, or DSR line is raised, the corresponding light will be red.
Otherwise, it will be green.

If there are no communications errors, the Error light will be green. If there are
errors, it will be red.

The workcenter’s current status is shown in the Status box. When you are
downloading or uploading, the progress is shown by both the Chars Sent/Received
box and the Progress box. The file being downloaded or uploaded appears in the File
box. The workcenter’s communications parameters are shown in the Baud Rate,
Parity, Data Bits, Stop Bits, RTS/CTS, DTR/DSR, and XON/XOFF boxes.

If XON/XOFF is being used, the XON box will show the value of the character used as
the XON character, and the XOFF box will show the value of the character used as
the XOFF character.

If the work center being displayed supports a protocol, the protocol supported along
with its current state (On or Off) is shown on the bottom right of the dialog, as
shown in the figure below.
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Diagnostics Dialog with Protocol

Communicator Service Install
Communicator Service Install allows you to run Communicator as a Service.

Communicator Service Install Program
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When installing Communicator as a service, enter the path to the Communicator
executable in the Service Path field. If you copy the Communicator executable to the
System32 directory, the Communicator Service Install will find the path
automatically. If Communicator has already been installed as a service, the path to
the executable will be filled in.

Select the startup type for the service. Select Automatic to have the service start
when the computer boots. Select Manual to have the service wait for someone to
start it. Select Disabled to prevent the service from being started.

The Log On As area is where you select how Communicator should log on when it is
started. Select System Account to have Communicator log on as the system user.
Select This User to have Communicator log on as the specified user. The user’s name
must be entered in the following format: "domain\username". You must enter the
user’s password and then reenter the password to confirm the password. This user
must have the “Log On as a Service” local security policy setting set. If you are
running on a network, the user must be known to the network in order for
Communicator to be able to access files on the network. If you choose the log on as a
specific user, you will have to enter the password each time you run the
Communicator Service Install to allow you to update the service’s information.

You will need to enter the complete path for your system’s DNC_ROOT, DB_ROOT
and DB_TEMP directories. The DNC_ROOT field is required. The DNC_ROOT directory
is the directory in which the DNC Professional or Folders software and supporting
files are installed. The DB_ROOT field is optional since your system may not use a
DB_ROOT directory. The DB_ROOT directory is the directory in which the Data files
(for dBASE databases) are installed, and it is the location of the CONNECT.DB file.
The DB_TEMP field is optional since your system may not use a DB_TEMP directory.
The DB_TEMP directory is the directory used to store temporary files created by
DNC Professional or Folders.

In the Hub Number Edit field, you will need to enter the number to identify which
group of machines this instance of Communicator will handle. This is a required
field. Valid values are between 1 and 256 inclusive.

In the Delay Seconds field, enter the number of seconds you want Communicator to
delay between starting up and initializing. The delay will take place before
Communicator tries to connect to the database or to set up the communications
ports.

The Services List contains all the services on the system. If Communicator must wait
for one or more services to start before Communicator can start, pick the service or
services from this list and press the Add button. Those selected will now appear in
the Communicator Depends On List. This list contains all the services that must be
started before Communicator can start. To remove one or more services from this
list, select the services and press the remove button.
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When you are ready to install Communicator as a service, click the Install Button.
This will install Communicator as a service using the current settings. If the service
successfully installs, the Install button is disabled, and the Update and Remove
buttons are enabled. If you need to just update the service’s settings, click on the
Update Button. This will update the service with the dialog’s current settings. If you
want to remove Communicator as a service, click the Remove Button. If the service
is successfully removed, the Install button is enabled, and the Update and Remove
buttons are disabled.
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Chapter 6: Cable Installation
Introduction

Once you have installed your DNC engines, you are ready to cable them to your
machines. This chapter contains the information that you need to do this job.

CAUTION: Make sure that all of the power is removed from the DNC engines and
machine tools before attempting installation. Before determining the machine
communications format (RS-232/RS-422), handshaking, cable routing, etc., to be used
when interfacing to a machine tool, consult your machine manufacturer or review the
manuals on your machine control and the pin-outs in this manual.

Cable Types
The number of conductors, type of cable, and the wire gauge needed is determined
by the distance between the communicating devices and whether or not power is to
be supplied by the engine or another source.

If RS-232 with hardware handshaking is required to interface to a machine tool, two
additional conductors are required to support RTS and CTS hardware handshaking
signals.

If the environment is electrically noisy or the distance between the DNC controller
and the devices exceeds 250 feet, RS-422 communications is recommended. To
convert signals to RS-422, contact BTS to obtain the appropriate translator. When
using RS-422 communications, a conductor PAIR is required for each signal, and 10-
conductor cable is required if using hardware handshaking while supplying power.
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RS-232 communications can be used with low (ca. 12 pF/foot) capacitance cable
when the distance between the two devices is less than 250 feet, the baud rate is
not over 9600 bps, and the environment is relatively free of electrical noise
generated by motors, welding operations, flame cutters, etc. There is a roughly
linear relationship among maximum baud rate, the inverse of capacitance, and the
inverse of maximum distance. That is, if you can go 250 feet at 9600 baud with 12-
pF/foot cable, then you can go half as far at the same baud rate with 24-pF/foot
cable or twice as far with the same cable at 4800 baud. However, this relationship
should not be taken to extremes (i.e., do not expect to transmit from coast to coast
at nine bits per minute).

When the engine is supplying power to an external device (protocol converter,
terminal, isolator, BTR interface, etc.), avoid excessive power loss by using cables
with the appropriate wire gauges. Table 6-1 lists the maximum distances that
power can be safely run and the minimum wire gauge required.

Table 6-1 Maximum Cable Lengths for Power

Wire Gauge Maximum Length

20 720 Feet

22 450 Feet

24 280 Feet

When distances exceed the distances listed in Table 6-1 , it is necessary to remotely
power the device using an AC adapter. If an AC adapter is used, ensure that Pin 18
(power) is NOT connected.

If the environment is electrically noisy or the engine is being used to communicate
with an arc welder, flame cutter, plasma cutter, etc., an optical isolator is required.
If an optical isolator is not used, the reliability of every port on the hub may be
affected.

Please contact BTS or your authorized BTS dealer if any questions arise during
system installation.
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Cable Routing

Before beginning any cable wiring, consult your machine manufacturer and/or
review the manuals for your machine controls. Also, review the application layout
and pin-outs provided in this manual. Due to the inconsistent pin-outs of RS-422 and
RS-232 communications, you must consult your machine tool's maintenance manual
or call your machine dealer for communications parameters and pin assignments.

DNC network cables should be neatly routed up and out of the way of forklifts,
cranes, etc. This ensures that the cables are not inadvertently damaged during
normal shop maintenance. The cables should be kept away from extreme
temperatures, wetness, and power wires. The main power feed that supplies power
to the machine tool generates a great deal of electrical noise. This noise will
interfere with a engine's communications. Even fluorescent light fixtures can
generate enough noise to interfere with communications, especially if the cable is
not well shielded or the shield is not properly grounded (at one end only).

When the cable is run, approximately five feet of extra cable should be left at each
end. After the cable is cut, it should be identifiably marked. Remember, much time
can be wasted backtracking through dozens of cables trying to find out which cable
goes where. We recommend that you use commercial wire tags for each cable. If
commercial markers are not available, the cable jacket should be marked with a
permanent marker. Do not write on the connector strain relief covers, since they
are often removed.

Interfacing to Machine Tools
BTS recommends that only personnel familiar with NC and CNC machines or those
who are knowledgeable in basic electronic theory and concepts attempt an interface
to a machine tool. Improper installation could cause damage to the machine tool as
well as to the DNC controller. It may be necessary to use RS-232/RS-422 translators
and/or isolators when connecting the DNC controller to the machine tool. If you are
unsure about whether translators and/or isolators are required, contact BTS or you
authorized BTS dealer.

Typical connections to a machine tool are shown later in this chapter. Take note
that the jumpering of pins on the machine tool interface is not required if there is
handshaking.

The interface pin-outs indicate that TX (transmit) is connected to RX (receive), and
TX+ is connected to RX+. This configuration is necessary to allow the transmit pin of
one interface, TX, to connect to the receive pin of another interface, RX. (See Table
6-2 on page 145.)

Since Pin 2 of an RS-232 interface could be either transmit or receive, the
designation DTE or Data Terminal Equipment is given to the type of interface that
transmits data on Pin 2. Conversely, if Pin 2 is used to receive data, that interface is
called DCE or Data Communications Equipment. (This terminology arises from the
original use of the RS-232 specification as a standard to connect remote computer
terminals to modems.) (See Table 6-3 on page 146.)
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If using "straight-through" cables, a DTE interface must be connected to a DCE
interface and vice versa. If this procedure is not followed, then two transmit lines
will be tied together, and neither device can "hear" what the other is "saying". To
interconnect two DTE interfaces, the cable must interchange corresponding pairs of
signals. This is called a "twistover" cable.

Because most machine tools vary widely in their cable configurations, it is
impossible to list pin-outs that will work for every machine tool. If an interface to a
machine tool does not prove functional, it could be due to the interface cabling or
the communications parameters defined in the engine or the machine tool. Please
contact BTS or your authorized BTS dealer for additional help.

Machine Tool Parameter Setup

When all cables have been connected between the network and the machine tool, the
software interface parameters used by the machine tool can be defined. Interface
parameters can vary depending upon the manufacturer, model, and the year that the
machine was made. These parameters can be changed by accessing the
Communications Parameters menu in the machine tool control and changing the
specified parameters to match the parameters defined for the DNC system. The DNC
system's communications parameters can also be changed to match those used by
the machine tool.

Accessing the Parameter Setup menu in the machine tool control differs widely from
machine to machine. Consult the machine tool operator’s manual for information
regarding these parameters. Usually, communications configurations must be
changed in the machine tool in order for the machine to use its serial port.

The following partial list of basic communications parameters must be defined for
proper communications between the DNC controller and the machine tool:

l Baud Rate (300-256,000);

l Data Bits (5, 6, 7, or 8);

l Stop Bits (1, 1.5, or 2);

l Parity (Even, Odd, Mark, Space, None);

l Code Type (ASCII or EIA);

l Handshaking Type (XON/XOFF or RTS/CTS or DTR/DSR); and

l Handshaking Characters (XON and XOFF).

If possible, set up the DNC controller to use the default communications parameters
of the machine tool. That way, if the machine's Executable must ever be reloaded,
communications will function immediately. Otherwise, record the parameter
changes made to the control, and keep those records accessible.
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Typical Cable Configurations
The figures that follow Table 6-3 on the next page are some typical cable
configurations that are used with the DNC system. All cable shields should be
grounded at one end only for optimum effectiveness, preferably at the engine end.
These cable configurations are provided as a guide; many other cable configurations
are possible.

NOTE: Due to the inconsistent nature of machine tool pin-outs, consult your machine maintenance
manual or call your machine dealer for communications parameters and pin assignments. This is
especially true for RS-422 interfaces.

NOTE: Pins 18 and 19 supply power. Only one pin or the other needs be used. Observe all cable length
requirements (see Table 6-2 below).

Table 6-2 Signal Names and Abbreviations

Abbreviation Signal name Direction RS-

TXD Transmitted Data Output 232

TX+ Transmitted Data Output 422

TX- Transmitted Data Output 422

RXD Received Data Input 232

RX+ Received Data Input 422

RX- Received Data Input 422

RTS Request to Send Output 232

RT+ Request to Send Output 422

RT- Request to Send Output 422

CTS Clear to Send Input 232

CT+ Clear to Send Input 422

CT- Clear to Send Input 422

DSR Data Set Ready Input 232

DCD Data Carrier Detect Input 232

DTR Data Terminal Ready Output 232

RIN Ring Indicator Input 232

GND Signal Ground Both

FR GND Frame (Chassis)
Ground

Both
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Table 6-3 COM Port Pin-out for IBM PC (DTE Interface)

25-Pin Male 9-Pin Male Description Direction

1 NA FR GND

2 3 TXD OUTPUT

3 2 RXD INPUT

4 7 RTS OUTPUT

5 8 CTS INPUT

6 6 DSR INPUT

7 5 GND

20 4 DTR OUTPUT

22 9 RIN INPUT

Null Modem Cable (for TERM-EM)

Twistover Cable (Convert DTE to DCE)
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Cable A

Cable B
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Tool Kits
The following tools will be needed during the installation of a DNC system:

l Network installation tools (hardware and software), if more than just a stand-
alone computer—these tools are specific to the type of network and topology;

l Crimp tool;

l Soldering iron—if splices need to be made;

l Needle nose and adjustable pliers;

l Wire cutter and stripper;

l Small flat and Phillips screwdrivers;

l Ohmmeter;

l Wire ties;

l Electrical tape;

l Wire markers; and

l Connectors, pins, and shells.
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Chapter 7: Line/Shop Floor
Terminals
Introduction

The BTS DNC Terminal is a microprocessor controlled data communications device.
It serves as an interface between the machine tool operator and the DNC system.
The terminal used in the DNC system has a four-line, 40-character liquid crystal
display; an alphanumeric, pressure-sensitive membrane keypad with various
function and “hot” keys; two serial ports; and a parallel port, all housed in a shop
hardened case. The DNC terminal supports bi-directional RS-232, RS-422, and RS-485
communications with handshaking. When using RS-422 communications, a BTS RS-
232 to RS-422 Signal Booster or a Signal Translator with optical isolation may be
required to convert the signals. Power to the terminal can be supplied via an
external power jack or from the engine connector, Pin 18 or 19.

The BTS DNC Terminal may be configured as a shop floor terminal (SFT) or a line
terminal (LT). A shop floor terminal is used to control any port on the DNC system
that has a device on it, excluding another terminal. When used as a line terminal, it
is connected in-line between the DNC system and the machine tool and used to
control only the machine tool to which it is attached. All information in this chapter
may be applied to either type of terminal unless otherwise noted. The distinction
between line and shop floor terminals is done in the configuration section of the DNC
software.
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Terminal Mechanical Drawings
Refer to the following two figures to become familiar with the terminal and its
various components.

Isometric View of the Terminal

Back View of the Terminal
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Mounting and Connecting the Terminal

Before mounting a terminal in your shop, you should consult a detailed shop floor
layout for optimum terminal placement. Line terminals should be mounted near each
machine tool for operator ease of use, but they should not get in the way of machine
tool operation or maintenance. Shop floor terminals should be centrally located
between the machines that they will be controlling. When selecting a location for a
terminal, be sure to stay away from excessive heat (110°F) and excessive moisture
(>95%). The surface used to mount the terminal must be rigid and vibration free.
Good quality 8/32 screws should be used when mounting the terminal, and the
screws should not penetrate the terminal enclosure more than required for proper
mounting. The terminal should be mounted out of the way of forklifts, carts, etc.
Following this practice ensures that the terminal is not inadvertently damaged
during normal shop maintenance. Terminals and cables should always be accessible
to allow easy access by service representatives.

Cable connections between the terminals and the DNC system depends largely upon
shop conditions and cable length. For more information regarding cable types,
machine tool interfacing, etc., consult "Chapter 6: Cable Installation" on page 141.
Detailed pin-outs for the terminal interface connectors can be found later in this
chapter.

Once all connections have been made and double-checked, turn on the terminal by
pressing the [ON/OFF] key. You should see a message appear on the display, and the
status LED located on the upper left-hand side of the keyboard should flash. If the
terminal does not turn on, verify that the terminal is receiving power. If the power
source is from another BTS device, unplug all connections to the terminal, and
power the terminal by plugging in the proper AC wall adapter directly into the
terminal's power jack.

The terminal turns itself on only when the [ON/OFF] button is pressed and held for
a few seconds. In other words, it is necessary to keep trying to turn on the terminal
by pressing and holding the [ON/OFF] key, releasing the key momentarily, and
pressing and holding the key again until the terminal turns on.

If the terminal is on but the display is hard to see, the LCD bias control may need to
be adjusted to make the screen more visible. To do this, remove the four screws
that hold the terminal together. Upon opening the terminal cover, you should locate
the LCD contrast control (consult Figure 10-3.) Rotate this control clockwise until
the LCD display is dark enough.

You can turn the terminal off by using the [ON/OFF] key. To do this, press and hold
the [CONTROL] key while pressing the [ON/OFF] key. The terminal will turn itself
off as soon as the [ON/OFF] key is released. However, if the terminal has a power
bypass jumper installed, you will not be able to turn off the terminal.
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Main Logic Board of the Terminal

Using the Terminal with BTS DNC
What follows are some basic guidelines that will be helpful when using the terminal
with the BTS DNC system.

The terminal has a built-in backlight timer. This timer will automatically turn off the
LCD backlight after a prescribed amount of time. When the terminal is powered up,
the backlight timer is set to about 10 seconds, unless someone is typing on the
keypad or the system is being booted. If the terminal is running diagnostics, the
backlight will remain on indefinitely. Once the terminal has been booted with the
BTS DNC program, the backlight timer is set to two minutes. Whenever the
keyboard is in use or a message is sent to the terminal, the backlight will turn on,
and the timer will be reset. To turn on the backlight, simply press any key on the
keyboard. Non-typing keys, such as [ALT], [CONTROL], [SHIFT], etc., will cause the
backlight to remain on without the possibility of entering any erroneous data into
the system.

The terminal keypad has a built-in auto-repeat feature. Whenever a typing key is
continuously held for more than a few seconds, the terminal will enter the Auto-
Repeat mode. To stop auto-repeat, simply release the key.

The barcode feature can be used to replace typing on the keyboard. If the barcode
being scanned ends in a $D, an automatic return will be generated, and the data will
be immediately entered into the terminal. If this code is not appended to the end of
the line, the operator will have the option of editing the data read in via the barcode
system and then pressing the [RETURN] key. The barcode system is used during the
keyboard Data Entry mode only. You cannot scan in “hot” or function keys, because
many barcode systems do not have the capability of generating the necessary codes
to simulate these keys.
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When scanned into the barcode system, the [$] key is used as a lead-in character. If
the next character following the $ is a $, then a single $ is entered into the system.
For example, scanning a $$ will read in a single $. If the character following the $ is
not another $, then 64 is subtracted from the ASCII value of the character. For
example, a $D will become a control-D or carriage return, a $A will become a
control-A or line feed, a $I will become a tab, etc.

At certain times, you will be asked to enter data at the terminal, such as when
entering a file name for downloading. Use the light gray alphanumeric keys to enter
the data. Use the Left Arrow ([ß]) as a backspace key. You can erase a whole line of
data by pressing [ESCAPE] once. When you are satisfied with the message, press
[ENTER].

Special Keys
The dark gray keys at the bottom and along the side of the terminal are special
keys. These keys are used to start and stop every transaction initiated at the
terminal. A description of each key that has a defined meaning follows.

Machine Select Key

This key is only valid for a terminal configured as a SFT. It allows a user to select a
port for use in a transaction. After the user presses [MACHINE SELECT], the DNC
system will respond:

Enter Port Name or Number

Type in the name of the port or the port number. If passwords are being used, the
DNC system will respond:

Enter Your Password

Enter the password assigned to you. If no errors have occurred, the DNC system will
respond:

port name Connected

where port name will be replaced by the actual name of the port. The port is now
ready for the transaction to begin. If any errors occur during this process, you must
start over again from the beginning.

Communications Keys

There are four keys for starting communications: [DOWNLOAD], [UPLOAD], [PRINT],
and [PLOT]. On SFTs, the [UPLOAD] and [DOWNLOAD] keys must be preceded by a
Machine Select sequence. When an upload or download is started by an SFT, the
terminal is free for other uses. Uploads and downloads on an LT and prints and plots
on both terminals tie up the terminal until the transaction is completed.

Download

When you press [DOWNLOAD], the DNC system responds:

Queued File
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file name

Enter Download File Name Below

file name

or

Enter Download File Name

depending on whether or not a file is queued for this port. File Name will be the
entire path if it fits within the 40 characters that the terminal can display, or just
the name if it does not fit. Type in the name of the file to download or accept the
queued file, and press [ENTER]. The DNC system will respond:

file name

Enter When Ready or Escape to Abort

If you are using software handshaking to initiate your download, you must be sure
that both the machine tool and the DNC system are ready to communicate. This is
determined by observing the following sequence of events.

l If the DNC system starts in the XOFF state (XOFF = do not send data), start the
download on the DNC system first and then the machine tool. Note that the
machine tool must send an XON character (ASCII 17 decimal or whatever you
have set up as an XON character) to initiate the download.

l If the DNC system starts in the XON state (XON = send data), start the download
at the machine tool first and then the DNC system.

Press [ENTER], and then ready your machine tool to receive data. If you are not
going to have your machine tool initiate the download, ready your machine tool to
receive, and then press [ENTER]. You may press [ESCAPE] at any time to abort the
download. See "Chapter 3: Configurator" on page 23 for a further discussion on
parameters.

Upload

When the user presses [UPLOAD], the DNC system responds with:

Enter Upload File Name

You may now type in the name of the file to be uploaded, and press [ENTER]. If a file
of the same name already exists in the Upload directory, the DNC system responds:

file name

Exists  1. Overwrite the Existing Files

Abort

If the user chooses to overwrite, a backup will be made of the existing file. If the file
already has a backup, it will also be overwritten.

The DNC system uses the descriptive tag to check for duplicate names; it does not
use the DOS file name to check for duplicate names. If a file being uploaded has the
same DOS name as an existing file but different tag names, the DNC system will
create a unique DOS name for the file being uploaded.

When the upload file name is entered, the DNC system responds:
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file name

Enter When Ready or Escape To Abort

If you are using software handshaking to initiate your upload, you must be sure that
both the machine tool and the DNC system are ready to communicate. This is
determined by observing the following sequence of events.

If the machine tool starts in the XOFF state (XOFF = do not send data), start
the upload on the machine tool first and then the DNC system. Note that the
Start Receive string in the DNC system must contain XON (ASCII 17 decimal
or whatever you have set up as the XON character).

If the machine tool starts in the XON state (XON = send data), start the DNC
system first and then the machine tool. Ready your machine tool to send data,
and press [ENTER].

If you are not using the DNC system to initiate your upload, press [ENTER], and then
ready your machine tool to send. You may press [ESCAPE] at any time to abort the
upload process.

Print and Plot

[PRINT] and [PLOT] work only in terminals that have been configured as having a
printer and/or a plotter. The sequence of events for printing and plotting is very
similar; only a print sequence will be shown here. Substitute the word “plot” for
“print” to get the sequence of events for a plot. The first two prompts in the
sequence, Enter Port Name and Enter Password, apply only if the print is being
started at an SFT. If the print is being started at an LT, the sequence will begin at
the third prompt, Enter File Name.

When you press [PRINT] ([PLOT] for plotting), the DNC system responds:

Enter Port Name or Number

Type in the name of the port or the port number. If passwords are being used, the
DNC system will respond:

Enter Your Password

Once the system confirms that you may access the port, the DNC system will
respond:

Queued Files

file name here

Enter Print File Name Below

file name here

or

Enter Print File Name

depending upon whether or not a file is queued for this port. Now, type in the name
of the file to print or accept the queued file, and press [ENTER]. The DNC system
will respond:

file name

Enter When Ready or Escape to Abort
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Make sure that your printer is online, and then press [ENTER].

NOTE: When printing or plotting a queued file, the file is not removed from the queue at the
completion of the print or plot.

File Scrolling Keys

When the DNC system asks you to enter a file name, and you cannot remember what
it is, you can call up a list. To do this, press Program Search at the Enter File Name
prompt, and a list of directories is displayed. Use the Up Arrow ([á]) and Down
Arrow ([â]) keys to position the cursor over the directory that you wish to select,
and press [ENTER]. A list of tag names appears on the screen. Use the Up Arrow
([á]) and Down Arrow ([â]) keys to position the cursor over the tag name that you
wish to select, and press [ENTER]. The DNC system will now continue in the same
Manner as if you had typed in the file name.

If you wish to change the tag name that you are selecting, press [EDIT]. For a
download, the DNC system responds:

Edit Download File Name

file name

Use the Left Arrow ([ß]) and Right Arrow ([à]) keys to edit the file name. When
you are finished editing, press [ENTER]. The DNC system will continue as if you had
typed in the file name. (Replace [DOWNLOAD] with [UPLOAD], [PRINT], or [PLOT]
for those actions.)

Data Collection Keys

To initiate a data collection sequence, press the [DATA COLLECTION] key located in
the upper left-hand side of the terminal. You will notice that a list of data collection
choices appears under the function keys. The terminal supports a set of six data
collection categories as follows:

l Start setup.

l Finish setup.

l Start job.

l Finish job.

l Start inspect.

l Finish inspect.

Each key may have up to 10 user-defined questions configured for it. Each port on
the system may have a different set of questions for each key.

When the [DATA COLLECTION] key is pressed, the DNC system will display the first
question. After the user answers the question, the DNC system displays the next
question. This continues until all of the questions have been answered or the user
presses [ESCAPE]. After the last data collection question is answered, the DNC
system responds:

port name
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Data Collection Complete

where port name is the name of the port for which data collection is being done.

If the [DATA COLLECTION] key has no questions defined for it on the port, the DNC
system will respond:

Data Collection Questions Are Not Defined for key name

where key name is the name of the key that was pressed.

Configure Key

The [CONFIGURE] key is only valid if you are using a protocol converter that is
using a protocol that can be turned on and off. An example of this is Mazatrol, which
allows you to do both Mazatrol and EIA communications. The [CONFIGURE] key acts
as a toggle. Press it once, and the mode is turned on. Press it again, and the mode is
turned off. When the mode is turned on, the DNC system responds:

protocol Mode Is Now On

where protocol is replaced with the name of the protocol. When the mode is turned
off, the DNC system responds:

protocol Mode Is Now Off

Escape Key

The [ESCAPE] key can be pressed at any time during any operation to abort that
operation with only one exception. When entering data, the [ESCAPE] key is used to
clear the line. So, if any data is on the line and you wish to abort the operation, the
[ESCAPE] key must be pressed two times.

Talk Key

The [TALK] key is used to send a message from a terminal connected to a DNC
controller to another terminal connected to the same DNC controller. The terminal
will ask for the destination terminal or number. If your system is configured for
passwords, you are asked to enter your password before you are allowed to enter
the message. Assuming a proper name or number and password, if used, are
entered, the terminal will ask you for the message to send. When the [RETURN] key
is pressed, the message will automatically be sent to the correct terminal.

When a message arrives at the terminal, it appears on the LCD display along with
the source of the message, including the sender's name if passwords are being used.
If the terminal has a printer attached to it, the message is also printed if the printer
is online. If an operator tries to use a terminal that is currently being selected as
the recipient of a message, an error is generated saying that a message is being
sent to the terminal. As soon as the message is received (automatically displayed on
the screen), the terminal is released for use.
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RLC132 Terminal Board
The terminal main logic board (RLC132) performs all low-level DNC functions and
buffering. This board gathers and processes all the machine tool data and delivers it
to the DNC system. This board contains an 8 MHz 6809 processor, RAM, EPROM,
watchdog timer, jumpers, LEDs, and RS-232/RS-422 interface circuitry.

ICs, Connectors, Jumpers, and LEDs—RLC132 Terminal CPU
Board

The following table lists the programmable ICs, connectors, switches, jumpers, and
LEDs used by the RLC132 terminal CPU board.

Table 7-1 Components on the RLC 132 CPU Board

Designation Description

J1 Power jack.

P1 Connector to IBM compatible parallel printer.

P2 Connector to machine tool (DB25 male DTE interface).

P3 Connector to hub port (DB25 female DCE interface).

JP5 This expansion header connects directly to the barcode processor board (RLC136).

TP2 Jumpering this connector forces the terminal on whenever power is applied.

DCA Display Contrast Adjust—turning this control clockwise will make the display lettering darker.

TP12 Jumpering this connector connects chassis ground (Pin 1) with signal ground (Pin 7).

M These four mounting holes are for mounting the RLC132 CPU board to the case.

D These four mounting holes are for mounting the LCD display to the RLC132 CPU board.

B These two mounting holes are for mounting the barcode processor board (RLC136) to the RLC132 CPU
board.

KEYPAD A & B These connectors are used to plug in the membrane keypad.

D1 Status LED—indicates the terminal's status: rapidly flashing green = ready to load Exec.; blinking red =
error code; flashes orange as keys are pressed.

D2 General purpose LED.

D3 General purpose LED.

M Jumper to force Monitor mode during power-up.

D Jumper to force Diagnostic mode during power-up.
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Table 7-1 Components on the RLC 132 CPU Board

Designation Description

B Jumper to change communications rate of the hub port.

U21 EPROM IC.

U23 Programmable logic IC.

U5 EEPROM IC.

U19 Machine tool connector's RS-232 interface IC.

U15 Machine tool connector's RS-232 interface IC.

U16 RS-422 driver for machine tool and hub ports.

U18 RS-422 receiver for machine tool and hub ports.

U20 Backlight driver.

U3 Driver for parallel printer strobe signal.

U4 Driver for parallel printer data bus.
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Installing the Barcode Processor
To install the barcode processor board inside your BTS Terminal, remove all power,
and disconnect all cables from your terminal. Remove the terminal from its
mounting surface. Flip over the terminal, and remove the four Phillips head screws
that hold the terminal together. Remove the back cover. Disconnect both keyboard
tail connectors, and remove the four screws that hold the terminal's RLC132 CPU
board inside the housing. Next, carefully remove the PC board and end plates from
the housing. Remove the two end plates, and install the RLC136 barcode processor
board as indicated in the figure below.

Be sure that the RLC136 connector lines up properly with the header pins on the
RLC132 board and that no pins are bent or misconnected. Reassemble the terminal
in the reverse order that it has been taken apart.

Installing the Barcode Processor Board

RLC136 Barcode Processor Board
The RLC136 barcode processor board provides an interface between the RLC132
terminal and various types of barcode or magnetic stripe data input devices. This
board contains its own 6303 processor and is capable of automatically detecting,
discriminating, and decoding nine different barcode formats. The following figure
shows the barcode processor board.
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Barcode Processor Board

ICs, Connectors, Jumpers, and LEDs—RLC136 Barcode Processor
Board

The following table lists the programmable ICs, connectors, jumpers, and LEDs used
by the RLC136 barcode processor board.

Table 7-2 Components on the RLC136 Barcode Processor Board

Designation Description

P4 DB9 connector to barcode wand.

JP5 This back-mounted connector plugs directly into the RLC132 barcode expansion connector JP5.

TP13 RAM size selection jumper: position 1 = 8K; position 2 = 2K.

TP14 EPROM type (size) selection jumper: position 128 = 27128; position 256 = 27256.

TP15 Barcode output voltage source (Vs, Pins 6 and 9) selection jumper: position 5V = use 5V from
RLC132; position 12V = derive 12V through regulator U41.

U33 Barcode RAM.

U32 Barcode EPROM.

U31 Barcode processor.

U35 Interface inverter to barcode processor.

U41 Regulator used for Vs (Pins 6 and 9) when TP15 is in the 12V position.

D10 Barcode processor status LED—flashes when the processor is reset or good barcode data is read.
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Terminal Technical Specifications
l Display—Four lines by 40 character LCD, supertwist with special high-contrast
fluid, backlit with screen saver feature.

l Keypad—83 membrane keys with auto-repeat. Features include 12 DNC “hot” keys
to speed data entry and 10 function/soft keys with built-in visual and audible feed-
back.

l Barcoding—Field installable barcode sub-system allows barcoding data that
would normally be typed. Barcode wands, badge-readers, or lasers can be used.
The barcode system automatically adapts to the following barcode standards:
CODABAR, CODE 39, UPC, EAN/JAN/APN, INTERLEAVED 2 OF 5, CODE 2 OF 5,
CODE 11, CODE 93, and CODE 128.

l Architecture—8 MHz Motorola 6809 with EPROM, 64k RAM, Shadow memory, and
EPROM. Built-in power on diagnostics, error checking, and watchdog timer. Exten-
sive diagnostic program is resident in EPROM. Exclusive use of CMOS circuitry
and switching power supply ensures low power consumption and high reliability
over a wide temperature range.

l Ports—One serial RS-232/RS-422/RS-485 configurable. One serial RS-232/RS-422
configurable. One IBM parallel printer port.

l Exec Program—Executable program and all configurations are automatically
downloaded each time the terminal is powered up. This allows instant changes/up-
grades in software and prevents having to re-configure communications param-
eters each time terminals are added or moved.

l Enclosure—Environmentally sealed, 9.5" x 6.3" x 2", 2.2 lbs.

l Environment—0-50°C, 5-90% humidity, non-condensing.

l Power—10-25 volts, 2.5 watts max without barcoder. Power can be supplied by
BTS DNC system or by a wall adapter.

Terminal Pin-Outs
Following is a list of RS-232 and RS-422 signal descriptions. The pins with "+" or "-"
in their abbreviation are used for RS-422 interfaces. Do not connect both RS-232 and
RS-422 interfaces; choose one or the other.

Table 7-3 Signal Names and Abbreviations

Signal Name Direction RS-

TXD Transmitted Data Output 232

TX+ Transmitted Data Output 422
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TX- Transmitted Data Output 422

RXD Received Data Input 232

RX+ Received Data Input 422

RX- Received Data Input 422

RTS Request to Send Output 232

RT+ Request to Send Output 422

RT- Request to Send Output 422

CTS Clear to Send Input 232

CT+ Clear to Send Input 422

CT- Clear to Send Input 422

DSR Data Set Ready Input 232

DCD Data Carrier Detect Input 232

DTR Data Terminal Ready Output 232

RIN Ring indicator Input 232

GND Signal Ground Both

FR GND Frame (Chassis) Ground Both

When connecting to a BTS device, leave unused pins disconnected. When connecting
to a machine tool, it may be necessary to jumper together unused pins.

All cable shields should be grounded at one end only for optimum effectiveness.
Connect cable shields to ground preferably at the DNC system when connecting
between the DNC system and the terminal's hub port. Connect cable shields to
ground at the machine tool or printer end when connecting the terminal to a
machine tool or printer.

The following tables and figures show various pin-out settings.

Table 7-4 Terminal’s Machine Tool Connector—DB25 Male
(DTE Interface)

Pin Description Direction Notes

1 FR GND

2 TXD OUTPUT 2

3 RXD INPUT 2
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4 RTS OUTPUT 2

5 CTS INPUT 2

7 GND

9 +10V OUTPUT 3

10 -10V OUTPUT 3

12 RX+ INPUT 1

13 RX- INPUT 1

14 RT+ OUTPUT 1

15 RT- OUTPUT 1

16 CT+ INPUT 1

17 CT- INPUT 1

18 +17V OUTPUT 4

19 +17V OUTPUT 4

24 TX+ OUTPUT 1

25 TX- OUTPUT 1

Notes:

1—These pins are used for RS-422 communications. Do not use pins for RS-232 if
using these.

2—These pins are used for RS-232 communications. Do not use pins for RS-422 if
using these.

3—These pins provide power through a 100-ohm resistor and are intended for tying
unused pins high or low.

4—These voltages are supplied from the terminal's power jack or passed through
from the DNC system.

Table 7-5 Terminal’s Hub Connector—DB25 Female (DCE
Interface)

Pin Description Direction Notes

1 FR GND

2 RXD INPUT 2

3 TXD OUTPUT 2
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4 CTS INPUT 2

5 RTS OUTPUT 2

7 GND

9 +10V OUTPUT 3

10 -10V OUTPUT 3

12 TX+ OUTPUT 1

13 TX- OUTPUT 1

14 CT+ INPUT 1

15 CT- INPUT 1

16 RT+ OUTPUT 1

17 RT- OUTPUT 1

18 +17V OUTPUT 4

19 +17V OUTPUT 4

24 RX+ INPUT 1

25 RX- INPUT 1

Notes:

1—These pins are used for RS-422 communications. Do not use pins for RS-232 if
using these.

2—These pins are used for RS-232 communications. Do not use pins for RS-422 if
using these.

3—These pins provide power through a 100-ohm resistor and are intended for tying
unused pins high or low.

4—These voltages are supplied from the terminal's power jack or passed through
from the DNC system.

Table 7-6 Terminal Parallel Printer Port—DB25 Female

Pin Description Direction

1 STROBE OUTPUT

2 DATA 0 OUTPUT

3 DATA 1 OUTPUT

4 DATA 2 OUTPUT
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5 DATA 3 OUTPUT

6 DATA 4 OUTPUT

7 DATA 5 OUTPUT

8 DATA 6 OUTPUT

9 DATA 7 OUTPUT

10 ACK INPUT

11 BUSY INPUT

12 READY INPUT

18-25 GROUND

DB25 MALE36 PIN CENTRONICS PLUG

1-------------->--------------1

2-------------->--------------2

3-------------->--------------3

4-------------->--------------4

5-------------->--------------5

6-------------->--------------6

7-------------->--------------7

8-------------->--------------8

9-------------->--------------9

10------------<-------------10

11------------<-------------11

12------------<-------------12

18-25------------------24-30

Parallel Printer Cable

Table 7-7 Barcode Connector Pin-out—DB9 Male

Pin Description Direction

1 SCAN OUTPUT

2 BARCODE DATA INPUT

3 LED OUT OUTPUT
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4 +5V OUTPUT

5 TRIGGER OUTPUT

6 +Vs (+5V SWITCHED) OUTPUT

7 SIGNAL GROUND

8 CHASSIS GROUND

9 +Vs (+5V SWITCHED) OUTPUT

EPROMs
Installing an EPROM allows field updates and changes to terminal diagnostic
functions and the software loader/boot program. It is important to note that the
EPROM was programmed for that particular unit by the factory. The operator must
properly install the EPROM with the power turned off. Improper installation of the
EPROM will cause serious and irreparable damage to both the EPROM and the unit.

Both the EPROM and the unit are static-sensitive devices. Proper anti-static
procedures must be met to prevent damage to the EPROM and the unit.
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Chapter 8: Terminal
Diagnostics
Using Terminal Diagnostics

Terminal Diagnostics allow operators and managers to test and verify line terminal
and shop floor terminal hardware. For diagnostic purposes, the electronic hardware
for the line terminal and shop floor terminal is identical.

CAUTION: To access Terminal Diagnostics, it is necessary to reset the terminal. Before
resetting the terminal, make sure that the terminal is not being used to control anything.
During the terminal reset, any DNC operations using the terminal will be terminated.

The internal Terminal Diagnostic software can be run in either of two ways:

l Install the diagnostic jumper D on the terminal's RLC132 CPU board, and then re-
power the terminal. (See the the figure "Main Logic Board of the Terminal" on
page 152, which depicts a terminal PC board layout.)

l Hold down the [CONFIGURE] key when the terminal is first reset or powered up.

If the internal diagnostic program is not run, the terminal will perform a less
comprehensive Power-On-Self-Test procedure (POST) when first powered up. The
POST program performs a quick test of terminal hardware and EPROM software and
notifies the operator of any problems via an error message on the LCD display and
an error code blinking on the status LED.
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Finding Errors Using POST
The POST program automatically runs whenever the terminal is first powered up. If
POST detects no errors, then the terminal will display its configuration information
on the bottom line of the LCD display; the status LED will flash rapidly; and the
terminal will be ready to load its DNC program. The BTS DNC system will
automatically download the proper program into the terminal.

If the POST program detects an error, an error message will appear on the terminal
display (assuming that the display is not the problem). The same error message is
also relayed by the blinking status LED. The number of blinks corresponds to the
error code as described in Table 8-1 .

Table 8-1 Error Codes

Error Code Meaning

02 Bad Buffer RAM

03 Bad Shadow RAM

04 Bad EPROM

05 Stuck Keyboard

06 Bad Serial Ports

Entering and Exiting Terminal Diagnostics
If the self-test jumper D is installed on the RLC132 CPU board when power is first
applied, the terminal will automatically run the built-in diagnostic program. Another
way to run the diagnostic program (without a D jumper in place) is to hold down the
[CONFIGURE] key when power is first applied to the terminal or when the terminal
is being reset.

To reset a terminal, hold down the [CONTROL], [SHIFT], and [ON/OFF] keys
simultaneously. With these keys held down, the terminal is in a reset condition and
will not be allowed to operate. When these keys are released, the terminal becomes
operational. To enter the Diagnostic mode, you must hold down the [CONFIGURE]
key when the terminal comes out of reset. The easiest way to accomplish this is to
hold down the [CONTROL], [SHIFT], and [ON/OFF] keys with your right hand while
holding the [CONFIGURE] key with your left hand. Now release your right hand while
still holding the [CONFIGURE] key. The terminal will now run the built-in diagnostics
and respond with a Diagnostic Test menu.
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To choose a diagnostic test, enter a number between one and eight. The following
example shows the terminal's LCD screen when the Diagnostic Test menu is being
displayed:

***************************************************************
* 1. Serial Test5. RAM Test *
* 2. Parallel Test6. Watchdog Test  *
* 3. Keyboard Test7. Keypad Echo Test *
* 4. Barcode Test8. Aux Functions Test *
***************************************************************

Once started, most diagnostic functions can be exited by pressing the [ESCAPE] key.
When the diagnostic function is exited, control returns to the Diagnostic Test menu.

To exit the Diagnostic mode and start normal DNC operations, reset the terminal
without the [CONFIGURE] key being held down or the D jumper installed.

Serial Port Test

To fully test the terminal's serial ports, it is necessary to use an RS-232 and RS-422
loopback connector. (Consult an authorized service representative to obtain RS-232
and RS-422 loopback connectors.)

Serial port tests allow the testing of the engine and machine tool communications
ports. To fully test the terminal’s serial ports, it is necessary to test each serial port
without a loopback connector installed, with an RS-232 loopback, and with an RS-422
loopback—three tests for each serial port.

To begin serial port testing, press [1] on the Diagnostic Test menu. The terminal
will prompt you for a port to test by responding with the "Test Hub/Machine Tool
[H/M]?" message. Press [H] for hub or [M] for machine in response to this question.
The terminal will test the corresponding serial port and, when complete, will again
prompt for a port to test. Enter [H] or [M] to re-test the port, or press [ESCAPE] to
stop the test. A port under test that does not have a loopback connector installed
will respond with the following message:

Port test results:
COM/FIRQ | CTS idle | CTS/RTS toggle
FAIL       OK       FAIL

It is important to note that the CTS IDLE condition is OK. This verifies that the
terminal will operate properly if hardware handshaking is not used.

It is necessary to install a loopback connector to finish the second and third phase of
testing for each port. (Contact an authorized service representative if you do not
have the proper connector.) When a loopback connector is installed (RS-232 or RS-
422) in the port under testing, the following message is displayed:

Port test results:
COM/FIRQ | CTS idle | CTS/RTS toggle

00       FAIL       OK
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It is important to be sure that the message reads exactly as shown in the example
above to verify that the port is fully functional. If 00 is not displayed under
COM/FIRQ, interrupts are not working or there is a stuck communications bit. CTS
idle should fail, since the loopback connector does not let CTS idle (it is connected to
RTS). CTS/RTS toggle should read OK, indicating that hardware handshaking is
working.

NOTE: To fully test the hub interface port, it is required that a loopback connector be plugged into the
engine port. Doing this may require disconnecting the terminal from the DNC system, thereby possibly
interrupting power to the terminal. It may therefore be necessary to power the terminal by using an
AC adapter plugged into the "power" jack of the terminal. (Consult an authorized service
representative if you need to obtain the proper AC adapter.)

Parallel Port Test

This test checks the terminal parallel printer/plotter port. To perform this test, it is
necessary to have an IBM Centronics compatible parallel printer online and plugged
into the terminal's parallel printer port. When this test is started, the following
pattern will be generated on the printer:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
!”#$%&',39,'()*+,-./0123456789:;<<=>>?@[\]^_`{|}~'

This test runs continuously unless stopped, which you can do by pressing [ESCAPE].

Keyboard Test

This test allows the terminal keyboard and decoder circuitry to be tested. Begin this
test by pressing [3] on the Diagnostic Test menu. Once the test is started, the
terminal will respond with "Press [ESCAPE] key on keypad". The terminal diagnostic
is requesting that the first key in a sequence of keys be pressed.

Begin the test by pressing the [ESCAPE] key. The terminal will now ask for the next
key in the sequence. All keys must be pressed in the proper sequence (basically
from left to right and top to bottom), and the program will prompt you for this. If a
keyboard error exists or if any keys are pressed twice or out of order, an error tone
will sound, and the incorrect key that was pressed will be displayed. If an error
occurs, you will again be prompted to press the correct key. The test will continue
until all of the keys are pressed in the proper order.

The [CONTROL], [ALT], [ON/OFF], and [SHIFT] keys are tested after all of the typing
keys have been tested. The Terminal Diagnostic program will indicate on the display
when it is time to check these keys. When the entire test is complete, the Diagnostic
Test menu is displayed.

NOTE: Since this test checks all of the keyboard keys, this test can only be aborted by performing a
hardware reset or removing power from the terminal.
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Barcode Test

This test checks the terminal’s barcode subsystem. To start this test, press [4] on
the Diagnostic Test menu. You will see the following message displayed on the LCD
display, "Ready to read barcode. Press [ESCAPE] to Stop". If the barcode processor
system is not installed or is non-functional, one or more error messages will appear
on the bottom line of the LCD display. If the barcode system is functional, barcode
data will be displayed on the LCD screen as it is being read. Press [ESCAPE] to stop
this test. The barcode system reads the following barcode formats: CODABAR, CODE
39, UPC, EAN/JAN/APN, INTERLEAVED 2 OF 5, CODE 2 OF 5, CODE 11, CODE 93, and
CODE 128.

RAM Test

This test checks the terminal’s built-in memory for possible errors. To start this
test, press [5] on the Diagnostic Test menu. When the test starts, the Terminal
Diagnostic program prompts:

RAMTEST OPTIONS:
1—Buffer RAM and EPROM Test
2—Shadow RAM Test
3—EERAM Test

NOTE: All memory test functions run continuously; it is necessary to perform a hardware reset or press
Escape to stop memory testing.

Buffer RAM and EPROM Test

Entering [1] in response to the Diagnostic Test prompt starts the Buffer RAM and
EPROM test. This Memory Test mode allows the terminal microprocessor to
perform internal tests on the built-in buffer RAM and EPROM.

This test begins by testing the terminal's EPROM. If the EPROM tests good, the
EPROM OK! message will be displayed on line two of the LCD display. Next, a
walking bit test is performed on the Buffer memory. After this test is completed, a
W will appear on line three of the LCD display. Finally, a pattern test is performed
on all Buffer memory. A memory test pattern is written into memory and read back
and compared to the original pattern. As each pattern is written and read back
successfully, an S will appear on the LCD screen, and the terminal will “tick”. The
pattern is internally changed, and the pattern test is repeated. If any errors are
encountered, an error message will be displayed on the bottom line of the LCD
display.

This test runs continuously; it is necessary to perform a hardware reset to stop the
test.
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Shadow RAM Test

The Shadow RAM is tested by pressing [2] in response to the Diagnostic Test menu.
This test checks the terminal's Shadow memory and interrupt vector memory. This
test begins by testing the interrupt vector memory. If the memory is functional, an I
will appear on line two of the LCD display. Next, a walking bit test is performed on
the Shadow memory. After this test is completed, a W will appear on line two of the
LCD display. Finally, a pattern test is performed on all of the Shadow memory. A
memory test pattern is written into memory and read back and compared to the
original pattern. As each pattern is written and read back successfully, an S will
appear on the LCD screen, and the terminal will “tick”. The pattern is internally
changed, and the pattern test is repeated. If any errors are encountered, an error
message will be displayed on the bottom line of the LCD display.

This test runs continuously; it is necessary to perform a hardware reset to stop the
test.

EERAM Test

The EERAM memory is tested by pressing [3] in response to the Diagnostic Test
prompt. This test checks the optionally installed electrically erasable read only
memory. If this memory is installed, the test begins by reading back the previously
written memory test pattern and comparing it to the known pattern. If the patterns
match, the terminal will report "Powerdown pattern: VALID". If this test is being run
for the first time, or the EERAM option is not installed, this portion of the test will
report an invalid pattern. Next, this test will write another pattern into EERAM and
read it back. If the results match the written pattern, no error message will be
reported. If an error is encountered, an error message will be reported on the
bottom line of the LCD display. To continue this test once an error message is
reported, you must press any key on the terminal. This test is finally completed by
writing the “Powerdown pattern” into EERAM and prompting you to exit this test by
pressing [ESCAPE].

Watchdog Test

This test allows checking of the watchdog timer. To start this test, press [6] on the
Diagnostic Test menu. The following message appears:

Hold Configure—Restart Diagnostic
Press any Other Key—Go to Loader

Assuming that the watchdog timer is working, holding down the [CONFIGURE] key
will return you to the Diagnostic Test menu within a few seconds. Pressing any
other key takes you back to the loader, which will notify the DNC system that it is
time to boot the terminal's DNC program. If the watchdog timer is not functioning
properly, the terminal will appear to lockup.
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Keypad Echo Test

This test checks the keyboard and LCD display. After this test is started, the "Typing
on keypad will now display on LCD" message will appear on the top line of the LCD
display.

Begin this test by typing on the terminal's keypad. Any “standard” key typed will
show up on line three or four of the LCD display. Pressing and holding any key will
start the Auto-Repeat function. Non-standard keys, such as the function keys or
[PRINT], [PLOT], [TALK], [DOWNLOAD], etc., will only beep. Exit this function by
pressing [ESCAPE].

Aux Functions Test

Starting this function accesses a sub-menu of additional test functions. The following
example shows the terminal's LCD screen when the Aux Functions menu is being
displayed:

*******************************************************
*      Auxiliary Functions Test Menu*
*                                              *
* 1. Backlight Test3. Jumper & LED Test*
* 2. Power Off Test4. RS-485 Enable Test  *
*******************************************************

Backlight Test

This test checks the LCD display backlight. To check this function, enter [1] on the
Auxiliary Test menu. You will see the backlight flashing and the following message:

Backlight should be flashing
Press ESC to stop test

Pressing [ESCAPE] will return you to the Diagnostic Test menu.

System Off Test

This function tests the terminal’s ability to turn itself off under software control.
Once this test is started, the "Press Control-Off to turn off Terminal" message will
be flashing on the LCD display. At this point, press [CONTROL] and [ON/OFF]
simultaneously to turn off the terminal, or press [ESCAPE] to return to the
Diagnostic Test menu.

NOTE: If a power bypass jumper is installed, the terminal will be unable to turn itself off. If this is the
case, the terminal is functioning properly, but an attempt was made to test an option that was
purposely bypassed.
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Jumper and LED Test

This function displays the terminal’s internal jumper settings and tests the
terminal’s ability to control internal and external LEDs. Begin this test by pressing
[3] in response to the Aux Test menu. The following message will be displayed on
the LCD screen:

CURRENT JUMPER SETTINGS
(Press any key to change LEDs)

M D B
x x x

The information displayed under M D B indicates the state of the terminal's internal
jumpers. If a jumper is installed, the corresponding jumper information on the LCD
screen will be a 1. If a jumper is not installed, the corresponding indication will be a
0.

Pressing any key on the keypad (other than [ESCAPE]) will cause the LEDs to be
turned on and off. Each press of a key will turn on a different LED. The order in
which the LEDs are accessed is: Status LED red, Status LED green, Internal LED D2,
and Internal LED D3. Pressing [ESCAPE] will return you to the Diagnostic Test
menu.

RS-485 Enable Test

This function tests the terminal's engine port for RS-485 multi-drop operation. To
perform this test, press [4] on the Aux Test menu. The test will now perform exactly
the same as using function #1 (Serial Test), except the RS-485 drivers to the hub
port have been disabled. To completely test this function, an RS-422 loopback
connector must be installed on the terminal's engine port. With the loopback
connector installed, the following test message must appear:

HUB port test results:
COM/FIRQ | CTS idle | CTS/RTS toggle
FAIL       OK         FAIL

If the COM/FIRQ or CTS/RTS tests do not fail with the loopback connector installed,
then the RS-485 drives are not being properly disabled. This test will re-run (just as
Serial Test #1 does) and appear to function identically to Test #1, except that the
RS-422/RS-485 drivers are disabled. To exit this test, press [ESCAPE].
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Chapter 9: Maintenance and
Backup
Post-Installation Documentation

Since there are many ways to structure DNC Professional & Folders Lite's
directories, you should write down the directories in which you have installed
various components. Then, if you need technical support, you can more easily
describe your system to the support person, and when you get updates, you will
know where to install them. While the Installation program will install everything in
one directory, you may decide later to relocate and/or rename some things. Print
out this page and fill in Table 9-1 and Table 9-2 below with the information specific
to your system.

Table 9-1 Environment Variables and Data Source Name in My System

Environment Variable or

Data Source Name Set To

DNC_ROOT

DB_ROOT

DB_TEMP

ODBC Data Source Name
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Table 9-2 Directories Where Programs Are Installed on My System

Program Name Installed In

Configurator

Controller

Communicator

Database Tables

Folders Lite

DBUtility

Clean32

BTSEdit2010

View32

In Table 9-3 , list every machine defined on your system, its type (CNC, BTR, SFT,
etc.), and the hub and port to which it is assigned. Print out and duplicate this table
as needed to list all of your machines.
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Table 9-3 Machines Configured on My System

Machine Name Device Type Hub Number Port Number Notes
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Security
Each user of the DNC software should have two passwords: one for the local area
network, and one for use within the DNC software. While these two are completely
independent and can be different, you may want to make them the same, so each
person only needs to remember one password. You should not share passwords
among several people; each of your users should have his own unique password. It is
also a good idea to have users change their passwords every so often, as people will
inevitably learn other users' passwords. Passwords should also be longer than four
or five characters, since an exhaustive attack by computerized means can find short
passwords within a reasonable length of time.

Once you have established a system of passwords, you need to evaluate the rights
needed by each user, and assign them only those rights that they need. This covers
both network access rights (who can read, write, create, delete, etc., in which
directories), as well as rights within the DNC software (who can edit, who can
override queues, etc.). While you do not want to make it hard to use the system, you
do not want to grant every user “carte blanche”. Passwords will not provide much
protection if everybody is allowed to do everything once they have logged in. It is
better to be stingy at first with privileges than overly generous, because users will
let you know if they need to do something that they are not allowed to do. But, you
will never find out about someone being able to do something they should not until
it is too late. Be sure, though, that more than one person has the ability to modify
user rights, so that the whole system is not crippled by one person's absence.

Backup
It is extremely important that you establish a reliable backup system when using a
product like DNC Professional & Folders Lite, which drives your entire
manufacturing process. A backup plan, if properly implemented, can save you tens or
hundreds of times the effort that you put into it in the event of data loss. Data loss
can be caused by a variety of things:

l Head Crash on Server—The fileserver's disk drive may malfunction in a way that
causes the coating of the disk to be physically damaged. There is no way to
recover data after this sort of problem.

l Power Failure—A power outage at the wrong moment can cause extensive data
loss, since files on the disk become mixed up and unrecoverable for all practical
purposes. An un-interruptible power supply for at least the fileserver is strongly
recommended, since it will greatly reduce the chance of this happening. (How-
ever, it will not prevent the server's internal power supply from malfunctioning.)

l Operator Error—No matter how careful you are everyone makes mistakes. If the
person making the mistake has sufficient rights to erase data, that data may or
may not be recoverable, depending what else happened after the erasure.

l Theft and Accidents—Even if you have insurance for loss or damage to physical
computer hardware, the value of the information on it may be greater than the
device itself. Be sure to store at least one complete copy of your backup off-site
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from your facility—if your backup is destroyed by fire along with your fileserver,
you have nothing.

There are three separate groups of information that need to be backed up:

l The DNC Professional & Folders Lite software itself—the Executable program
files, DLLSs, and HELP files.

l The configuration of your system. There are several parts to this. One is the way
that you structured DNC Professional & Folders Lite, which you partially recorded
in Section 12.1. The rest of this information can be backed up by making copies of
the Configuration tables written by Configurator—CNCDIREC, DIRS, DOCTYPE,
EMGRPMBR, FOLDER27, HUB, HUBDEV, MAILACCT, MAILGRP, PRED_MSG,
PSWDGRP, PSWDUSR, and TOOL. Another part is the software needed to boot up
each workstation using one or another component of the DNC system—AUTO-
EXEC.BAT, CONFIG.SYS, WIN.INI, SYSTEM.INI, PROTOCOL.INI, registry information,
network and other drivers, any shortcut files used to invoke a DNC program, and
system files like COMMAND.COM, IO.SYS, and MSDOS.SYS.

l The data that DNC Professional & Folders Lite deals with. This includes part pro-
grams and other documents that are probably in the Machine Tool directories
(the Download and Upload directories for your machines), but may also be in
other directories as well. If you are using Folders Lite, you will also need to back
up the folders that you create, components of which are stored in the FOLDER01,
FOLDER02, FOLDER03, FOLDER05, FOLDER06, FOLDER08, FOLDER09, EMAILATT,
FILEQUE, DNCLOG and IDS tables.

How often you back up each group of information depends upon how frequently it
changes and how hard it is to reconstruct these changes since the last backup. The
DNC software in the first group will not change at all, so a single backup copy should
be enough, provided that it is stored off-site. The Configuration information will
change a little from time to time and should be backed up every month or so, unless
you make a major change. In the case of workstations that boot from their local
hard disk, you should also have a boot floppy available for each, in the event of a
hard disk failure.

Information in the last group will change most frequently. We strongly recommend
that you back up this information daily. One of the most common schemes is the
"grandfather, father, son" model. If you have the ability to do incremental backups
(saving only those files that changed since the last backup), you can store 12 weeks
of daily backups on just 10 sets of media.

1. Do a complete backup of all Machine Tool directories on a Friday. Label this
media Father 1.

2. On Monday through Thursday, do an incremental backup of this information, label-
ing the media Son 1 through Son 4, or if you prefer, Son Mon, Son Tues, Son Wed,
and Son Thurs.

3. On the next Friday, do a complete backup, labeling this media Father 2.

4. Repeat Step 2 the first four days of the next week, reusing the Son media day-for-
day.

5. That Friday, do another complete backup on the Father 3 media.

6. Repeat Step 4 for Monday through Thursday of the next week.
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7. On the next Friday, do a complete backup on media labeled Grandfather 1. This
media will be stored for the next 12 weeks before reuse.

8. Steps 1 through 6 are repeated, reusing the Son and Father media. On the last Fri-
day of your four-week period, do a complete backup to media labeled Grandfather
2.

9. Finally, Step 8 is repeated for the third four-week period, with the final backup
done on media labeled Grandfather 3. Then everything repeats for the next 12-
week cycle, with even the Grandfather media being reused as required.

This scheme can be extended to additional "generations" of media, and it makes it
possible to restore from as far back as you save the oldest generation of media,
which helps in case a file was unknowingly corrupted sometime in the interim. Since
the Son media gets rewritten every week, you should plan on replacing it first.
Other more complicated rotation methods also are possible but are rarely used in
practice. Just be sure to store at least the full backups off-site.
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Appendix A: Download/Upload
Filters
Introduction

DNC Professional & Folders Lite allow you to choose a number of filters that are
applied to the data as it is downloaded or uploaded. Because there is a possibility
that the application of one type of filter may undo the effects of another type of
filter, it is important to know the order in which the filters are applied. An example
of how one filter can undo another filter is described below.

Order of Filter Application
To illustrate the importance of filter order, let us assume that a user has set up the
Translation Table so that the character “A” is translated into the character “B” upon
uploads. The user also wants the translated “Bs” (“Bs” that were converted from
“As”) to be the only “Bs” in the file.

To accomplish this, the user (mistakenly) has the computer strip “Bs” upon uploads.
However, since the translation (from “A” to “B”) is done before characters are
stripped upon uploads, the user ends up with a file with no “Bs” in it at all.

The user should first translate any incoming “B” into another character (that does
not get used), strip that character, and then proceed to translate “A” into “B”. Since
only one translation is done as the characters come in, this would eliminate the
problem.
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Download Filters
The filters that are applied upon downloads are listed below in the order in which
they are applied.

The following is sent only once at the beginning of the download:

Normally If Reverse Start Transmission and Leader Flag Is Set

Leader Start Transmission

Start Transmission Leader

The following four filters may be applied to each character as it goes out:

End of Block This is only done if a line feed character is seen. Do not apply the other
three filters.

Strip Comments If one of the three Start Comment strings is seen, skip characters until the
corresponding End Comment string is seen. End Comment strings by
themselves have no effect unless preceded by a Start Comment string.

Strip Characters Ignore character. Do not translate.

Translate Turn the character into another character.

The following is sent only once at the completion of the download:

Normally If Reverse End Transmission and Trailer Flag Is Set

End Transmission Trailer

Trailer End Transmission

Upload Filters
The filters that are applied upon uploads are listed below in the order in which they
are applied.

The following is sent at the beginning of the upload. It is sent only once unless the
Repeat Start Receive Flag is set.

Start Receive

The following three filters may be applied to the character as it comes in:

l Translate: Turn the character into another character.

l End of Block: Only done if the End of Block string is seen. Turns the string into a
carriage return followed by a line feed. Do not strip characters.

l Strip Characters: Ignore character.
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The following is sent only once at the completion of the upload:

End Receive
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Appendix B: Special Protocols
Introduction

This section deals with protocols implemented in a hardware device. Other
protocols are available which are implemented in Communicator’s software. To use
any of the special protocols talked about in this appendix, you must have a BTS
Protocol Converter or Protocol Line Terminal between the PC and the machine tool.
The type of protocol converter or line terminal depends upon the protocol being
used.

NOTE: An ordinary line terminal cannot be used with a special protocol. An error will occur if you try to
have protocol software loaded onto an ordinary line terminal.

Protocols are always being added to DNC Professional & Folders Lite. The protocols
discussed in this appendix represent the protocols supported at the time that this
appendix was written. DNC Professional & Folders Lite may support more protocols
as you read this. If you need information on a protocol that is not described in this
appendix, contact BTS.

Adding a Protocol Converting Line Terminal
First, tell Configurator that the device type is a line terminal. Then, select the
protocol type on the Parameters tab. You can also select the Start State for the
protocol. There are three Start States: On, Off, or Always On. If you select On, the
Protocol mode will be turned on when the line terminal first boots. If you select Off,
the Protocol mode will be turned off when the line terminal first boots. If you select
Always On, the Protocol mode will be turned on when the line terminal first boots,
and it can never be turned off.
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If the protocol is not set up to always be on, you can turn the Protocol mode on and
off using the [CONFIGURE] key. To turn the Protocol mode on, press the
[CONFIGURE] key until the screen reads Protocol Mode Is Now On. Protocol will be
replaced by the name of the protocol that you are using. To turn the protocol off,
press the Configure key until the screen reads Protocol Mode Is Now Off. Protocol
will be replaced by the name of the protocol that you are using.

Adding a Protocol Converter
Tell Configurator that the device type is a CNC. Then, select the protocol type on the
Parameters tab. You can also select the Start State for the protocol. Once again,
there are three Start States: On, Off, or Always On. If you select On, the Protocol
mode will be turned on when the protocol converter first boots. If you select Off, the
Protocol mode will be turned off when the protocol converter first boots. If you
select Always On, the Protocol mode will be turned on when the protocol converter
first boots, and it can never be turned off.

If the protocol has not been set up to always be on, you can turn the Protocol mode
on and off using either a shop floor terminal (SFT) or controller. To use the SFT,
first use the [MACHINE SELECT] key to gain control of the port. Use the
[CONFIGURE] key on the SFT to turn the Protocol mode on or off. To turn the
Protocol mode on, press the [CONFIGURE] key until the screen reads Protocol Mode
Is Now On. Protocol will be replaced by the name of the protocol that you are using.
To turn the protocol off, press the [CONFIGURE] key until the screen reads Protocol
Mode Is Now Off. Protocol will be replaced by the name of the protocol that you are
using.

To use a controller to turn the protocol on or off, access the Machine Details window
for the machine. You can do this by double-clicking on the machine’s name on the
Machines tab and choosing Machine Details from the DNC menu. Or, you can select
the machine’s name on the Machine list and press the Machine Details button on the
Pushit Skin interface. To turn the protocol on, press the Protocol On button. To turn
the protocol off, press the Protocol Off button.

When Communicator is first started, the green Ready LED on the protocol converter
flashes rapidly. This indicates that the protocol converter is ready to load its
program. While the program is loading, the green LED slowly flickers. When the
protocol converter is loaded and ready, the Ready LED is constantly on.

When the Protocol mode is off, the green Conversion LED is off. When the Protocol
mode is on, the green Conversion LED is on. As the data is uploaded or downloaded
into the machine tool, the Conversion LED blinks. The blinking Conversion LED is,
therefore, an indicator that a program transfer is in progress.

After the transfer is complete, the Conversion LED remains solidly on. If any errors
occur when communications is in progress, the red Status LED blinks, and the
machine tool’s control notifies the operator of the error. It is normal for the Status
LED to flash when the protocol converter is first being powered up or while it is
booting.
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Mazatrol Protocol
Please note that, in this section, the term EIA refers to EIA or ASCII communications.
We use the term EIA, because that is how the connector is labeled on the Mazak
machine tool. Regardless of the communications mode chosen (ASCII, EIA, or
Mazatrol), you must set the Mazak's communications parameters to match the
communications parameters used with Communicator.

Communicating Using Mazatrol

When downloading in Mazatrol mode, start the download on Communicator before
pressing Start on the Mazak control. If you are using a line terminal, the bottom line
of the LCD display on the line terminal displays a number in the form M=0000. This
number represents each block of data transferred in Mazatrol format, with the line
terminal counting each block of data as it is transferred between the line terminal
and the Mazak.

NOTE: Communications between the line terminal or protocol converter and the Mazak is not over
when Communicator reports Upload/Download Complete. This message only signifies that the line
terminal or protocol converter’s buffer is full; it does not signify that the machine tool has received or
verified the data. Communications between the line terminal or protocol converter and the Mazak is
complete only when the number displayed on the line terminal is no longer counting or when the
Mazak's control indicates that communications is complete. Since a protocol converter has no LCD
screen, you will not see the number of blocks being counted on it. But, the Conversion LED will stop
blinking when communications is complete.

When communicating to your Mazak, please make sure that the communications
mode on the Mazak is the same as the line terminal or protocol converter. And, if
using an M2 or T2 that has separate communications ports for Mazatrol and EIA,
make sure that the communications cable is connected to the corresponding port on
the Mazak. If you wish to communicate in both modes without changing
communications cables, a special adapter cable for Mazak M2s and T2s can be
obtained from a BTS representative.

Bridgeport's DNC Link Protocol
Our Bridgeport DNC Link protocol allows you to send to your machine programs that
are larger than the memory of your control. In this respect, it is similar to
Bridgeport's EZLink software.

Please note that in the following section, EIA refers to EIA or ASCII communications.
Regardless of the communications mode chosen (ASCII or EIA or DNC Link), you must
set the Bridgeport's communications parameters to match the communications
parameters used with DNC Professional.
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Communicating Using DNC-Link

When communications takes place between the BTS Line Terminal and the
Bridgeport, the bottom line of the LCD display on the line terminal will display the
part program as it is being loaded into the control.

NOTE: When communicating using DNC-LINK, communications between the line terminal or protocol
converter and Bridgeport is not over when Communicator reports Upload/Download Complete. This
message only signifies that the line terminal or protocol converter’s buffer is now full; it does not
signify that the machine tool has received or verified the data. Communications between the line
terminal or protocol converter and the Bridgeport is complete only when no new data is displayed on
the LCD and the screen displays Ready or when the Bridgeport's control indicates that communications
is complete. Since a protocol converter has no LCD screen, you will not see the data going across it.
But, the Conversion LED will stop blinking when communications is complete.

Uploading/Downloading in EIA/ASCII Format

First, enter the Load Remote mode of the control. When entering the file name on
the machine tool, be sure to precede the file name with a minus sign (-). This tells
the control that the file transfer is in ASCII and to use XON/XOFF handshaking. Start
the upload or download by using a line terminal, shop floor terminal, or controller.

Downloading and Spoonfeeding Using DNC-LINK

Start the download using a line terminal, shop floor terminal, or controller. Up to
16K of the file will be pre-loaded into the buffer of the line terminal or the protocol
converter. Enter the DNC-LINK mode of the control. Type in the file name, and press
[ENTER]. The file will be spoon-fed to the control. The file size is limited only by the
size of your fileserver's hard disk. Communications is complete only when indicated
by the machine tool's control.

Pin-Outs

BTS Bridgeport

1 Shield

2 6

3 8

7 7
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Cincinnati 700 Cassette Protocol
The Cincinnati 700 Cassette protocol allows DNC Professional to emulate the tape
cassette used in the Cincinnati Milacron 2EF 700G. It was developed for such a
control using Cincinnati's V2.4 software on a Heald Cinternal Grinder. The cassette
tape drive is unplugged, and the DNC Professional port is connected in its place,
allowing you to upload and download programs as you would to and from the
cassette.

Communicating Using the Cincinnati 700 Protocol

If using a protocol-converting line terminal, tell Configurator that the device type is
a line terminal. Otherwise, set the device type to CNC. Set the Communications
protocol to Cincinnati 700. To emulate the cassette, the baud rate must be set to
9600, parity to none, data bits to 8, and stop bits to 1. All filters and translations
should be disabled, and all strings should be set to 0 length.

When communications takes place between the BTS Line Terminal and the
Cincinnati, the bottom line of the LCD display on the line terminal will display the
part program as it is being loaded into the control.

NOTE: When communicating using this protocol, communications between a line terminal or protocol
converter and Cincinnati is not over when Communicator reports Upload/Download Complete. This
message only signifies that the line terminal or protocol converter’s buffer is now full; it does not
signify that the machine tool has received or verified the data. Communications between the line
terminal or protocol converter and the Cincinnati is complete only when no new data is displayed on
the LCD and the screen displays Ready or when the Cincinnati control indicates that communications is
complete. Since a protocol converter has no LCD screen, you will not see the data going across it. But,
the Conversion LED will stop blinking when communications is complete.

Pin-Outs

BTS Cincinnati

1 Shield

2 3

3 2

7 7
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Appendix C: Third-Party
Software Interface
Introduction

The DNC portion of DNC Professional is a shop floor network design with an open
interface to allow third party software to observe and control activity on it. A DNC
Professional system consists of one or more PC-based devices connected to a local
area network (LAN) running the Communicator program.

DNC Professional Directory Setup
The DNC Professional system requires a specific directory structure on your server
in order to operate. If your network has more than one server, the directory
structure must be contained to only one server. One directory is used to hold
information common to all the communicators on the DNC Professional system. This
directory is referred to as the DNC Professional Root directory. Underneath this
directory, a separate directory must exist for each communicator on the system.
The directories for the communicators must conform to the naming convention HUB_
#, where # is the hub number for the communicator. An example DNC Professional
directory structure is shown in the following figure.

Example of a DNC Professional Directory Structure
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Two environment variables are used to locate the DNC Professional Root directory
and the directory for the communicator. DNC_ROOT is the environment variable that
tells where the DNC Professional Root directory is found. This environment variable
is set to the same value for every station on the system. The environment variable
CIMCFG is used by the communicator to locate its directory. The CIMCFG is not a
required environment variable, since the communicator accepts a “-H#” command
line option to specify which hub it is. A third environment variable, DB_ROOT, is
used to locate the CONNECT.DB file, which specifies how to connect to the ODBC
source. If the CONNECT.DB file is stored in the DNC_ROOT directory, you do not need
to set this environment variable.

If the drive letter G: is mapped to this piece of the network file system, the
environment variable DNC_ROOT would be set to G:\DNCPRO. The environment
variable CIMCFG, if set, would be set to G:\DNCPRO\HUB_#, where # is the
communicator’s hub number.

Support Information
The support information needed to interface with Communicator is found in database
tables. (The database table structure for DNC Professional is described in "Appendix
H: Database Structures" on page 233.) The following sections describe the tables and
the fields needed to interface with the communicators.

Machine Name Table (FOLDER27)

The Machine Name table contains a list of all of the machines on the system. It
contains active machines as well as machines that have been deleted. The deleted
machines are saved for historical queries and have their deleted field set to True.
You can ignore these machines.

The Machine Name database is used by BTS Folders as well as DNC Professional. So,
there are fields in the table that are not used by DNC Professional. The table below
shows the Machine Name table fields used by DNC Professional.

Table C-1 Machine Name Fields Needed to Interface with Communicators

Name Description

MACHINE Holds the name of the machine.

MACH_CODE Holds a number used as a key to find records in other databases related to this machine.

HUB Holds the number of the communicator to which the machine is attached.

PORT Holds the number of the port on the communicator to which the machine is attached. This is not
necessarily the COM Port number.

DEVICE Holds a number that represents the device attached to the port. You can ignore any machine with a
device type of 80 hex or greater; these are terminals that cannot be externally controlled.

PROTOCOL_S Holds a Logical flag that is set if the machine uses a special protocol that can be turned on and off. If
this flag is set, you will want to provide a way to turn the protocol on and off.

DELETED This is set if the machine has been deleted. Ignore such machines.
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Directory Table (DIRS)

The Directory table contains the path to the machine’s Upload directory and paths
to all its Download directories. Use the number found in the MACH_CODE field in the
Machine Name database to find the directories for the machine. The SEQ_NO field
specifies the order in which the Download directories should be searched when
looking for files. You can ignore this field for the Upload directory.

DNC Log Table (DNCLOG)

Communicator maintains a log of every DNC transaction that occurs. The log entries
all have a start date and time. If appropriate, an entry will also have a finish date
and time. If the DNC transaction is not completed because it is aborted, the Success
flag will be set to False. The Controller field contains the name of the person or
terminal that initiated the DNC transaction.

File Queue Table (FILEQUE)

The File Queue table contains a list of the files queued for the machine. Use the
number found in the MACH_CODE field in FOLDER27 to find the queue entries for a
machine. The queue contains the complete path to the queued file. The SEQ_NO field
determines the file’s order in the queue. The Q_TIMES field determines how many
times the file should be downloaded. If this is greater than one, Communicator will
automatically start another download at the completion of the current download. It
will do this until the Q_TIMES field reaches zero or a download is aborted. Once the
Q_TIMES field reaches zero, the file is removed from the queue. If the download is
aborted, the Q_TIMES field is not decremented.

All files with the same group number queued for a machine are considered to be
grouped and will be downloaded together. If the GRP_ORDER flag is set to False,
Communicator will download each file in the group until its Q_TIMES field reaches
zero before moving to the next file in the group. If the GRP_ORDER flag is set to
True, Communicator will download each file in the group once before it loops back to
the first file in the group. If a file’s Q_TIMES reaches zero, it will be removed from
the group and the queue. The downloads will continue until there are no files left in
the group or until the download is canceled.

If you will be adding files to the queue, you must adhere to the following rules. The
numbers must be sequential with no gaps or duplicates. Members of a group must
have sequential sequence numbers.

NOTE: Do not touch a file if its IN_USE flag is set to True.
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Hub Table (HUB)

The Hub table contains the socket address and socket port used by the hub, if
sockets are being used to send commands and status. Both the socket address and
the socket port are stored in network byte order and can be used directly to set the
address and port fields of the socket address structure. Use the number found in the
Hub field of the Machine Name table as a key to finding the hub’s record.

Utility Table (FOLDER08)

The Utility table contains various information about the system’s setup, including
the system parameters. For interfacing with the communicators, two system
parameters are of interest. The File-based Mailboxes System parameter determines
whether commands are sent using sockets or file-based mailboxes. If the parameter
is set to True, file-based mailboxes are used. If the File-based Mailboxes System
parameter is set to True, then the Mailbox Check Interval System parameter is used
to find out how often (in seconds) the communicators are checking their mailboxes.

Sending Commands and Receiving Status
Sending commands and getting status has changed between DNC Professional’s
version 4.0 and 4.01. BTS has written a DLL that supplies functions for passing
commands and getting status in DNC Professional. You must use this DLL if you wish
to interface with DNC Professional. The status reply format has changed, so the
documentation for version 4.0 is no longer valid.

To use the mailbox DLL, you must include the header file MAILBOX.H. This file
contains the function prototypes for all of the functions exported by the DLL. It also
defines the return values used by the functions.

Initializing and Shutting Down

To use the mailbox DLL, you must first initialize the mailbox DLL by calling the jnl_
mailbox_initialize() function. You must call this function before calling any other
function supplied by the DLL. This function connects to the DNC Professional ODBC
data source if no connection handle is provided. It initializes the socket interface if
socket-based mailboxes are being used, and it reads the check interval from the
database if file-based mailboxes are being used. The prototype for JNL_MAILBOX_
INITIALIZE() is shown below:

LONG JNL_MAILBOX_INITIALIZE(CHAR *DNC_ROOT, CHAR *DB_ROOT,
SQLHANDLE CONNECTHANDLE);
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The DNC_ROOT parameter must specify the directory used as the DNC_ROOT, as
described in "DNC Professional Directory Setup" on page 193. The DB_ROOT
parameter must specify the directory where the CONNECT.DB file is stored, as
described in "DNC Professional Directory Setup" on page 193. If the DNC_ROOT
parameter and the DB_ROOT parameter are the same, you must still pass the DB_
ROOT parameter. The CONNECTHANDLE specifies the ODBC connection to the DNC
Professional database tables. If you do not have a connection to the DNC
Professional database tables, you can pass NULL, and the mailbox DLL will establish
a connection for itself. This function will return MAILBOX_SUCCESS if initialization
succeeds, or it will return one of the error codes if initialization fails. If initialization
fails, you can call JNL_MAILBOX_GET_ERROR_STRING() to get an error message that
explains the failure. See "Error Messages" on page 197 for more information.

Before ending your application, you must call JNL_MAILBOX_SHUTDOWN(). Once you
call this function, you should not call any other functions supplied by the DLL except
JNL_MAILBOX_INITIALIZE(). This function first makes sure that all status
subscriptions are canceled. (See "Getting Status" on page 198 for more information
about status subscriptions.) It also closes down the sockets interface if socket-based
mailboxes are being used and closes the connection to the database tables if the
mailbox DLL was responsible for opening the connection. The prototype for JNL_
MAILBOX_SHUTDOWN() is shown below:

VOID JNL_MAILBOX_SHUTDOWN(VOID);

This function takes no parameters and returns nothing.

Error Messages

The mailbox DLL does not show any error messages. When an error occurs, it
notifies the caller of the error through the return value of the function that was
called. You may want to display an error message for your user. The mailbox DLL
supplies JNL_MAILBOX_GET_ERROR_STRING() to convert error codes into error
strings that you can display. The prototype for JNL_MAILBOX_GET_ERROR_STRING()
is shown below:

CONST CHAR * JNL_MAILBOX_GET_ERROR_STRING(LONG ERRORCODE);

The Error Code parameter must be an error code returned by one of the mailbox
DLL’s functions. The return value for the function is a string that describes the
error.
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Getting Status

Communicator maintains the current status for each port. This status can be
displayed to the user to keep him informed of the activity on the system. You can
also use status to determine the success or failure of the commands that you send to
Communicator.

The defined constants and type definitions for the STATUS_REPLY structure are
shown below. This structure is used by the mailbox DLL to return a port’s status to
you. The User Name field contains the name of the user or terminal in control of the
port. If this field is empty, no one is in control of the port. The File Name field
contains the name of the file being uploaded or downloaded. The Message field
contains the current status. The Flag field indicates what type of status is being
reported (idle, download, upload, or offline), which allows you to quickly determine
the status type without having to interpret the text in the Message field.

#DEFINE NAME_SIZE                            31
# DEFINE STATUS_BOX_FILE_SIZE                256
# DEFINE STATUS_BOX_MESSAGE_SIZE             256
# DEFINE STATUS_IDLE                         0x00
# DEFINE STATUS_DOWNLOAD                     0x01
# DEFINE STATUS_UPLOAD                       0x02
# DEFINE STATUS_OFFLINE                      0x80
TYPEDEF STRUCT SR
{

CHAR USERNAME[NAME_SIZE];
CHAR FILENAME[STATUS_FILE_SIZE];
CHAR MESSAGE[STATUS_MESSAGE_SIZE];
BYTE FLAG;

} STATUS_REPLY;

To get status for a port, you must first request a status subscription from the
mailbox DLL. Use the JNL_MAILBOX_START_STATUS_SUBSCRIPTION() function to
start a subscription for the port. This function takes care of establishing a socket
connection to Communicator if socket-based mailboxes are being used or opening the
status file if file-based mailboxes are being used. It also starts a thread to
continually check for status updates.

LONG JNL_MAILBOX_START_STATUS_SUBSCRIPTION(UNSIGNED SHORT HUB,
UNSIGNED SHORT PORT, STATUS_REPLY *STATUSREPLY);

The hub parameter should be the number of the hub to which the port is attached.
The port parameter should be MAILBOX_ENTIRE_HUB to subscribe to status for the
entire hub or the number of the port minus one to subscribe to status for a single
port. Port numbers are one based, but the mailbox functions expect all ports to be
zero based. So, you must always decrement the number of the port by one before
passing it to a mailbox DLL function. The STATUSREPLY parameter should point to a
STATUS_REPLY structure. This function will return MAILBOX_SUCCESS if the
subscription is successful or an error code if the subscription is not successful. If the
subscription is not successful, the Message field of the STATUSREPLY structure will
contain the error message. If the subscription is successful, the STATUSREPLY
structure does not contain any useful information.
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Once you have a status subscription for a port, you can get the current status for the
port by calling JNL_MAILBOX_GET_STATUS(). This function looks up a copy of the
current status that is kept in memory by the mailbox DLL. The in memory copy is
updated by a separate thread that is started when the status subscription is started.
Therefore, calling JNL_MAILBOX_GET_STATUS() does not cause any hits on the
network. The prototype for JNL_MAILBOX_GET_STATUS() is shown below:

LONG JNL_MAILBOX_GET_STATUS(UNSIGNED SHORT HUB, UNSIGNED SHORT
PORT, STATUS_REPLY * STATUSREPLY);

The hub parameter should be the number of the hub to which the port is attached.
The port parameter should be MAILBOX_ENTIRE_HUB to subscribe to status for the
entire hub or the number of the port minus one to subscribe to status for a single
port. Port numbers are one based, but the mailbox functions expect all ports to be
zero based. So, you must always decrement the number of the port by one before
passing it to a mailbox DLL function. The STATUSREPLY parameter should point to a
STATUS_REPLY structure. This function will return MAILBOX_SUCCESS if the port’s
status has changed since the last time that it was checked. The STATUSREPLY
structure contains the port’s current status. This function returns MAILBOX_STATUS_
NO_CHANGE if the port’s status has not changed since the last time that the status
was checked. The STATUSREPLY structure contains the port’s current status. This
function returns MAILBOX_STATUS_ERROR if an error occurred in the status update
thread. In this case, the Message field of the STATUSREPLY structure contains the
error message. This function returns MAILBOX_NO_SUBSCRIPTION if you are not
subscribed to status for the port. In this case, STATUSREPLY does not contain any
useful information.

When you are no longer interested in status for a port, you can cancel your status
subscription by calling JNL_MAILBOX_END_STATUS_SUBSCRIPTION(). This function
will remove the port’s status subscription. If this is the last port for which you are
subscribing to status on the hub, this function will close the socket connection to the
hub if socket-based mailboxes are being used or close the status file if file-based
mailboxes are being used.

LONG JNL_MAILBOX_END_STATUS_SUBSCRIPTION(UNSIGNED SHORT HUB,
UNSIGNED SHORT PORT);

The hub parameter should be the number of the hub to which the port is attached.
The port parameter should be MAILBOX_ENTIRE_HUB to subscribe to status for the
entire hub or the number of the port minus one to subscribe to status for a single
port. Port numbers are one based, but the mailbox functions expect all ports to be
zero based. So, you must always decrement the number of the port by one before
passing it to a mailbox DLL function. At present, this function always returns
MAILBOX_SUCCESS.

Sending Commands

Communicator can be controlled by shop floor terminals, line terminals, and CNC
machines connected directly to it, or it can be controlled by an external program
that sends commands through either sockets or file-based mailboxes. The defined
constants and type definitions for sending commands are shown below:
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#DEFINE MAIL_BOX_COMMAND_BYTES_SIZE     256
#DEFINE MAIL_BOX_COMMAND_SHORTS_SIZE    128
#DEFINE MAIL_BOX_COMMAND_LONGS_SIZE     64
TYPEDEF UNION CI
{
BYTE BYTES[MAIL_BOX_COMMAND_BYTES_SIZE];
UNSIGNED SHORT SHORTS[MAIL_BOX_COMMAND_SHORTS_SIZE];
UNSIGNED LONG LONGS[MAIL_BOX_COMMAND_LONGS_SIZE];
} COMMAND_INFO;
TYPEDEF STRUCT MBC
{
BYTE COMMAND;
CHAR USERNAME[NAME_SIZE];
COMMAND_INFO COMMANDINFO;
} MAILBOX_COMMAND;

The Command field must contain one of the commands shown in Table C-2 . The User
Name field must contain the name of the person who is sending the command. The
CommandInfo field contains information specific to the command. Table C-2 shows
the information required for each command. The CommandInfo field is set up as a
union to allow easy entry of characters or numbers.

Table C-2 Command Information

Command Name Command Byte (hex) Command Info

Cancel 1B (0 bytes)

Protocol Change D8 0 = Off or 1 = On (1 byte)

Upload DB Fully qualified file name (255 bytes)

Download DC Fully qualified file name (255 bytes)

Toolbreak Download DD Fully qualified file name (255 bytes)

Spoonfeed Download DE Fully qualified file name (255 bytes)

Reboot FD (0 bytes)

Status Cancel FE (0 bytes)

Status Subscribe FF (0 bytes)

The Cancel command aborts the current DNC activity. You must be currently in
control of the machine to be able to successfully send a Cancel command.

The Protocol Change command should only be sent to machines with the PROTOCOL_
S field of the Machine Name table set to True. It turns on or off the machine’s
special protocol. To successfully send the Protocol Change command, either no one
can be in control of the machine or the user must be in control of the machine and
the machine must be idle.

The Upload command tells Communicator to get ready to receive data from the
machine tool and to store it in the specified file. To successfully send the Upload
command, either no one can be in control of the machine or the user must be in
control of the machine and the machine must be idle.
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The Download command tells Communicator to send the specified file to the machine
tool. To successfully send the Download command, either no one can be in control of
the machine or the user must be in control of the machine and the machine must be
idle.

The Toolbreak Download command tells Communicator to send the specified file to
the machine tool and to delete the file when the download is complete or canceled.
To successfully send the Toolbreak Download command, either no one can be in
control of the machine or the user must be in control of the machine and the
machine must be idle.

The Spoonfeed Download command tells Communicator to send the specified file to
the machine tool. This download will be the same as the regular download, unless
the flags that control whether the start and end transmission characters are sent
during a spoonfeed download are set to True. To successfully send the Spoonfeed
Download command, either no one can be in control of the machine or the user must
be in control of the machine and the machine must be idle.

The Reboot command tells Communicator to shut down all of its ports and to restart.
This command should be used with great care, since it will cause any active
communications to be canceled.

To pass a command to Communicator, use the JNL_MAILBOX_SEND_COMMAND()
function. This function sends the command to the specified port and then waits for
the response from the port to report back to you. If you are using file-based
mailboxes, the function will also display a dialog with an AVI in it, while waiting for
the command to be seen and acted upon by the hub. An AVI is an animated picture
that, in this case, shows a letter being dropped into a mailbox. This AVI is displayed
to reassure the user that the computer has not locked. The prototype for JNL_
MAILBOX_SEND_COMMAND() is shown below:

LONG JNL_MAILBOX_SEND_COMMAND(UNSIGNED SHORT HUB, UNSIGNED
SHORT PORT, MAILBOX_COMMAND *MAILBOXCOMMAND, STATUS_REPLY
*STATUS REPLY);

The hub parameter should be the number of the hub to which the port is attached.
The port parameter should be MAILBOX_ENTIRE_HUB to subscribe to the status for
the entire hub or the number of the port minus one to subscribe to status for a
single port. Port numbers are one based, but the mailbox functions expect all ports
to be zero based. So, you must always decrement the number of the port by one
before passing it to a mailbox DLL function. The MAILBOXCOMMAND parameter
must point to a properly setup MAILBOX_COMMAND structure, as described above.
The STATUSREPLY parameter must point to a STATUS_REPLY structure. The
function will return MAILBOX_SUCCESS if the command is successfully passed to the
hub. The current status is returned in STATUSREPLY. The function returns
MAILBOX_COMMAND_FAILED if the hub refuses the command or if the hub does not
respond. The Message field of the STATUSREPLY structure contains the reason that
the mailbox command failed. Any other error code indicates that an error occurred
while trying to send the command or trying to get the response from the hub. In this
case, the Message field of the STATUSREPLY contains the string that explains the
error.
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Appendix D: Troubleshooting
Introduction

When troubleshooting a DNC system, it is important to determine if the hardware or
software is causing the problem. Typically, if the same set of conditions, such as
data, causes different results, the problem is caused by hardware. If the same set of
conditions consistently causes the same incorrect results, hardware or software
could be causing the problem.

Hardware Problems
Running the supplied diagnostics can identify many problems caused by hardware
with the DNC Professional & Folders Lite system. In most cases, it is somewhat
obvious what section is failing. For example, if all functions seem to work except
that Port 3 on Hub 1 will not communicate with its machine tool, the problem
probably is with that port or the machine tool that it is connected to it. Further,
confirm the problem by switching the machine tool to another port or by running the
hub's serial port diagnostics.

Software Problems
Before reporting software problems, it is very important to ascertain that a
software problem actually exists. Software problems should be repeatable.

When reporting software errors, it is essential to note all of the conditions that
caused the error. It is extremely helpful to try to find the smallest failing case by
excluding all conditions that have no bearing on the problem.
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For example, assume that running a specific program causes the hub to lock up.
First, find out if the problem can be duplicated. Second, make sure another operator
was not accessing the hub at the time. If the problem can be duplicated, find out
what the smallest failing case is. For example, the following procedure caused the
hub to lock up: Downloading/Changing Ports/Editing/Uploading/Downloading. Now,
to simplify matters, find out if just downloading twice causes the same problem.

Reporting Problems
Before reporting any suspected hardware or software problems to your service
representative, you should do some troubleshooting of your own. In some cases, bad
or broken cables, blown fuses, or problem power lines can cause disruptions, all of
which are not checked by the usual diagnostic procedures.

In other cases, apparent software problems can be caused by a part program
generated by an incorrect code generator or just by the way that a machine tool
accepts data from the network. An improper DNC configuration, an incorrect
CONFIG.SYS file, or even an incompatible “clone” computer can cause other
problems.

Should real hardware/software problems exist, it is important to supply BTS service
personnel with all the available information pertaining to the problem. We will need
to know all available information regarding your LAN, such as the make and model
numbers of your fileserver and workstations, the type of network software that you
are using and its version number, and topology. All BTS DNC hardware serial
numbers must be reported, as well as the software version numbers for you hubs,
terminals, and protocol converters. If you are having trouble at a workstation, we
will also need to know the make and model number of your PC, your Windows
version number, what copies you have of the CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files,
and what your Configuration databases are.

Problem Solving Scenarios
The scenarios in this document are the result of real problems reported to us by our
DNC users. They are included here as troubleshooting guides to assist you in
analyzing and solving the problems that you may encounter.

Miscellaneous Communications Problems

Scenario 1

Symptoms: Inability to communicate to a particular device that is far away from
the hub or terminal, or communications errors to such a device.

Problem could be: The cable run is too far for the type of communications, baud
rate, or cable type.

Solutions:

1. Reduce the baud rate.

2. Reroute the cable to reduce the distance.
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3. Use lower capacitance cable.

4. If using an RS-232, switch over to an RS-422. If the device to which the port is con-
nected does not have RS-422 capability, a signal booster will provide the trans-
lation.

Scenario 2

Symptoms: Intermittent communications problems.

Problem could be: Electrical noise on the communications cable, or ground loop
problems.

Solutions:

1. Switch to RS-422 communications.

2. Install an optical isolator.

3. Improve the grounding arrangement.

4. Separate the cabling from noise sources, such as fluorescent lights, transformers,
arc welders, main power feeds, and plasma cutters.

Scenario 3

Symptoms: Inability to communicate to a given machine from a known good hub (or
line terminal) port.

Problem could be: A bad machine tool communications port, or the machine’s
communications parameters are set wrong, or a bad or incorrectly wired cable to
the machine tool.

Solutions:

1. Check the baud rate, the I/O address, and the Start and End Transmission strings.
If the Start Transmission string is not right, the machine may ignore the whole
file that is sent to it. If the End Transmission string is not right, the machine may
timeout after sending and never save the program. Take note that sometimes
when sending ASCII code, the machine tool should be set to eight data bits and no
parity, even though Configurator should be set to seven data bits and even parity.
If possible, adjust the configuration to match the default machine’s parameters, so
if the machine's Executable is ever reloaded, communications will work without
resetting them.

2. Verify that the communications port on the machine tool is bi-directional RS-232.
Some RS-232 ports are output only and are meant to hook up to a Serial Tape
Punch. These usually do not have separate wires running to connector’s transmit
and receive data pins.

3. Repair the machine tool port or cable if they are bad.

Strategies:

1. Switch ports on the hub, and copy over the port‘s configuration to eliminate pos-
sible DNC hub port problems. If using a line terminal, swap line terminals or elim-
inate the terminal from the line, and change the device type in Configurator to
CNC. To eliminate the line terminal, unplug the cables from the terminal to the
hub and from the terminal to the machine tool. Plug the two cables together.
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2. Always start out by uploading from the control when trying to get com-
munications established, as this may show important details about the format of
the program that the machine expects to get. Use a hex editor to examine the
resulting file for unprintable control characters.

3. Install a PC next to the machine tool, and try sending a short part program to it
using TERM-EM or some other communications program.

4. Install a breakout box on the serial port, and verify that data is being sent and
received on the correct pins.

Scenario 4

Symptoms: Downloads take a long time.

Problem could be: Unnecessary delays after line feeds.

Solution: Unless required by the machine tool, the delay after line feed should be 0.

Scenario 5

Symptoms: Cannot communicate to two or more devices

Problem could be: Mislabeled cables.

Solution: Make sure that each cable goes to its intended device. If the cables are
not marked with identification tags and tracing the wires is impractical, short one
cable at a time to ground, and measure at the other end with an ohmmeter to
identify which is which.

Terminal Related Problems

Scenario 1

Symptoms: The LCD display is hard to read; there is poor contrast.

Problem could be: The LCD screen bias is not properly adjusted.

Solution: Adjust the bias control knob inside the terminal.

Scenario 2

Symptoms: The Caps Lock LED flashes rapidly.

Problem could be: The terminal will not boot.

Solutions:

1. Verify that the terminal is configured for this port.

2. Check the cable between the DNC hub and the terminal.

3. Run terminal diagnostics to check for hardware problems, especially those
related to the hub port.

Scenario 3

Symptoms: The Caps Lock LED does not flash at an even rate but only a few times,
then it pauses.
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Problem could be: The internal Power On Self Test (POST) detects bad terminal
hardware.

Solution: The number of flashes between pauses is the error code. Get the terminal
repaired if the error code indicates a hardware failure.

Scenario 4

Symptoms: Some terminals or protocol converters will not boot, and an error
message appears in ERRORLOG.###.

Problem could be: The inability to open a file TERM*.OUT.

Solution: If booting a large number of terminals, the hub must have enough file
handles to open a copy simultaneously for each terminal.

Network Problems

Scenario 1

Symptoms: Unable to upload or download files, or cannot create downloads from
Toolbreak files (this creates a temporary file in the DB_TEMP directory).

Problem could be: The access rights to the Upload, Download, or DB_TEMP
directories are not set properly, or the disk is full, or there are too many directory
entries on a drive's Root directory.

Solutions:

1. Give the proper rights to the Upload, Download, and DB_TEMP directories. The
Download directories need at least Read privileges. The Upload directories need
both Read and Write privileges. The DB_TEMP directory should have Read and
Write privileges.

2. Make room on the disk for new/temporary files.

3. Use subdirectories that have no limit on the number of entries that they may con-
tain. Do not write to the Root directory.

Scenario 2

Symptoms: The hub is unable to find a fileserver.

Problem could be:

1. The fileserver is down.

2. The network cable is bad.

3. The connection to the network is bad.

4. The network interface card (NIC) is bad.

Solutions:

1. Bring the fileserver up.

2. Make sure that the cable is properly terminated at both ends.

3. Replace the connector to the network.

4. Replace the NIC card.
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Scenario 3

Symptoms: Hub locks up while loading network drivers.

Problem could be: The NIC has the same I/O address or interrupt as another card
in the hub.

Solution: Set the NIC to an unused I/O address or interrupt.

Scenario 4

Symptoms: The hub is not able to find its configuration information and cannot run.

Problem could be: The CMICFG environment variable is not correctly set.

Solution: Add a line to the hub's AUTOEXEC.BAT file setting CIMCFG equal to the
path, including the drive letter of the appropriate HUB_# directory. Reboot the DNC
controller for these changes to take effect. Or, specify the hub's number directly by
adding a "-H#" (without the quotes) to the command line used to start
Communicator, where the # is replaced by the hub's number. This is probably a
shortcut in the Windows\Start menu\Programs\Startup folder.

Scenario 5

Symptoms: The network responds intermittently.

Problem could be: The NIC is using the same IRQ as another card in the hub.

Solution: Choose an unused IRQ for the NIC card.

Problems with Utility Programs

Scenario 1

Symptoms: Controller is unable to deliver commands to Communicator.

Problem could be: The environment variable DNC_ROOT is not set properly.

Solution: Add a line to the AUTOEXEC.BAT file to set the DNC_ROOT environment
variable to the full path to the directory above the DNC Controller directories:

SET DNC_ROOT=H:\DNCPRO

Scenario 2

Symptoms: Cannot invoke the Part Program Verifier, Editor, or Compare utilities
when using Controller or Folders Lite.

Problem could be: The programs for these utilities are not installed in a directory
that is path of the path.

Solution: Set the path environment variable in CONFIG.SYS to include the
directories where these programs are found.

Problem could be: Missing or corrupt Utility files.
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Solution: Check that Verifier (NCVERIFY.EXE) and Editor and Compare
(BTSEDIT2010.EXE) cannot be run from a DOS prompt either. If not, reload files
from the distribution disk.
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Appendix E: CNC Direct
Introduction

CNC Direct is a way to issue commands to Communicator from a CNC machine. You
must be able to MDI in a program at the machine tool and be able to upload the
program in order to use CNC Direct. CNC Direct has 27 commands with names that
are completely configurable by you. See "Chapter 3: Configurator" on page 23 to
learn how to use Configurator to set up the CNC Direct strings.

Every CNC Direct command starts with a Command Start marker and ends with a
Command End marker. Some commands require a file name or block specifier. For
these commands, you must use a parameter separator to mark the end of the
command and the beginning of the file name or block specifier. All examples in this
chapter that require a parameter specifier will use a comma “,”.E.1 Command Start

Command Start
Command Start is a string of characters used to specify the beginning of a command.
The examples in this chapter assume that Command Start is a left parenthesis “(“.

Command End
Command End is a string of characters used to specify the end of a command. If a
command requires a file name or block specifier, the Command End follows the file
name or block specifier. The examples in this chapter assume that Command End is
a right parenthesis “)”.
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Parameter Separator
Certain CNC Direct commands, such as Upload or Download, require a file name to
be specified. To separate the command from this additional information, a Separator
Character is used. This may be a space, as you would be used to seeing in a
command given to a computer (e.g., "DIR C:\") but may be any other character as
well (e.g., a comma), as long as it does not get confused with part of the command or
command delimiters.

Cancel
The Cancel command can be used to abort any type of download. The Cancel
command will not work on an upload, because Communicator will think that the
command is part of the program being uploaded and will store the Cancel command
along with the rest of the program. However, you can abort an upload by stopping
the upload from the machine and waiting for Communicator to time out. If a “C”
represents the Cancel command, you would send the following program to abort a
download:

(C)

Wait
The Wait command is used to tell Communicator not to send any data until an XON
character is sent. You would use this command if you have Communicator set up to
send the part program immediately at the start of a download. The Wait command
works only for the next download. If you always want Communicator to wait for an
XON character before sending data, use Configurator (see "Chapter 3: Configurator"
on page 23) to set the port up to start in the XOFF state. If a “W” represents the
Wait command, you would send the following program to wait on the XON character:

(W)

Download
The Download command is used to request a part program be sent to the machine
tool. This command needs the name of the file to be downloaded or a dot to indicate
the next file in the queue. The file name must be separated from the Download
command by a parameter separator. If a “D” represents the Download command, you
would send the following program to request a part program be sent:

(D,file name)

If the Default password is set up to allow overriding DNC directories, you may
specify a complete path for the file. Otherwise, the file must reside in one of the
machine’s Download directories.
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You can configure the port to delay a specified amount of time before sending the
file after a download request is received. If your machine tool can signal that it is
ready to receive a part program using flow control, it is best to set up the port to
wait for flow control to start the download. This can be done by using hardware
handshaking or by starting the port in the XOFF state. Setting the port up in this
manner will ensure that the machine tool will always be ready for the download
before Communicator sends the part program.

Spoonfeed
The Spoonfeed command is very similar to the Download command. You can use it to
request a part program be sent to the machine tool as well. The only difference
between the Spoonfeed command and the Download command is that the port can be
set up to not send the Start or End Transmission characters when a Spoonfeed
command is issued. The Spoonfeed command also requires a file name. If a “S”
represents the Spoonfeed command, you would send the following program to
request a part program be sent:

(S,file name)

Toolbreak
A Toolbreak Download is a way to specify that a drip feed download be started in
the middle. You need to issue at least three commands to start a Toolbreak
Download. First, you must specify the file using the Toolbreak Download command.
Next, you must specify where to begin the Toolbreak Download. Third, you must tell
Communicator to start the Toolbreak Download. These three required commands
and five optional commands are described below.

Toolbreak Download

The Toolbreak Download command is used to specify the part program to be used in
creating the Toolbreak Download file. This command needs the name of the file to
be downloaded or a dot to indicate the next file in the queue. The file name must be
separated from the Toolbreak Download command by a parameter separator. If a
“TD” represents the Toolbreak Download command, you would send the following
program to create the Toolbreak Download file:

(TD,file name)

The download will not begin when this command is received. This command only
specifies which file to use.
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Toolbreak Header Begin

The Toolbreak Header Begin command is an optional command. It is used to mark
the beginning of a section of code to be sent before the first line of the Toolbreak
file. You can use the header section to prepare the machine tool by setting feed
rates, etc. If you use the Toolbreak Header Begin command, you must pair it with
the Toolbreak Header End command.

Toolbreak Header End

The Toolbreak Header End command is an optional command. It is used to mark the
end of a section of code to be sent before the first line of the Toolbreak file. You can
use the header section to prepare the machine tool by setting feed rates, etc. The
Toolbreak Header End command must be paired with the Toolbreak Header Begin
command. If the Toolbreak Header Begin command is represented by “THB” and the
Toolbreak Header End command is represented by “THE”, you would send the
following program to use these optional commands:

(THB)

header blocks

(THE)

Toolbreak First Line

The Toolbreak First Line command is used to specify on which block to begin the
Toolbreak Download. You must specify as much of the block as needed to make it
unique. If you are using block numbers, you will probably only have to specify the
block number. The block specifier must be separated from the Toolbreak First Line
command using a parameter separator. If “TFL” represents the Toolbreak First Line
command, you would send the following program to specify the beginning line:

(TFL,block specifier)

Toolbreak Last Line

The Toolbreak Last Line command is used to specify the last line of a Toolbreak
Download. You must specify as much of the block as needed to make it unique. If you
are using block numbers, you will probably only have to specify the block number.
The block specifier must be separated from the Toolbreak Last Line command using
a parameter separator. This command is optional. If omitted, the Toolbreak
Download will start at the block specified as the first line and continue to the end of
the file. If “TLL” represents the Toolbreak Last Line command, you would send the
following program to specify the last line:

(TLL,block specifier)
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Toolbreak Trailer Begin

The Toolbreak Trailer Begin command is an optional command. It is used to mark
the beginning of a section of code to be sent after the last line of the Toolbreak file.
You can use the trailer section to indicate the end of the program to the machine
tool. If you use the Toolbreak Trailer Begin command, you must pair it with the
Toolbreak Trailer End command.

Toolbreak Trailer End

The Toolbreak Trailer End command is an optional command. It is used to mark the
end of a section of code to be sent after the last line of the Toolbreak file. You can
use the trailer section to indicate the end of the program to the machine tool. The
Toolbreak Trailer End command must be paired with the Toolbreak Trailer Begin
command. If the Toolbreak Trailer Begin command is represented by “TTB” and the
Toolbreak Trailer End command is represented by “TTE”, you would send the
following program to mark the code’s end section:

(TTB)

header blocks

(TTE)

Toolbreak Go

The Toolbreak Go command is used to start the Toolbreak Download. When
Communicator receives this command, it uses the information supplied by the other
Toolbreak commands to build a Toolbreak file, which is sent to the machine tool. If
“TG” represents the Toolbreak Go command, you would send the following program
to start the Toolbreak Download:

(TG)
%
N0010 T01
N0020 M03 S250
N0030 G00 X1.000 Y1.000 Z3.000
N0040 G01 X1.000 Y1.000 Z1.000 F2.000
N0050 X2.000 Y1.000 Z1.000
N0060 G00 X2.000 Y1.000 Z3.000
N0070 T02
N0080 G00 X1.000 Y2.000 Z3.000
N0090 G01 X1.000 Y2.000 Z1.000 F2.000
N0100 X2.000 Y2.000 Z1.000
N0110 G00 X2.000 Y2.000 Z3.000
N0120 T03
N0130 M03 S250
N0140 G00 X1.000 Y3.000 Z3.000
N0150 G01 X1.000 Y3.000 Z1.000 F2.000
N0160 X2.000 Y3.000 Z1.000
N0170 G00 X2.000 Y3.000 Z3.000
N0180 M30
%
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The file that you would need to MDI and upload to Communicator would be:
(TD,G:/PROGRAMS/FOOBAR.TAP)
(THB)
%
N0020 M03 S250
(THE)
(TFL, N0070)
(TLL, N0110)
(TTB)
N0180 M30
%
(TTE)

The resulting Toolbreak Download would be:
%
N0010 T01
N0020 M03 S250
N0070 T02
N0080 G00 X1.000 Y2.000 Z3.000
N0090 G01 X1.000 Y2.000 Z1.000 F2.000
N0100 X2.000 Y2.000 Z1.000
N0110 G00 X2.000 Y2.000 Z3.000
N0180 M30
%

Upload
The Upload command is used to tell Communicator to get ready for a part program
to be sent to it. This command needs the name of the file that should receive the
uploaded data. The file name must be separated from the Upload command by a
parameter separator. If “U” represents the Upload command, you would send the
following program to get Communicator ready for a part program:

(U,file name)

If the Default password is set up to allow overriding DNC directories, you may
specify a complete path for the file. Otherwise, the file will be stored in the
machine’s Upload directory.

Communicator offers a second way to start an upload from the machine tool. You can
specify a Start of File string such as a “%” in the upload section of the port
configuration using Configurator. When Communicator sees the Start of Upload
character, it will create a file with a time stamp, date stamp, and file name in the
machine’s Upload directory. It will continue to store characters sent to it until it
sees the End of File string, which you also specify using Configurator or until the
upload times out.
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Repeat Start Receive String while Waiting for Command?
Some controls will not upload data until they see a certain sequence of characters.
Setting this flag tells Communicator to periodically send these characters to the
control, so that the control can send CNC direct commands to Communicator. Set the
Start Receive string on the upload tab to the sequence of characters to be sent. Set
the Delay Between Repeats on the upload tab to the number of milliseconds that
Communicator should wait in between sending the Start Receive string.

Turn on Software Protocol for One Transfer
Turn on the Software Protocol. After the file transfer is complete (or aborted), the
software protocol will be turned off. This modifier is attached to an  upload or
download command. If a “”DP” represents the modifier, you would send the following
request program to request a port program:

(DP, file name)

Directory Command
Get a list of files from one directory or all of the machine's download directories
with or without a filter.

l If the command is specified with a directory, then only the files in that directory
are listed.

l If a command is specified with a filter, then only files that match the filter will be
returned.

l A command cannot have a ‘/’ or ‘\’ character in it. A ‘*’ indicates match any file,
so *.TAP would indicate that all files that have a .TAP extension should be listed.

l If the command is sent without a directory, then the files in all the machine's
download directories are listed. A dir.CIM file must reside in the first download
directory of the machine to specify how the directory list is to be sent to the
machine.

l A %1 is used to specify where the file name should be placed. Any content on the
line before the %1 will be put before the file name. Anything on the line after the
%1 will be put on the line after the file name.

If “DIR” represents the command, you would send the following request program to
request the contents of a specific directory:

(DIR, Directory)

Or the contents of the directory with a filter:

(DIR, Directory/filter)

Or download all directories:

(DIR)
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Or all download directories with a filter:

(DIR, filter)

You can use the downloaded directory list file to select a file for downloading. To do
this enter either a \\ or a // at the beginning of the line containing the file that you
want to download, and then upload the file back to Communicator. Communicator
will initiate a download of the specified file.

Default File Extension for Download Commands
An extension to use for download files which are requested without an extension. If a
file with no extension is needed and a default extension is configured, place a dot
after the file name to indicate not to use the default extension.

Upload Delay
When doing a CNC Direct upload, any information received after the Command End
string will be included in the upload file. If your control sends extra characters after
the Command End string, you will get unwanted characters in the upload. The
Upload Delay setting tells Communicator to perform a loop in which it clears its
input buffer, delays the amount of time that it takes for the specified number of
characters to arrive, and then checks its input buffer. It will continue this loop until
the input buffer is empty. You do not need to know the exact number of characters
that will be arriving. If you enter a number that is less than the number of
characters that the control sends, Communicator will simply do more checks. If you
enter a number that is larger than the number of characters that the control sends,
Communicator will simply wait longer than it needs to. In this case, you need to
make sure not to send your upload file too close behind the CNC Direct upload
command file, or your upload file will be thrown away.

Password
The user must enter the command, a command separator, and their password. If a
correct password is entered, the user gains control of the port. The next command
issued to the port will use their password permissions. The password command
requires unique passwords to be used. If “PWD” represents the command, you would
send the following request program:

(PWD,password)
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Print a File
Specify the CNC Direct command for printing a file. It requires a file name,
separated from the command proper by the Separator Character. Unless the user
has permission to override DNC directories, only the name of the file is specified. If
“PR” represents the command, you would send the following request program to
request to print a file:

(PR, file name)

Upload a File and Print It
Specify the CNC Direct command for uploading a file in the control for printing. It
requires a file name, separated from the command proper by the Separator
Character. Unless the user has permission to override DNC directories, only the
name of the file is specified. The uploaded file is only printed it is not saved. If “DIR”
represents the command, you would send the following request program to request
the file be uploaded for printing:

(UPR, filename)

Save the Uploaded Print File
Specify the CNC Direct command modifier for saving a file uploaded for printing.
Attach this command modifier to the end of the Upload and Print command so that
the uploaded file is not deleted after it is printed. If “UPRS” represents the
command, you would send the following request program to request save the
uploaded Print File:

(UPRS, file name)

Email Send To
Specify the CNC Direct command for naming recipients of an email. It requires a
user name, mail group name, or email address separated from the command by the
Separator Character. This command is cumulative so that you can send an email to
more than one recipient by sending this command multiple times before sending the
Send the Email command. This command is optional if you use the Use a Predefined
Message modifier with the Email Message command, but will override the recipient
specified in a predefined message if supplied. If “ET” represents the command, you
would send the following:

(ET,user name) (ET,address) (ET,mail group)
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Email Subject
Specify the CNC Direct command for naming the subject of an email. It requires the
name of the subject separated from the command by the Separator Character. This
command is optional. If you use this command when using the Use a Predefined
Message modifier with the Email Message command, it will override the subject of
the predefined message. If “ES” represents the command, you would send the
following request program for naming the subject of an email:

(ES,Subject)

Email Message
Specify the CNC Direct command for naming the text of an email. It requires the text
of the email separated from the command by the Separator Character. This
command is cumulative so that you can send more than one line email messages by
sending the command more than once. This command is optional. If “EM” represents
the command, you would send the following request program for naming the text of
an email:

(EM,Message)

Use a Predefined Email Message
Specify the CNC Direct command modifier for naming a predefined email message.
Add this modifier to the Email Message string to indicate that the text after the
Separator Character specifies a predefined email message. The predefined email
message must be set up on the System tab. If “EMP” represents the command, you
would send the following request program for naming a predefined email message:

(EMP, file name)

Send the Email
Specify the CNC Direct command for sending an email. You should first build the
email using the above commands. Sending the email will clear it from
Communicators memory, so that any subsequent email commands will apply to a
new email. If “SE” represents the command, you would send the following request
program for sending an email:

(SE)
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Name of Printer for Machine’s File
Specify the name of the printer to which the CNC Direct printing commands will send
the file. Leave the name blank to have the default printer on the machine running
Communicator used for printing.

Separator Character for Folder Downloads
This is the character used to separate the part number, operation number, machine,
and revision when specifying a folder to download.

Initiate Folder Download
This is the command to download the files in a folder. It requires a part number and
an operation number separated from the command by the Separator Character. You
may also supply an optional machine and revision to further identify the folder. The
parts identifying the folder must be separated by the Separator Character for Folder
Downloads. If you do not specify a machine, the current machine is used. If you do
not specify a revision, the highest revision for the folder is used. You may default
the machine and specify the revision by following the operation number with two
Separator Character for Folder Downloads. If “FD” represents the command, you
would send the following request program to download the files in a folder:

(FD,part number-op number{machine name}{-revision}})

Finish Task
This is the command to remove a task from the task list. It requires you to specify a
folder in the same manner as Initiate Folder Download. If “FT” represents the
command, you would send the following request program to remove a task from the
task list:

(FT, part number-op number{machine name}{-revision}})
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DERROR.CIM
If an error occurs during downloads (the Download, Spoonfeed, or Toolbreak
commands), Communicator will attempt to output an error message back to the CNC
control. It does this by searching for the file DERROR.CIM in one of the download
directories for the machine. Communicator will use the first occurrence of
DERROR.CIM that it finds. You are responsible for formatting DERROR.CIM, so that
your machine will be able to load the file. This error file will only be sent if the file
specified cannot be downloaded, because it does not exist or because the operator
does not have permission to access the file. The error file will not be sent if an
error in the CNC Direct command prevents Communicator from recognizing the
command.

Example of DERROR.CIM (for Fanuc or similar controls):
%
08887
(THE FILE YOU REQUESTED)
(COULD NOT BE FOUND)
(CHECK FILENAME AND TRY AGAIN)
M30
%

This file will be transmitted whenever DNCPro cannot find the filename that an
operator requests with the download command program.

UPLOAD.CIM
To upload byte-count confirmation, create a file named UPLOAD.CIM. This file should
be placed in the first download directory of the CNC-Direct Machine. After an upload
is performed with CNC-Direct, DNCPro will send (download) the UPLOAD.CIM
program back down to the control. The operator must remember to input or read in
this confirmation program after he outputs or punches the upload file.

Example of UPLOAD.CIM:
%
08887
(UPLOAD OF FILE COMPLETED)
(%1)
M02
%

DNCPro will insert “xxx bytes uploaded” in the %1 variable.

QERROR.CIM
When a requested download file not queued message is received, it looks for the
QERROR.CIM file. You need to create a file named QERROR.CIM and place it in the
first download directory of a CNC-Direct Machine. The file should be formatted so
that the machine control will download it properly.

Example of QERROR.CIM (for Fanuc or similar controls):
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%
08887
(THE FILE YOU REQUESTED)
(IS NOT IN THE QUEUE)
(CHECK FILENAME AND TRY AGAIN)
M30
%

This file will be transmitted whenever DNCPro cannot find a queued file that an
operator requests with the download command program.

CNC Direct Examples
CNC-Direct allows you to upload and download files from the control, without having
to use Controller or a Shop Floor/Line Terminal. The CNC control must be capable of
RS232 downloads AND uploads, and also needs a partial or full keypad so that it can
modify the “command” part program.

Two part programs are stored in the control’s memory. For the purpose of these
examples, I will use 8888 as the download command program and 8889 as the upload
command program name. Uploading (punching) either of these two programs from
the control will command DNCPro it to either start a download or receive an upload.
Once the command program is uploaded, set up for a download (read) of the part
program to load into the control, or upload (punch) the program out of the control
you wish to save.

All examples are requesting to download file 1234.NC from a DNCPro download
directory, and to upload program 5678.NC to the Upload directory.

For controls with no line numbers, the following could be used:

Command Start Command Parameter Separator Command End “Command” program on CNC

Download: ( DL - ) (DL-1234.NC)

Upload: ( UP - ) (UP-5678.NC)

Examples of command programs, as viewed on CNC screen:

Download Upload

%

O8888

(DL-1234.NC)

M30

%

%

O8889

(UP-5678.NC)

M30

%
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Or, if the control outputs line numbers:

Download Upload

%

O8888

N1(DL-1234.NC)

N2M30

%

%

O8889

N1(UP-5678.NC)

N2M30

%

Or, you could even set the Command Start to include the line number:

Action Command Start Command Parameter Separator Command End “Command” Program on CNC

Download: N1( DL - ) N1(DL-1234.NC)

Upload: N1( UP - ) N1(UP-5678.NC)

Or we can get real fancy and use different line numbers as the “Command”,
eliminating a few keystrokes:

Command Start Command Parameter Separator Command End “Command” Program on CNC

Download: N 1 T (EOB) N1T1234.NC (EOB)

Upload: N 2 T (EOB) N2T5678.NC (EOB)

** End of Block (EOB) can be 13 10 (CR LF), 10 (LF), 10 13 13 (LF CR CR), or 10 13 (LF
CR)

Examples of command programs, as viewed on CNC screen:

Download Upload

%

O8888

N1T1234.NC

N3M30

%

%

O8889

N2T5678.NC

N3M30

%

Here’s an easy way to do CNC-Direct on a PC-based CNC’s:

Command Start Command Parameter Separator Command End “Command” Program on CNC

Download: ( DWN : ) (DNW:1234.NC)

Upload: ( UPL : ) (UPL:5678.NC)
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Examples of command programs, as viewed on CNC screen:

Download – DOWNLOAD.TXT Upload – UPLOAD.TXT

%

(DOWNLOAD.TXT)

(Use this to download a program into CNC)

(DWN:1234.NC)

%

%

(UPLOAD.TXT)

(Use this to upload a program from CNC)

(UPL:5678.NC)

%

As you can see, these are just a few examples of what can be done - obviously, any
character can be substituted for any of the parameters to accommodate a particular
CNC. If doing an install of multiple CNC's, try and choose a set of parameters that
will work uniformly with all the CNC's so that your CNC-Direct programs are all
consistent between machines.
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Appendix F: BTR Direct
With BTR Direct, you can control a BTS Direct BTR from a workstation. A Direct BTR
does not need an operator panel attached to the BTR to control it. This gives the
operator one interface for controlling the BTR and one for the DNC system.

In order for Controller to control a Direct BTR, you must run Configurator, and set
up the port as a BTR Direct device. When you want to set the Direct BTR to a
certain mode, a special control file is downloaded to the BTR, which causes it to
change to the mode that you requested. There are 10 control files described in Table
G-1. They are located in the directory named in the DNC_ROOT environment
variable. Because these files have a .BRM extension, they are downloaded to the
Direct BTR exactly as they are, with all translations, character stripping, etc.,
removed; with eight data bits; and with no parity applied.

The files, as supplied, contain the default command string matching that supplied in
the BTR software. If for any reason you need to change this string (currently [ESC],
a, b, [ESC], or in hex, 1B, 61, 62, 1B), you will also need to edit each of the 10 control
files. Take note that these are the same for all Direct BTRs in the system. So, if you
change one, you must change them all. Refer to "Group Tab" on page 86 for more
information on BTR Direct.

NOTE: The command string for Basic BTRs (like the rest of their configuration) is not user-
programmable.

Table F-1 BTR Direct Control Files

Control File Name BTR Mode

N2BTRM.BRM Network to BTR Memory

N2C.BRM Network to Control

R2BTRM.BRM Reader to BTR Memory

R2C.BRM Reader to Control (Pass Through)
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Table F-1 BTR Direct Control Files

Control File Name BTR Mode

R2N.BRM Reader to Network

BTRM2C.BRM BTR Memory to Control

P2BTRM.BRM Punch to BTR Memory

BTRM2N.BRM BTR Memory to Network

P2N.BRM Punch to Network

EXITMODE.BRM Exit Current Mode
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Appendix G: Utilities
Delete this text and replace it with your own content.

Introduction
DNC Professional & Folders Lite has several utilities for system maintenance and to
help you recover from trouble. These utilities are Activate, Clean32, Reindex, and
Text Viewer. They are described in the following sections.

Activate Utility
The Activate Utility is used to set up the BTS license file. Before using DNC
Professional & Folders Lite, you will have to run ACTIVATE.EXE to activate the BTS
license file. When you run ACTIVATE.EXE, you will see a dialog similar to the one
shown below.

Activate Utility Interface

The Computer ID field will show a different number. BTS will need this number to
create an activation code for your system. After BTS gets your activation code, you
will get two things back from BTS: your serial number and your activation code.
Type your company name into the Company Name field, your serial number into the
Serial Number field, and your activation code into the Activation Code field. Press
the Activate button, and the BTS license will be activated.
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NOTE: The activation code will only work on the computer with the computer ID that you supplied to
BTS. If you run ACTIVATE.EXE on one computer, give its computer ID to BTS, and then run
ACTIVATE.EXE on another computer, ACTIVATE.EXE will display an Invalid Activation Code error.

Clean32
When you are running DNC Professional & Folders Lite, you have a seat checked out
of that product’s license. If your computer crashes while running that product, the
seat in that product’s license will remain checked out and will be unavailable to you
or any other users. To fix this situation, run Clean32 (CLEAN32.EXE), which is the
utility for restoring the license seat that a user has checked out.

When you run Clean32, you will see a list of the users who are using the DNC
Professional & Folders Lite software, as shown in the figure below. The list shows
the names of the users, the computer name or IP Address, and the list of products
that the users are running. If a user is running DNC Professional products on more
than one computer, the user’s name will appear on the list more than once.

Clean32 Interface

Select the name of the user(s) on the list whose computer(s) crashed. If a user
appears more than once, you can use the list of products to determine which one to
select. Run Activate on the computer(s) that the user(s) is using to get the computer
ID(s), or select each entry in the list for the user. Press the Cleanup button to
restore the license seats for all of the entries that you have selected. If you happen
to restore the seat of a product that is already running, the product will usually be
able to regain its seat, so no harm will be done. Occasionally, all of the seats will be
checked out before the product can regain its seat. When this happens, the product
will display a No Seats Available message and will exit.

After you press the Cleanup button, the list will be refreshed to show the users
currently holding seats of the license. If you have been running Clean32 without
cleaning up any users, and you wish to update the list, press the Refresh button. To
exit Clean32, select Exit from the Cleanup menu.
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View32
View32 is the text viewer supplied with the DNC system is called when you choose
to view a part program or text file. This Text Viewer will handle any size file, but it
is most efficient with files of 10,000 lines or less. You may experience a speed
decrease when using the scrollbar to scroll up and down with a file longer than 10,
000 lines.

The Text Viewer can handle line lengths of up to 255 characters. If a line has more
than 255 characters, the Text Viewer will ignore all characters past the 255-
character mark. If a line has more than 80 characters in it, the line will not wrap
around to the next line of the display. Instead, it will run off the right side of the
display. You can use the horizontal scrollbar to move the display window left and
right to enable you to see the portions of the line which are not on the screen.

Search

The Search menu has two options: Find and Find Next. At first, only the Find option
will be available. When you select Find, you get a Find dialog (shown below) that
allows you to type in a search string and select the search direction.

Find Dialog

The Find dialog has a text edit box into which you type your search string. If you
have previously entered a search string, it will appear in the text edit box. You can
either type in the exact string for which to search or put Wildcard characters into
your search string. The wildcard characters are * and ?. A * will match zero or more
characters. A ? will match exactly one character. If you want to search for a * or ? in
the text, put a backslash (\) character in front of the * or ?. The search string A*D
will match ABD, ABCD, or ABBBBBCCCCCD but not ABBBCCC. The search string A\*D
will only match A*D.

Check the Case Sensitive box if you want to do a case-sensitive search. When this
box is checked, uppercase letters in your search string will only match uppercase
letters in the text, and lowercase letters in the search string will only match
lowercase letters in the text. If this box is not checked, the case of the letters will
not be considered in the search.
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Press the Forward button to perform a forward search through the text, or press the
Backward button to perform a backward search through the text. Pressing either of
these buttons will save the search string, case-sensitive setting, and direction, so
that you can use the Find Next menu choice to repeat the search. Press the Cancel
button to abandon the search. No change will be made to the saved search
information in this case.

When you pick Find Next, it uses the information that you previously entered in the
Find dialog to perform the search again. If you have not entered any information
into the Find dialog, the Find Next choice will not be available.

If a search is successful, the text will be scrolled, so that the string appears
highlighted on the screen. If you use a * as a wildcard in the search, the highlight
will extend from the first occurrence of the sub-string preceding the * to the last
occurrence of the sub-string following the *. If the * is at the beginning of the search
string, the highlight will start at the beginning of the line. If the * is at the end of the
search string, the highlight will extend to the end of the line. If the search is
unsuccessful, a message box will pop up to alert you.

Fonts

The Font menu contains a Select option. Choose Select to get the standard Windows
font dialog, shown below. You can select a font and its size and attributes using this
dialog. Press OK to accept the font or Cancel to throw away your changes.

Font Dialog
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Appendix H: Database
Structures
Introduction

This appendix includes a section for each table used by DNC Professional & Folders
Lite. Each section consists of two tables: a structure table and a tag table. The
structure table outlines the database table’s structure including the field names,
their types, and their widths. The tag table lists the tag’s name, its key, and the
tag's ordering. Numeric field widths given as n.m mean that the field, including the
decimal, is n places wide, of which m is to the right of the decimal. If m is omitted,
the field has no decimal places. Three other tables, FOLDER09, FOLDER30, and USR,
are present for compatibility with Folders and DocuMaN, but they are never
modified by DNC Professional.

CNCDIRECT
CNC Direct—Holds the CNC Direct commands.

Table H-1 CNC Direct Table

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

1 MACH_CODE Numeric 4 Machine Code (FOLDER27)

2 ID Numeric 4 CNC Direct Command Identifier

3 MODIFIER Character 1 Optional Modifier to be sent with Command

4 COMMAND Image Command Text String
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Table H-2 Tag for the CNC Direct Table

Index Key Order

MACH_IDX MACH_CODE+ID Ascending

DEFCON
Default Configurations—Holds default configurations for a machine.

Table H-3 Default Configurations Table

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

1 MACHINE Character 30 Machine Name

2 CONFIG Image Configuration Settings (Raw/Image) (FOLDER27)

3 CONTROL Character 12 For NCVerify (FOLDER27)

Table H-4 Tag for Default Configurations Table

Index Key Order

MACHINEX MACHINE Ascending

DEFCON2
CNC Direct Default Commands—Holds default CNC Direct commands for a machine.

Table H-5 CNC Direct Default Commands

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

1 MACHINE Character 30 Machine Name

2 ID Numeric 4 CNC Direct Command Identifier

3 MODIFIER Character 1 Optional Modifier to be sent with Command

4 COMMAND Text Command Text String

Table H-6 Tag for CNC Direct Default Commands Table

Index Key Order

MACH_IDX MACH_CODE+ID Ascending
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DIRS
DNC Directories—Lists the download and upload directories for each machine.

Table H-7 DNC Directories Table

Field Field Name Type Widt-
h

Notes

1 MACH_CODE Numeric 4 Same as FOLDER27 Field 2.

2 DIRECTORY Character 254

3 UPLOAD Logical 1 False for all but one directory per machine.

4 SEQ_NO Numeric 4 Order of download directories, for limiting user
access.

Table H-8 Tag for the DNC Directories Table

Index Key Order

MACH_SEQX STR(MACH_CODE,4)+STR(SEQ_NO,4) Ascending

DNCLOG
DNC Log—Lists a log of all DNC activity on the system.

Table H-9 DNC Log Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 ACTION Character 14 DNC Action

2 START_DATE Date 8 Start Date of DNC Action

3 START_TIME Character 8 Start Time of DNC Action

4 FIN_DATE Date 8 Finish Date of DNC Action

5 FIN_TIME Character 8 Finish Time of DNC Action

6 SUCCESS Logical 1 Was action successful?

7 PORT Character 30 Machine Port

8 CONTROLLER Character 30 Controller Name

9 PATH Character 254 Path

10 BYTES Numeric 10 Number of Bytes
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Table H-10 Tag for the DNC Log Table

Index Key Order

DATE_TIMEX PORT+DTOS(START_DATE)+START_TIME Ascending

DOCTYPE
Document Types—Maps the type of document to the tools used to view or edit it.
This is not used in DNC Professional.

Table H-11 Document Types Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 DOC_TYPE Character 10 Unique Document Type String

2 DESCRIP Character 40 Document Type Description

3 VIEWER Numeric 3 Tool ID of Viewer (-1 = None)

4 EDITOR Numeric 3 Tool ID of Editor (-1 = None)

5 EDIT_LEVEL Numeric 3 User Level Required to Edit this

Document

6 DOWNLOAD Logical 1 Is this type downloadable?

7 DOWN_
LEVEL

Numeric 3 User Level Required to Download this Document

Table H-12 Tag for the Document Types Table

Index Key Order

DOC_TYPEX DOC_TYPE Ascending
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EMAILATT
Email Attachments—Identifies the File Name and Path of any files that are
attachments to Email messages.

Table H-13 Email Attachments Table

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

1 SENDER Character 80 Email Sender

2 DATE_SENT Datetime Date Email Sent

3 TIME_SENT Character 8 Time Email Sent

4 RECIPIENT Character 30 Email Recipient

5 FILE_NAME Character 254 Name of attached File

6 PATH Character 254 Path of attached File

Table H-14 Tag for the Email Attachments Table

Index Key Order

SEND_DATEX SENDER+DATE_SENT+TIME_SENT Ascending

EMAILGRP
Email Groups—Holds email group names.

Table H-15 Email Groups Table

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

1 NAME Character 30 Group Name

2 ID Numeric 3 Group Identification Number

Table H-16 Tag for the Email Groups Table

Index Key Order

NAMEX NAME Ascending

IDX ID Ascending
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EMGRPMBR
Email Group Member— Identifies the Group to which an Email User belongs.

Table H-17 Email Group Member Table

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

1 ID Numeric 3 Group Identification Number

2 ADDRESS Character 80 Group Address

3 EXT_MAIL Numeric 1 Is Group an External Mail Group?

Table H-18 Tag for the Email Group Member Table

Index Key Order

IDX ID Ascending

ERRORS
Error, Warning, and Informational Messages — This table holds messages and
descriptions for errors, warnings, and informational messages that the user may
encounter. (This table is used by DB Utility.)

Table H-19 Errors Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 CATEGORY Numeric 5 The category for an error, warning or
informational message (0-9999)

2 TYPE Numeric 5 The specific instance of the message within
the category (0-999999999)

3 MESSAGE Character 254 The message string

4 DESCRIPTION Text Detailed help and supplemental information
about the message available to the user by
pressing the help button on the window

Table H-20 Tag for the Errors Table

Index Key Order

CAT_TYPEX CATEGORY+TYPE Ascending
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FILEQUE
File Queue—Gives an ordered list of files to be downloaded for each machine.

Table H-21 File Queue Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 MACH_CODE Numeric 4 Same as FOLDER27 Field 2

2 SEQ_NO Numeric 4 Position in Queue (0 = Head)

3 IN_USE Logical 1 Is file currently being downloaded?

4 GROUP_NO Numeric 4 Other files with same GROUP_NO are to be downloaded with this
one.

5 Q_TIMES Numeric 4 How many times should it be downloaded (-1 = until cancelled)?

6 GRP_ORDER Logical 1 In a group, should each file be downloaded its number of times
before moving to the next file or should each file in the group be
downloaded before starting over with the first file?

7 PATH Character 254 File to Be Downloaded

Table H-22 Tag for the File Queue Table

Index Key Order

SEQX STR(MACH_CODE,4)+STR(SEQ_NO,4) Ascending

FOLDER01
Folder ID—Holds the identifying information for each folder. This is not used in DNC
Professional.

Table H-23 Folder ID Table

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

1 FOLDER_ID Numeric 9 Folder ID Number

2 PART_NO Character 40

3 OP_NO Character 6 Operation Number.

4 MACHINE Character 30
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Table H-23 Folder ID Table

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

5 REVISION Character 4 Folder Revision Number

6 SETUP Character 8 Unused

7 TEARDOWN Character 8 Unused

8 MINUTES Numeric 11,6 Unused

9 OP_DESC Character 40 Operation Description

10 BY_PART Logical 1 Unused

11 NOTES Text User-entered Text Notes

12 UDF1 Character 40 User-defined Field 1

13 UDF2 Character 40 User-defined Field 2

14 PIECE_MULT Numeric 3 Unused

15 PIECE_DIV Numeric 3 Unused

16 D_RELEASED Logical 1 Unused

Table H-24 Tags for the Folder ID Table

Index Key Order

FOLDER_IDX STR(FOLDER_ID,9) Ascending

MACHINEX MACHINE+PART_NO Ascending

PARTX PART_NO+OP_NO+MACHINE+REVISION Ascending

OPMACHREVX OP_NO+MACHINE+REVISION+PART_NO Ascending

OP_MACHX OP_NO+MACHINE+REVISION Ascending

OP_REVX OP_NO+REVISION+PART_NO Ascending

MACH_REVX MACHINE+REVISION+PART_NO Ascending

OP_NOX OP_NO+PART_NO Ascending

REVISIONX REVISION+PART_NO Ascending

UDF1X UDF1+PART_NO Ascending

UDF2X UDF2+PART_NO Ascending
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FOLDER02
Folder Contents—Associates the files with the folders.

Table H-25 Folder Contents Table

Field Type Width Notes

FOLDER_ID Numeric 9 Folder ID Number

FILE_PATH Character 254 Path of Source File

FILE_DESC Character 40 User-specified Description

FILE_TYPE Character 10 Unique Document Type Description

FILE_TAG Character 40 Unused

FILE_DATE Date 8 Unused

FILE_TIME Character 8 Unused

FILE_SIZE Numeric 10 Unused

AUTHOR Character 30 DOCUMAN for Files Managed by DocuMaN

Table H-26 Tag for the Folder Contents Table

Index Key Order

FOLDER_IDX STR(FOLDER_ID, 9) Ascending

FOLDER03
Jobs In Process—Holds the task lists for machines.

Table H-27 Jobs In Process Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 JOB_NUMBER Character 40 Job Order Number

2 FOLDER_ID Numeric 9 Folder ID Number (Same as Field 1 of FOLDER01)

3 QUEUE_NAME Character 30 Machine Name

4 QTY_REQD Numeric 7 Quantity Required

5 SEQ_NO Numeric 4 Position in Queue (0 = Head)
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Table H-27 Jobs In Process Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

6 CURRENT_OP Numeric 1 True if This Job Started

7 RELEASED Numeric 1 True if Previous Operations Done

8 START_QTY Numeric 7 Starting Quantity

9 QTY_GOOD Numeric 11,3 Quantity Good So Far

10 QTY_SCRAP Numeric 7 Quantity Scrapped So Far

11 E_RELEASED Numeric 1 Not on Manufacturing Engineering Hold

12 USER_NAME Character 30 Who Queued This Folder?

13 QUEUE_DATE Datetime "When Was Folder Queued?" Date

14 QUEUE_TIME Character 8 "When Was Folder Queued?" Time (Time = 24 hours, HH:MM:SS)

15 PIECE_DATE Datetime Last Date Piece Counters Were Checked

16 PIECE_TIME Character 8 Last Time Piece Counters Were Checked

17 FIRST_OP Numeric 1 First Operation for This Job and Part Number

18 START_DATE Datetime Scheduled Start Date

19 START_TIME Character 8 Scheduled Start Time

20 END_DATE Datetime Scheduled Finish Date

21 END_TIME Character 8 Scheduled Finish Time

22 PINNED Numeric 1 Locked in Place?

Table H-28 Tag for the Jobs in Process Table

Index Key Order

FOLDER_IDX FOLDER_ID Ascending

JOB_NUMX JOB NUMBER +FOLDER_ID Ascending

QUEUE_SEQX QUEUE_NAME+SEQ_NO Ascending

Q1OPREL_JOBX QUEUE_NAME+FIRST_OP+RELEASED+

JOBNUMBER

Ascending

FOLDER05
Folder Distribution—Shows where the constituent files of each folder have been
copied.
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Table H-29 Folder Distribution Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 FOLDER_ID Numeric 9 Same as FOLDER01 Field 1

2 DOWNL_DIR Character 254 Path of Destination Directory

Table H-30 Tags for the Folder Distribution Table

Index Key Order

FOLDER_IDX STR(FOLDER_ID,9) Ascending

DOWNL_DIRX DOWNL_DIR Ascending

FOLDER06
Messages — Holds the electronic messages sent by the DNCPro program users.

Table H-31 Messages Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 SENDER Character 80 Sender's User Name

2 SUBJECT Character 80 Used for Browsing

3 DATE_SENT Datetime Date Message Sent

4 TIME_SENT Character 8 Time Message Sent (HH:MM:SS - 24 Hour Clock)

5 RECIPIENT Character 30 Recipient's User Name

6 DATE_RCVD Datetime Date Message Received

7 TIME_RCVD Character 8 Time Message Received (HH:MM:SS - 24 Hour
Clock)

8 SAVE_TILL Datetime When to Erase Old Message

9 MESSAGE Text Pointer to Message Text

10 VER_RECPT Numeric 1 Send Return Receipt?

11 CC Numeric 1 Sent as a Copy?

12 CATEGORY Character 1 Type of Message

13 PRIORITY Character 1 Priority of Message
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Table H-32 Tag for the Messages Table

Index Key Order

NEW_MSGX RECIPIENT+DATE_SENT+TIME_SENT Ascending

OLD_MSGX RECIPIENT+DATE_SENT+SENDER Ascending

SAVE_TILLX SAVE_TILL Ascending
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FOLDER08
Utility—Holds the general purpose housekeeping information.

Table H-33 Utility Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 VALU Character 40

2 MEAN_CODE Numeric 3 Meaning Code of Value Field

Table H-34 Tag for the Utility Table

Index Key Order

UTILITYX STR(MEAN_CODE,3) Ascending

The FOLDER08 database is unique in that specific records in it have different
meanings. Every defined record is always present, with the Meaning Code field
filled-in, even if the corresponding Value field is empty. The meanings of the various
records used in DNC Professional & Folders Lite are shown in the following table.
Those not documented are used in other products.

Table H-35 Contents of the Utility Table Used in DNC Professional and Folders Lite

Meaning Code Value

0 Last Folder ID Used

8 User-defined Field 1 Label

9 User-defined Field 1 Label

100-109 The (MEAN_CODE-99)th Predefined Label for Document Type P

110-119 The (MEAN_CODE-109)th Predefined Label for Document Type T

120-129 The (MEAN_CODE-119)th Predefined Label for Document Type G

900 Enforce Directory Override System Parameter (0 = False, 1 = True)

901 Non-numeric Revision System Parameter (0 = False, 1 = True)

902 Left Justify Operations System Parameter (0 = False, 1 = True)

903 File-based Mailboxes System Parameter (0 = False, 1 = True)

904 Mailbox Check Interval System Parameter
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Table H-35 Contents of the Utility Table Used in DNC Professional and Folders Lite

Meaning Code Value

905 Non-unique Passwords System Parameter (0 = False, 1 = True)

906 Log Files System Parameter (0 = False, 1 = True)

907 Make Backup Files System Parameter (0 = False, 1 = True)

FOLDER09
Machine Groups—Holds Machine Groups.

Table H-36 Machine Groups Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 NAME Character 30 Name of Machine or Group

2 LINK_NO Numeric 5 + for Machine or - for Group

Table H-37 Tag for the Machine Groups Table

Index Key Order

LINKX LINK_NO Ascending

NAMEX NAME Ascending

FOLDER27
Machine Name—uniquely associates a machine’s name with a four-digit code and
stores the configuration.

Table H-38 Machine Name Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 MACHINE Character 30 Machine Name

2 MACH_CODE Numeric 4

3 BURDN_RATE Numeric 7.2 Unused

4 JOB_TIME Numeric 3 Unused
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Table H-38 Machine Name Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

5 PALLETS Numeric 3 Unused

6 QUEUE_TIME Character 9 Unused

7 SIMULT Logical 1 Unused

8 MONHUBNO Numeric 4 Unused

9 HUB Numeric 3 Hub Number

10 PORT Numeric 3 Port Number

11 DEVICE Numeric 3 Coded Device Type

12 PROTOCOL_S Logical 1 If a protocol is used, is it switchable?

13 DELETED Logical 1

14 BTR_MODES Numeric 4 If BTR Direct used, which modes are supported?

15 CONTROL Character 12 NC Verify® Control File

16 CONFIG Image Binary Configuration Data

17 MULT_OPERS Logical 1 Unused

18 ARCH_EMAIL Character 80

19 PRINTER Character 254

20 MON_DNC Logical 1 Machine Tool Monitoring

21 SPLIT_ORD Logical 1 Unused

22 REVERT_GRP Logical 1 Unused

23 LOGOUT_PW Logical 1 Unused

24 AUTO_DEACT Numeric 5

25 LIMIT_QTY Logical 1

26 BYPASS_JOB Logical 1

27 JOB_SERAIL Logical 1

28 MULT_LOGIN Logical 1

29 BAR_CODE Logical 1
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Table H-39 Tags for the Machine Name Table

Index Key Order

MACH_NAMEX MACHINE Ascending

MACH_CODEX STR(MACH_CODE,4) Ascending

HUB_PORTX STR(HUB,3)+STR(PORT,3) Ascending

Foldr27a
Machine Name Reporting – used by Folde27Viewer for reporting on machines.

Table H-40 Machine Name Reporting Table

Field Name Type
Widt-

h Notes

1 MACHINE Character 30 Machine Name

2 MACH_CODE Numeric 4

3 BURDN_RATE Numeric 7.2 Unused

4 JOB_TIME Numeric 3 Unused

5 PALLETS Numeric 3 Unused

6 QUEUE_TIME Character 9 Unused

7 SIMULT Logical 1 Unused

8 MONHUBNO Numeric 4 Unused

9 HUB Numeric 3 Hub Number

10 PORT Numeric 3 Port Number

11 DEVICE Numeric 3 Coded Device Type

12 PROTOCOL_S Logical 1 If a protocol is used, is it switchable?

13 DELETED Logical 1

14 BTR_MODES Numeric 4 If BTR Direct used, which modes are
supported?

15 CONTROL Character 12 NC Verify® Control File

16 COM_PORT Numeric 3 Com port used by the machine

17 MULT_OPERS Logical 1 Unused
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Table H-40 Machine Name Reporting Table

Field Name Type
Widt-

h Notes

18 ARCH_EMAIL Character 80

19 PRINTER Character 254

20 MON_DNC Logical 1 Machine Tool Monitoring

21 SPLIT_ORD Logical 1 Unused

22 REVERT_GRP Logical 1 Unused

23 LOGOUT_PW Logical 1 Unused

24 AUTO_DEACT Numeric 5

25 LIMIT_QTY Logical 1

26 BYPASS_JOB Logical 1

27 JOB_SERAIL Logical 1

28 MULT_LOGIN Logical 1

29 BAR_CODE Logical 1

HUB
Hub—Contains the information about each hub and its run-time environment.

Table H-41 Hub Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 HUB Numeric 3

2 SOCK_ADDR Numeric 10 Socket Address

3 SOCK_PORT Numeric 5 Socket Port

4 HUB_TYPE Numeric 1 Coded Hub Type

5 IO_ADDRESS Numeric 4 I/O Address of Processor Card

6 IRQ Numeric 2 Hardware Interrupt of Processor Card

Table H-42 Tag for the Hub Table

Key Order

HUB STR(HUB,3) Ascending
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IDS
Current IDs—Maintains the counters for the IDs used within DocuMaN. Note that
this database only ever contains a single record, and it is not used in DNC
Professional.

Table H-43 Current IDs Table

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

1 SEQ_NO Character 6 Last Assigned Document Card Sequence
Number

2 ECN_NO Numeric 8 Last Assigned ECN Sequence Number

3 VAULT_ID Numeric 4 Next Available Vault ID

4 GROUP_ID Numeric 3 Next Available Approval Group ID

5 FORM_ID Numeric 3 Last Assigned Form ID

6 MEDIA_ID Numeric 3 Next Available Media ID

7 TOOL_ID Numeric 3 Next Available Tool ID

8 PICK_ID Numeric 3 Last Assigned Pick List ID

9 MGROUP_IND Numeric 3 Last Assigned Mail Group ID

10 ROUT_ID Numeric 3 Last Assigned Routing ID

11 PSWDGRP_ID Numeric 5 Last Assigned Password Group ID

MAILACCT
External Mail Accounts—Holds the Internet email account information for machines
and users.

Table H-44 External Mail Accounts Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 NAME Character 30 Name of External Mail Account

2 EMAIL_ADDR Character 80 Email address of External Mail Account

3 SMTP_SVR Character 80 Outgoing email server

4 POP3_SVR Character 80 Incoming email server

5 ACCOUNT Character 80 Account Name

6 PASSWORD Character 20 Password

7 MACHINE Numeric 1 Is email going to a machine?
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Table H-45 External Mail Accounts Table

Index Key Order

NAMEX NAME Ascending

MAILGRP
Mail Groups —Contains the names of the users for each mail group, as well as the
name of the group itself.

Table H-46 Mail Groups Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 NAME Character 30 Name of Mail Group if MEMBER_IND = 0 or Else Name of User in
the Group

2 GROUP_IND Numeric 3 Index of the Mail Group

3 MEMBER_IND Numeric 3 Index of Member User or 0

Table H-47 Tag for the Mail Groups Table

Index Key Order

MEMB_GRPX MEMBER_IND+GROUP_IND Ascending

GRP_MEMBX GROUP_IND+MEMBER_IND Ascending

NCVERIFY
NC Verify® Control—Defines the control names to display for NC Verify® and which
files they use.

Table H-48 NC Verify® Control Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 CONTROL Character 12 Same as Field 15 in FOLDER27

2 NAME Character 80 Control Name
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PRED_MSG
Predefined Messages for CNC Direct Machines — Identifies predefined email
messages that can be sent from CNC direct Machines.

Table H-49 Predefined Messages Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 ID Character 20 CNC Machine ID Number

2 RECIPIENT Character 80 Who the message is going to.

3 SUBJECT Character 40 Subject of the message

4 MESSAGE Text Message text

Table H-50 Tag for the Predefined Messages Table

Index Key Order

MSG_ID ID Ascending

PSWDGRP
Password Groups—Lists all of the password groups and their rights.

Table H-51 Password Groups Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 GROUP_ID Numeric 5 To Which Group Does This User Belong?

2 GROUP_NAME Character 30 Name of User Group

3 EDIT_LEVEL Numeric 3 User Edit Level (0-255), 0 = No Edit Privileges.

NOTE: User Edit Level must be set equal to or higher than
Document Type Edit Level in order to have Edit Privileges.

4 PLUSCFG Logical 1 Can they run Configurator?

5 SINGLE_USE Logical 1 Only one user in the group?

6 DEL_MARK Logical 1 Deleted?

7 DOWN_LEVEL Numeric 3 Download Level

8 PSWD_DATA Image Binary Data
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Table H-52 Tags for the Password Groups Table

Key Order

GROUP_ID STR(GROUP_ID,5) Ascending

GROUP_NAME GROUP_NAME Ascending

The format of the PSWD_DATA in the Memo field is as follows:
typedef struct pw_struct
{

BYTE generalAccess[100];
BYTE menuAccess[15];
BYTE portAccess[256][8];

} PASSWORD_DATA;

The General Access field stores the password rights, which are not hub specific. The
table below shows the current General Access settings. As more password privileges
are added, this table will expand.

Table H-53 General Access Array Structure

Bit 0 Bit 1 Bit 2 Bit 3 Bit 4 Bit 5 Bit 6 Bit 7

Byte 0 Modify
Folders

Override
DNC Dirs

Override
Queue

Use
Folders

Require
Folders

Override
Machine

Exit

Byte 1 Hyper Paper Security Level

Byte 2 Download Directory Access Depth (0 = access to all dirs.)

Byte 3 Delete
Log

File Main. Queue
Files

PSWDUSR
Password Users—Associates individual users with their password group and their
machine access rights.

Table H-54 Password Users Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 USER_NAME Character 30

2 PASSWORD Character 15 Encrypted Password

3 GROUP_ID Numeric 5 To which group does this user belong?
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Table H-54 Password Users Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

4 DEL_MARK Logical 1 Deleted?

5 PORT_ACCES Image Binary data. Which machines may this user
access?

6 EMPL_NO Character 15

Table H-55 Tags for the Password Users Table

Index Key Order

USER_NAME USER_NAME Ascending

PASSWORD PASSWORD Ascending

TEMPLATE
Template— Identifies a part number as being a "template" part.

Table H-56 Template Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 TEMPLATE Character 30 Template Number associated with a Part Number

TOOL
External Tools—Defines the programs used to view or edit documents along with
information that is to be supplied for them.

Table H-57 External Tools Table

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

1 TOOL_ID Numeric 3 ID for Program (0-99)

2 DESCRIP Character 20 Description of Program

3 EXE_PATH Character 254 Full Path to Program
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Table H-57 External Tools Table

Field Field Name Type Width Notes

4 WORK_DIR Character 254 Working Directory to Change to Before Starting

5 ARGS Character 40 Command Line Arguments

6 PLATFORM Numeric 2 1 = MS Windows

Table H-58 Replaceable Parameters for Arguments

Argument Replaced With Argument Replaced With

%A User's Password %O Operation Number*

%F Folder ID Number* %P Part Number*

%FA Full File Path and Name* %PM OS Prompt

%FN File Name Only* %R Folder's Revision*

%FP File Path Only* %U User-defined Field 1*

%N User Name %V User-defined Field 2*

%M Folder's Work Center* %W Machine*

*These arguments may not have values in all contexts.

Table H-59 Tag for the External Tools Table

Index Key Order

TOOL_PLATX STR(TOOL_ID,3)+STR(PLATFORM,2) Ascending

USERS
Current Users—Records who is running what for crash recovery purposes.

Table H-60 Current Users Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 USER_NAME Character 30 User Name

2 COMPUTER Numeric 10 Network Name or IP Address of Computer

3 PRODUCT_ID Numeric 4 Code indicating the BTS Product in use
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4 LICENSE Numeric 4 License Number

5 LIC_COUNT Numeric 4 License Count

6 SEAT_ID Character 12 Seat Identification Number

Table H-61 Tag for the Current Users Table

Index Key Order

COMP_SEATX STR(COMPUTER,10)+SEAT_ID Ascending

USR
DB Utility Users— This table holds information on the users that can log in to DB
Utility.

Table H-62 DB Utility Users Table

Field Name Type Width Notes

1 USER_NAME Character 30 Unique name of user

2 DESCRIPTION Character 40 Full name or description of user

3 PASSWORD Character 15 Unique encrypted password for this user

4 PIN Character 4 Non-unique Personal Identification Number for the user

5 PRIV Numeric 10 The privileges of this user. Values "OR"ed together. 1 - Admin
Access 2 - Create ECNs 4 - DB Utility Access

6 LOGGED_IN Numeric 3 Count of how many places this user is logged in

Table H-63 Tag for the DB Utility Users Table

Index Key Order

USER_NAMEX USER_NAME Ascending

PASSWORDX PASSWORD Ascending
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Appendix I: Wincopy
Introduction

Wincopy is a program that is a substitute for Communicator. It is intended to run on
machine tools that have a PC running Windows 95, 98, or NT for a control. On a
download, Wincopy will copy a file from its current location to a directory from
which the machine tool can access the file. On an upload, it will copy a file from the
directory where the machine tool writes files to the final destination. You only need
this program if you store your program files in a location that the control is unable
to access. For example, if the control could only access a local hard drive, you could
use Wincopy to move files from a network drive to the control’s hard drive.

When you start Wincopy, it comes up as and remains as an icon. You can only
perform two functions using Wincopy. You can get the About box for Wincopy by
clicking once on the icon and selecting About from the menu. Or, you can exit
Wincopy by clicking once on the icon and selecting Close from the menu. All other
Wincopy functions must be started by Controller sending a command to Wincopy.

Run-Time Options
Run-time options must be passed to Wincopy when you start the program. To do this
in Windows 95, add the run-time option behind WINCOPY.EXE in the Target edit box
on the ShortCut page of the Properties dialog. You must specify the directory into
which Wincopy copies files on downloads and from which it copies files on uploads.
You do this with the –D option. Follow the –D option with the name of an existing
directory. For example:

WINCOPY –DC:\DIR
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As with Communicator, Wincopy looks to certain environment variables to know
which hub it is and where to find the files that it needs. You can override these by
specifying alternative values on the command line. The environment variable
CIMCFG tells Wincopy which hub it is or, more accurately, which Hub directory to
use. A Hub directory is a directory under the DNC_ROOT directory with the name
HUB_#, where # is the actual hub’s number. If you have DNC_ROOT set to
G:\DNCPRO, you will tell Wincopy that it is HUB_3 by setting the CIMCFG
environment variable as follows:

SET CIMCFG=G:\DNCPRO\HUB_3

Alternatively, you can use the –H command line option to tell Wincopy which hub it
is. The format for this option is –H#, where # is the hub’s number. You will call
Wincopy as follows to tell it that it is HUB_2:

WINCOPY –H2

Also, just like Communicator, you can override the other environment variables by
specifying them in the command line. (See the example in "Communicator" on page
135.)
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Appendix J: User Menu
Introduction

The User menu allows you to add up to 14 of your own menu choices to the
Controller or Folders Lite User menus. It also allows you to run external programs
from inside these programs.

USERMENU.CIM
The program reads the User Menu items from the USERMENU.CIM file, which is
located in the DNC_ROOT directory. This file may be created by using the New
button on the User Menu Setup window in Configurator, or you can create it using an
ASCII text editor, e.g., DOS EDIT. (Do not use a word processor that inserts special
formatting characters.) To remove entries, you will have to use a text editor.

You may put up to 100 entries into the USERMENU.CIM file. The program uses the
user's password to decide which entries to put in the User menu.

NOTE: BTS does not recommend that you delete menu choices from the USERMENU.CIM file. When
you select a menu choice to be on a user's User menu, the position of that menu choice in the
USERMENU.CIM file is recorded in the user's password. If you delete a menu choice, all of the menu
choices that follow it will move up one position. Therefore, the positions recorded in the user's
passwords will be off by one.

The format of each line of USERMENU.CIM is:

MENU TEXT; COMMAND OPTIONS

The menu text is what will appear in the user's sub-menu. The text must be less than
20 characters. If you wish to define a hot key for the menu choice, precede the letter
with a tilde (~). For example:

~DIR; DIR

will make the D key a hot key for the DIR command. The semicolon (;) separates the
menu text from the command.
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The command is the program that Controller or Folders Lite will invoke for this
menu choice. The command must be less than 126 characters long. You must supply
the path to the command through either the PATH environment variable or by
specifying the path in the command.

Dynamic Parameters
Options allow you to pass information to your program. The information can either
be static, such as passing /OD to the DIR to order the listing by date, or it can be
dynamic. To pass dynamic information from Controller or Folders Lite to the
program invoked by the User menu, use the percent (%) character followed by a
letter to represent dynamic data. Dynamic information containing a space will be
enclosed in double quotation marks. Table J-1 lists the 12 types of dynamic
information that Controller or Folders Lite will pass to your program.

Table J-1 Dynamic User Menu Option Symbols

Dynamic Information Symbol Replace By

%A The user’s password.

%F The folders ID of the current folder.

%J Not used by Controller

%M The work center for which the folder was created.

%N The user’s user name.

%O The operation number of the current folder.

%P The part number of the current folder.

%R The revision number of the current folder.

%S Not used by Controller

%U The User Defined Field 1(if the Folder is selected off of the
Folder or Task Tabs)

%V The User Defined Field 2(if the Folder is selected off of the
Folder or Task Tabs)

%W The name of the machine that is selected from the Machine List
tab

If you use a tool crib program that allows you to request tooling from the tool crib
based upon the part, operation, and user, you could set up the following User menu
entry.

~TOOLING; G:\TOOLCRIB\REQUEST %P %O %N
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When a user selects the tooling User menu choice, the part number and operation
number from the selected machine would be used to replace %P and %O, and the
user's user name would replace the %N before the REQUEST program is called. If
the dynamic information cannot be given a value, an empty string is passed instead.
This would happen if the user selected the tooling User menu choice before logging
into any machines.

Whether or not a particular piece of dynamic data is available depends upon the
particular program and its state when the User menu item is selected. For example,
if you are using Controller without Folders Lite, you will not be able to pass folder-
related information.

Controller or Folders Lite reads the USERMENU.CIM file only once at start up. If you
change the USERMENU.CIM file, you must restart the program. If there is an error
on a line in the USERMENU.CIM file, the program skips the line and continues
processing the file. It does not alert the user. If one of your commands is missing
from the User sub-menu, check to make sure that the line in the USERMENU.CIM file
is correct.
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Appendix K: Jr2Jr32–DNCjr
Conversion Utility

The purpose of Jr2Jr32 is to convert an up-to-date DOS DNCjr configuration to
DNCjr32. Note that this will only be possible for DNCjr installations utilizing COM:
ports for communications; the DNCjr hardware is not supported under DNCjr32.

The installation program needs two environment variables to be set for it to work.
The DNC_ROOT environment variable contains the path of the directory where
certain files are located; it is normally the directory to which all of DNCjr32’s files
are installed. This environment variable will be set by the installation program. The
DNCJR_CFG environment variable already exists in a DOS DNCjr. system; it specifies
the directory containing the DNC jr. configurations (files with an extension of .con).
There is a third, optional environment variable which will also be set by the
installation program, DB_ROOT. This is normally the same as DNC_ROOT, and if it is
not specified, it’s value will be taken from DNC_ROOT. This environment variable
specifies the directory containing the Connect.db file, which holds the ODBC data
connection string. This file is also copied during installation, but may need to be
changed if the ODBC data source is not set to its default values.
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The Jr2Jr32 conversion program will read each of the .con files in the DNCJR_CFG
directory and try to turn it into a DNC jr. 32 configuration. The conversion program
will not convert a configuration that is set to a translation of Raw. Raw mode is not
supported in DNCjr32 because it is not needed; instead, raw settings will be used
when a file to be downloaded or uploaded has a .brm extension. Any exec files that
were previously transferred using a configuration set to Raw need only be renamed
to have an extension of .brm (if they don’t already; BTS BTR execs already use this
naming convention). The conversion program will also not convert configurations
with a baud rate of 150 baud because it is not supported in the Windows 32
communications system. DOS DNC jr. allowed 40 character configuration names but
DNCjr32 allows only 30 character machine names, so if a configuration has a name
longer than 30 characters a dialog will pop up asking for a new name. The original
name will be truncated to 30 characters and offered as a default. If a configuration
has the Mazatrol option turned on, a dialog will pop up asking for the initial state
(protocol On, Always On, or Off). DOS DNCjr always had the protocol On; it is now
switchable via Controller. When the conversion program is finished a list will be
displayed showing all the configurations that have been converted.
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